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George Jackson
Badge Collection
Sold At Auction

The incredible law enforcement memorabilia collection 
of longtime Texas collector George Jackson went up 
for sale at auction in Waco, Tex. on March 25 and 26. 
Collectors spent thousands of dollars to acquire a 
hundred vintage badges and other collectibles. Arthur 
Fox was among them.

By Arthur Fox, Guest Writer
WACO, Tex. – The well-known badge collection of Texan George Jackson hit the 

auction block on March 25 and 26 in Waco, Tex. Almost 100 sought-after badges found 
new owners, with a few coming back home.

I attended the auction with the hope of acquiring a few gems, but mostly to see in 
person so many beautiful solid gold and sterling badges not seen by the general public, in some cases for over 30 years.

Jackson was an engineer for Bell Helicopter. His spare time was spent acquiring 
magnifi cent items from the 19th century American Old West.

The Jackson Collection included factory-engraved Cold single action revolvers, early 
Bowie knives and, as advertised by A&S Auction, “one of the fi nest known collections 
of authentic badges from the Old West through the turn of the century,” as well as other 
belongings.

Scott Franks, owner of A&S Auction, was an excellent host with an incredibly helpful 
staff. Franks, along with his son, Sam, made sure that badge collectors in the audience 
had ample time to inspect each and every badge which were individually presented in 
Riker cases and secured in showcases.

Protection at the site was provided by Texas Ranger Patrick Pena of Company “F.” 
Ranger Pena even took time to take a few photos with us badge collectors.

Personal viewing of the Jackson Collection was available two days prior to the 
auction.

A&S Auction had available for purchase, both on site and by mail, a 230-page full 
color catalog photographed by Sam Franks, the owner’s son.

I attended both preview days and was surprised just how few people took advantage 
of the hands-on viewing.

That changed on Saturday and Sunday, the sale days, when every seat in the house 
was full at the beginning of each auction session.

The fi rst badge up for sale was Item No. 4, described in the auction catalog as “Fine 
18 Kt. Gold F.J. Hall Sheriff, El Paso, Texas badge.” The impressive fi ve-point ball-tipped 
star with fi ne hand engraving and blue enamel inlay had a disappointing faux diamond 
but still hammered in a sale price of $5000.

The second badge up for sale was Item No. 5 and described as “14 Kt. Gold”. This 
badge was a crescent moon suspension fi ve-point star with enamel inlay, “Deputy U.S. 
Marshal, Al C. Goff, Okla.”

This appears to be the same badge on page 170 in a 1991 book by Kenneth W. 
Lucas, Sr., Federal Law Enforcement Badges.

George Stumpf, Texas Ranger Patrick Pena, Skip Skinner and Ronnie 
Jackson (left to right) hold badges purchased at the George Jackson auction. 
Stumpf holds a Teton County deputy sheriff. Skinner has a Yuma County sheriff. 
Jackson has a National Stockyards badge. Arthur Fox photograph

Peggy Stumpf, George Stumpf and A&S Auction owner Scott Franks (left to 
right) pose with items from the George Jackson Collection. Stumpf is holding an 
Esmeralda County, Nev. sheriff’s badge that sold for $6500. The auction took 
place in Waco, Tex. in late March. Arthur Fox photograph
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Collector Vic Elliot called me about the Jackson auction and shared a few of his 
thoughts with me. He said he was surprised at the low $2500 sale price of the Goff 
badge.

Elliot, who did not attend the auction in person, said he purchased Item No. 554 
online, a badge described in the catalog as a suspension badge for John Jones, deputy 
sheriff. It is marked on the back “J.S.Ginger, Sole Agent, St. Louis, Fredus & Steiner, St. 
Louis.” According to Elliot, Jones had an impressive background in law enforcement, 
including that of deputy United States marshal.

Elliott shared that he visited Jackson at his home in Texas and told me that Item No. 
536, which is an antique wagon wheel display table with glass top, was packed with 
badges on display.

The fi fth badge up for sale was described as “Ornate gold fi lled badge, R.L. Campbell, 
Marshal, Stroud, O.T. (Oklahoma Territory) fi ve point ball star with “T” pin catch, circa turn 

of the century.”
When the hammer fell, Oklahoma collector George Gill, who was in the auction 

audience, took the beauty back home to Oklahoma for $9500.
Gill was successful in purchasing several other Oklahoma badges.
I saw Gill in Tulsa. He informed me he felt the badge prices realized at the Jackson 

auction were high.
Other collectors I recognized in the audience were George and Peggy Stumpf from 

Wyoming and Skip Skinner and Ronnie Jackson (no relationship to George Jackson that 
I’m aware of) from Arizona.

Jackson, who specializes in Oklahoma badges, was glad that Gill was not in the 
audience on Sunday and told me that now he might have a chance to purchase an 
Oklahoma gem. I am pleased to say that he took two Oklahoma badges home to Arizona, 
including Item No. 389, described in the auction catalog as “Large shield badge, National 
Stock Yards Deputy Sheriff, Oklahoma City, OK.” It sold for $9000.

I had the pleasure to sit next to the Stumpfs during the live auction. Stumpf was happy 
to be successful in purchasing Item No. 359, a sterling silver marked eagle-topped blue-
enameled inlay badge for a deputy sheriff in Teton County.

George Stumpf is a retired deputy US marshal and Peggy Stumpf recently retired 
from the United States Marshal Service. They have the largest known private collection 
of Marshals Service memorabilia. They maintain a Web site, The Silver Star, which is 
devoted to the Marshals Service.

Skip Skinner made the trek from Arizona with a mission to purchase Item No. 555, a 
badge that Skinner said was made for a Yuma County sheriff. I don’t think his mission 
was to pay the highest price for a badge in the Jackson auction, but, after heavy bidding, 
the hammer fell on this badge for $16,000.

According to Skinner, Ed Gerson retired in 1887 and Yuma County was established in 

(Top) R. Tod Ruse paid $12,000 for this badge worn by San Joaquin County, 
Calif. Sheriff C.C. Hitchcock. (Lower left) Skip Skinner paid $16,000 for a Yuma 
County, Ariz. sheriff’s badge. (Lower right) Ronnie Jackson spent $900 on a 
National Stockyards deputy sheriff shield. Arthur Fox photograph

George Stumpf (left) and Sam Franks (right), the son of the A&S Auction 
owner, are shown with items sold from the George Jackson Collection. Stumpf 
is holding Item No. 122, a 1910 sterling silver badge for a Laramie County. 
Wyo. sheriff. Sam Franks photographed the catalog. Arthur Fox photograph

Jackson Collection Sold ...Continued

Sam Franks, son of the owner of A&S Auction in Waco, Tex., holds Item 
No. 123, a generic city marshal’s badge, a six-point ball-tipped star, during the 
auction on March 25. The badge from George Jackson’s collection sold for 
$300. It was the least expensive item at the auction. Arthur Fox photograph

Scott Franks (left), the auction house owner, and Oklahoma collector George 
Gill (right) pose with items from the George Jackson Collection. Gill paid $9500 
for an Oklahoma Territory marshal’s badge once worn by R.L. Campbell. It is an 
ornate  fi ve-point, ball-tipped star. Arthur Fox photograph
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1864, dating the sheriff’s badge somewhere between 1864 and 1887.
Skinner received the only applause during the two-day auction for his determination. 

Surely he will write a detailed article about his badge and its maker for publication in 
PCNEWS.

California collector R. Tod Ruse did not attend the auction but that didn’t deter him 
from being reunited with the most beautiful badge in the auction.

I think Ruse would agree with me that Item No. 87, described in the catalog, “Beautiful 
shield badge with eagle crest for C.C. Hitchcock, Sheriff, San Joaquin Co., California and 
hallmark by Ed Jones, Oakland marked gold front with mixed 10 Kt., 14 Kt., and 24 Kt,” 
was the most beautiful badge in the auction.

I mentioned this badge is now reunited with Ruse. This is because Ruse acquired this 
badge in 1962 from the widow of Sheriff Hitchcock. Several years later, he traded the 
badge and regretted it ever since.

The Hitchcock badge ended up in the Jackson collection and remained there for 47 
years until Ruse was able to buy it back during the auction.

Franks told me he hopes to have more of the Jackson collection for sale at auction in 
the near future. He said there could be as many as 400 more awesome badges to be put 
up for auction and said that he wants to keep the badge collecting community informed.

Franks promised to advertise such future sales in PCNEWS. So, if you are not a 
subscriber now, this is a good reason to start!

ARTHUR FOX (PO Box 1394, Montrose CO 81402)

(Top) George Stumpf holds a sterling silver deputy sheriff’s badge from Teton 
County, Wyo. (Lower left) R.L. Campbell was a marshal in Stroud, Oklahoma 
Territory. It went for $9500. (Lower right) A 14-karat gold suspension badge 
deputy US marshal badge. Arthur Fox photograph

(Top) R. Tod Ruse paid $2750 for this vintage chipped glass hanging badge 
advertising sign. It came from Ed Jones Company. (Lower left) A fully-outfi tted 
mannequin carries a vintage sheriff’s uniform. (Lower right) A mannequin carries 
the likeness of Lillian Russell. Arthur Fox photograph
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Meet

Calendar
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SPECIAL – These are the latest police insignia show and swap meet announcements.
Collectors interested in attending these events should contact the sponsors at 

the addresses or telephone numbers listed for additional information, such as driving 
directions, table availability, hotel or motel accommodations, handicapped accessibility, 
parking or possible last-minute changes and/or cancellations.

Show sponsors provide “Swap Meet Calendar” listings. We are not responsible for 
changes after we go to press, nor are we liable for errors or omissions.

These announcements are published at no cost to show sponsors. However, hosts 
are requested to cooperate in our effort to obtain a follow-up story as soon as possible 
after each show.

Because many collectors now use global positioning systems (GPS) to locate shows, 
street addresses should be included in these announcements.

San Luis Obispo, Calif.
The Fourteenth Annual California Law Enforcement Historical Society Police 

Memorabilia Collectors’ Show will be Sat., July 8 from 9 am to 2 pm at the Central Coast 
Veteran’s Memorial Hall, 801 Grand Ave., San Luis Obispo, Calif. President Gary Hoving 
and CLEHS will host it.

Admission is $5 and children under 12 are admitted free.
Sixty-fi ve seven-foot tables are available for $40 each. (Tables are $35 for CLEHS 

members.) Early reservations are recommended. The show is an annual sellout.
Awards will be presented for the best patch, badge, historical, educational and best of 

show displays.
This show is a fundraiser for CLEHS.
Table reservations and payment can be made online at the CLEHS Web site, 

calpolicehistory.com, or by sending a check to Gary Hoving, President, California Law 
Enforcement Historical Society, PO Box 475, Pismo Beach CA 93448. His telephone 
number is (805) 929-3106.

The CLEHS annual meeting will be held at the hall on Friday, July 7 from 5 to 6 pm. 
All members are welcome. Immediately following the meeting, there will be a reception in 
the Memorial Museum from 6 to 8 pm. All are welcome.

Dallas, Tex.
The 2017 North Texas Public Safety Collectors Show will be Sat., July 22 from 9 am 

to 2 pm at the Dallas Police Association Headquarters, 1412 Griffi n St. East, Dallas, Tex. 
Rod Janich and John Taylor will host it.

Tables and display spaces are available. Please see the show Facebook page or the 
Web site PoliceShow2017.Com for information.

The hosts plan a tour of John F. Kennedy assassination sites after the show.
For additional information, contact Janich on (972) 345-3180 or info@policeshow2017.
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com.

McComb, O.
The First Annual McComb Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE) and Police 

Explorers Public Safety Fundraiser Show will be Sat., Aug. 12 from 10 am to 4 pm at the 
McComb American Legion Post, 323 Sreet, McComb, O.

Admission is a $5 donation.
Table donation fees are $10 for the fi rst table. Additional tables are $5 each.
All proceeds will benefi t the DARE and Explorer programs.
All public safety patch, badge, challenge coin and other novelty items collectors are 

invited.
McComb is a village in Hancock County with four full-time offi cers.

National Police Collectors Show
The California Law Enforcement Historical Society will host the 2017 National Police 

Collectors Show at the Ontario Convention Center in Ontario, Calif. on Aug. 18-20. The 
convention center is located 38 miles east of downtown Los Angeles on Interstate 10.

Public hours for the event are 9 am to 5 pm on Sat., Aug. 19 and 9 am to 2 pm on 
Sun., Aug. 20. Pre-registered tableholders only will be allowed into the hall on Fri., Aug. 
18 from 12 noon to 5 pm for setup.

Three hundred eight-foot by 30 inches display tables are available for $80 each. 
Special accommodations and location requests will be honored in order of reservation. 
Two hundred fi fty tables had been reserved as of June 30.

Admission will be $5. Children under 12 will be admitted free.
The host hotel is the Doubletree Hotel Ontario Airport, located next to the Convention 

Center, at 222 North Vineyard Ave. The block of rooms for $119 per night plus tax is sold 
out. Rooms are still available but at a higher rate.

Overfl ow arrangements are being made at the nearby Radisson Hotel.
To make a table reservation online, go the Historical Society Web site, 

CalPoliceHistory.Com. On the right margin click on the 2017 National Police Collectors 
Show tab.

Table reservations can be made by mail by sending a check to Gary Hoving, 
President, California Law Enforcement Historical Society, PO Box 475, Pismo Beach CA 
93448-0475, (805) 441-4936, calpolicehistory@aol.com.

Please direct questions about the show to President Hoving.

Orlando, Fla.
The 2017 “Vacation Capital” Police Collectors Show will be Sat., September 2 from 

9 am to 2 pm at the Rosen Plaza Hotel, 9700 International Drive, Orlando, Fla. Doug 
Sarubbi, Ron Bartholome and John Holmes will host it.

Admission is $3.
Eighty-fi ve tables are available for $30 each. Setup begins at 7:30 am.
A special room rate of $97 is available for Friday and Saturday nights. Make hotel 

reservations on (800) 627-8258 and mention the OCSO Doug Sarubbi Vacation Capital 
Show by name.

Parking is free.
Awards will be presented for the best badge, patch and overall displays.
Mail table reservation checks to Doug Sarubbi, 4023 Salmon Dr., Orlando FL 32835
For additional information, contact Sarubbi on sarubb@aol.com or telephone (407) 

351-9368 (day) or (407) 297-1232 (night),

Cincinnati, O.
Pat Olvey has announced that the police collectors show scheduled for Sat., Sept. 7 

at the Cincinnati, O. Fraternal Order of Police Hall has been canceled.

Fall River, Mass.
The next “Bay State” Police Insignia Collector Shows will be Sun., Oct. 1 at the Fall 

River Police PAL Building, 31 Franklin St., Fall River, Mass. Gary Smith and Barb Haven 
are the hosts.

Admission is $7.
Tables are $17 each for the fi rst table and $10 for each additional table. The table fee 

includes one admission. Table setup begins at 8:45 am.
Tables not occupied by 10 am will be resold with no refunds.
Donations will be accepted to raise funds for a different location in the future.
The hosts reserve the right to refuse admittance to anyone. Only law enforcement 

offi cers and known collectors will be admitted. Credentials may be verifi ed at the door.
Refreshments will available.
For table reservations or additional information, please email baystatepolice@gmail.

com.

Ripon, Calif.
The 32nd Annual Northern California Law Enforcement Collectors Show and the 

Menlo Park and Ripon Police Explorers Police Emergency Vehicle Show and Law 
Enforcement Recruitment Fair will be held at the Ripon Community Center, 334 West 
Fourth St., Ripon, Calif. on Sat., Oct. 7 from 9 am to 2 pm. Mike Lynch and Brian Smith 
will host the insignia show, while Darryl Lindsay will host the car show.

These shows are fundraisers for the Concerns of Police Survivors, Ripon Police VIPS 
and Menlo Park Police Cadets.

The shows are sponsored by the International Police Association Region 29 and the 
Ripon Police Department.

Admission is free.
Fifty-two eight-foot by 36-inch tables are available for $30 each. Display only tables 

are $15 each. Tableholders only setup begins at 8 am.
Please note the changes from previous announcements. Admission is now free and 

table prices have increased by $5.
Awards will be presented for the best insignia and vehicle displays.
The host hotel is the Fairfi eld Inn, 4342 Salida Blvd., Modesto, Calif. The hotel offers a 

law enforcement show rate. Please mention the rate when making room reservations on 
(209) 543-7800.

There will be a pre-show gathering at the host hotel on Friday, Oct. 6 from 5 pm to 
6:30 pm.

Send checks for table reservations to Mike Lynch, PO Box 3212, Bowman CA 95604-
3212. Please make checks out to Mike Lynch. His telephone number is (530) 613-4732. 
His email is lynch3212@gmail.com.

Questions about the emergency vehicle vehicle show should be directed to Darryl 
Lindsay on inpursuitmppd@yahoo.com or on (650) 743-4486.

Traverse City, Mich.
The Third Annual Traverse City Area Police and Fire Collectors Show will be Sat., Oct. 

14 from 9 am to 3 pm in the ballroom at the Turtle Creek Casino and Hotel, 7741 M-72 
E., Williamsburg. Mich. Dave and Dawn Sprinkle will host it.

Admission is $4. Children under 12 are admitted free.
Forty-fi ve six-foot tables are available for $20 each and must be paid for in advance. 

The hall will be open from 7 to 9 am for exhibitor setup with free coffee and muffi ns 
available.

Current badges may not be bought, sold or traded at the show or on the property. 
Current badge exhibits must be marked “For Display Only.”

There will be display awards, a patch drop box drawing and door prizes.
For table reservations or additional information, contact Dave Sprinkle, PO Box 96, 

Acme MI 49610-006 or email dave_sprinkle@hotmail.com.
The show has a Facebook page and group.

Altona, Man.
The 2017 Altona Police Patch and Insignia Collectors Trade Show will be Sun., Oct. 

15 from 10 am to 3 pm at the W.C. Collegiate, 181 Sixth St., Altona, Man., Canada. The 
hosts are Mike Turnbull and Dan Defer.

Tables are $5 each as a donation to the school for the use of the facility. The hall will 
open at 8:30 am for setup.

Lunch will be provided to tableholders and attendees.
“For all our returning visitors, this is the same location as 2016. We have some room 

for displays and tables are limited. However, this is a great venue,” Turnbull said.
The school is fi ve blocks south of the Co-op Food Store at Highway 30 and Highway 

201.
For additional information or table reservations,contact Turnbull on (204) 324-4539 or 

meturn@mts.net or Defer on (204) 304-0858 or dan.defer@altona.ca.

Riverdale, Md.
The 32nd Mid-Atlantic Police Collectors Extravaganza will be Sat., Oct. 21 from 10 am 

to 3 pm at the Elks Lodge, 6700 Kenilworth Ave., Riverside, Md. Andy Ferraro will host it.
Admission is $5.
Approximately 100 tables are available for $23 each. The hall will open for exhibitor 

setup only at 9 am.
Collectors who wish to enter the hall before 10 am must pay a $10 early bird fee.
There will be a trophy for the best display.
Send table reservations to Andy Ferraro, 4214 Woodberry St., Hyattsville MD 20782-

1171.
For additional information, contact the host on (240) 723-0507 or (301) 927-2327.

Saint Louis, Mo.
The 32nd Annual “Gateway” Police Collectors Show will be Sat., Oct. 28 from 8 am 

to 2 pm at the Holiday Inn South County Center, 6921 South Lindbergh Boulevard, Saint 

Swap Meet Calendar ...Continued
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Admission is $3 for those over 21 years of age. Anyone under age 21 will be admitted 

free.
Seventy eight-foot tables are available for $20 each. Tables will only be reserved when 

payment is received. Setup for tableholders will begin at 7 am.
The Holiday Inn is offering rooms at a special rate of $120 a night plus tax. Make 

reservations on (314) 892-3600 and request the in house rate for the Gateway Police 
Collectors Show. This rate will only be held until September 28.

Parking is free.
For reservations or additional information, contact Selvaggio on sgtfrank191@yahoo.

com or (314) 657-8673.
Please visit the Facebook page “2017 Gateway Police Collectors Show.”

San Diego, Calif.
The San Diego Police Historical Association and Museum will host a Law Enforcement 

Collectors Show and Historic Vehicle Exhibition on Sat., Oct. 28 from 9 am to 2 pm at the 
San Diego Police Range, 4008 Federal Blvd., San Diego, Calif.

General admission is $5.
Thirty tables are available for $30 each. Setup begins at 8 am. Tableholders get two 

entrance admissions.
There will be a pre-show meet and greet for tableholders at the Police Museum on 

Friday night.
There will be an awards ceremony for the Best of Show, Best Patch and Badge 

Displays, an on-site barbecue and an opportunity to see the San Diego Polilce Historical 
Fleet.

For table reservations contact Dan Weiss at dweiss@pd.sandiego.gov.

Fairfax, Va.
The Fairfax Regional Badge and Patch Show will be Sat., Nov. 4 from 10 to 3 pm 

at the Fairfax County Police Association Hall, 5625 Revercomb Court, Fairfax, Va.  Bill 
Steinkuller and Larry Wilikns will host it.

Admission is $5.
Tables are $20. Tableholders will be allowed in the hall at 9 am. Please specify if you 

need to be assigned to a wall or need an electrical connection. Tables must be reserved 
in advance and are assigned on a fi rst come, fi rst served basis.

Food and drinks will be available for purchase, there is plenty of free parking and a 
Best of Show trophy will be awarded. 

There will be a raffl e to benefi t the Fairfax County Police Explorers program.
All proceeds will be donated to the Fairfax County Police Association.
The show has a Web site, FairfaxRegionalBadgeAndPatchShow.Com.
Please make checks payable to the FCPA Show and mail to Larry Wilkins, 154 

Abrams Pointe Blvd., Winchester VA 22602.
For additional information, please contact the host on FCPAShow@aol.com

Norman Park, Ga.
The Fourth Annual Southeast Patch and Badge Trade Show will be Sat., Nov. 11 from 

9 am to 3 pm at the Norman Park Elementary School Gymnasium, 249 W. Weeks St., 
Norman Park, Ga. Jeremy Henry and the Norman Park Police Department will host it.

Admission is free. However, donations will be accepted for the Norman Park School 
Parent Teachers Organization.

Approximately 70 tables will be available for $15 each. The hall will open at 7 am for 
exhibitor setup. Tableholders need not be present at 7 am, but it is requested that setup 
be completed by 9 am.

The elementary school is located behind the Georgia Baptist Conference Center, the 
former show site.

An award will be presented for the best display.
For further information or a registration package, contact Henry at jshenry99@yahoo.

com or call (229) 873-0278 or (229) 769-3611. A registration packet is also available by 
mail by writing to Southeast Patch and Badge Trade Show, PO Box 14, Norman Park GA 
31771.

Allentown, N.J.
The 27th Annual “Central Jersey” Police and Fire Insignia Collectors Show will be 

Sun., Nov. 19 from 8 am to 2 pm at the Allentown First Aid Squad Building, Route 526, 
Allentown, N.J. Dominick Botteri will host it.

Admission is $5. Wives, girlfriends and children are admitted free.
Six-foot tables are $20 each and payable in advance. One admission is included. 

Early reservations are recommended because all previous shows have been sellouts. 
The hall will open at 7 am for exhibitor setup.

There will be a patch drop and display contest.
Displays are encouraged.
Patch reproductions available for trade must be marked as reproductions. Contact the 

show host for any questions or additional information regarding this policy.
Food will be available.
All proceeds will benefi t the Allentown First Aid Squad.
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For table reservations, directions o additional information, etc., contact Dominick 
Botteri at (609) 571-8201 (text or call) or email ltd104@aol.com.

Edmonton, Alta.
The International Police Association invites you to the 2018 Edmonton Area 

Emergency Services Swap Meet on Sat., May 5 from 9 am to 2 pm at the Royal 
Canadian Legion Saint Albert Branch, 6 Tache St., Saint Albert, Alta. Phil Bailey is the 
host.

Admission is free.
Tables are $10 each. Setup is at 8:30 am.
For reservations or more information, contact Bailey at crestcorp@shaw.ca.

National Police Collectors Show
The 2018 National Police Collectors Show will be Friday, July 27, Saturday, July 28 

and Sunday, July 29 at the Royal Plaza Trade Center in Marlborough, Mass. Nick Leary 
and Hervey Cote will host it.

Setup will be on Friday from 1 pm to 5 pm.
The show will be open to the public on Saturday from 9 am to 5 pm and Sunday from 

9 am to 3 pm.
Admission is $6
Four hundred display tables are available for $75 each until December 31, 2017. The 

table fee includes admission for the tableholder and one assistant. After January 1, 2018, 
the table fee will be $85 each. The hosts will begin accepting reservations in June.

The Trade Center offers 47,500 square feet of exhibit space and hosted the National 
Show in 1995 and 2000. It is located at 181 Boston Post Road approximately 35 miles 
west of Boston just off Interstate 495 at Exit 24. It is also accessible by Massachusetts 
Route 85, Massachusetts Route 9 and Interstate 90, the Massachusetts Turnpike.

The host hotel is the Royal Plaza Best Western Hotel, which is adjacent to the Trade 
Center. It offers 421 guest rooms and ten suites. The hotel has a pool, fi tness center, 
restaurant and a bar and grill. A full breakfast buffet is included in the room rate of 
$129.99 plus tax for single or double occupancy.

Please make reservations directly with the hotel on (888) 543.9500 or the Web site 
RPlazaHotels.Com. The group log is Police 18.

It is anticipated that the host hotel will sell out. Additional accommodations will be 
available at the Hampton Inn, Embassy Suites and Courtyard By Marriott, which are 
all within a mile of the convention center. There is a Holiday Inn on the other side of 
Interstate 495.

There are more than 120 restaurants within 25 miles of the convention center.
Please see the show Web site for additional information, PoliceNational2018.Com. It 

is now available for basic information, a show schedule and map of the area. Additional 
information will be posted soon.

The hosts can be contacted at info@policenational2018.com.

Advertising Policy We can not accept responsibility for dealings with any adver-
tiser. However, please report unsatisfactory dealings to the Advertising Manager or the 
Publisher.

Publication date PCNEWS is on a temporary bimonthly publication schedule. 
Publication dates are available from our offi ce.

Copyright The entire contents of this newspaper are protected by copyright. All 
titles and formats, including “Swap Meet Calendar,” “News Notes” and “The Bulletin 
Board,” are registered trademarks. The contents of this newspaper may not be repro-
duced without our permission. All rights, including electronic reproduction, are reserved.

Police Collectors News and PCNEWS are registered trademarks of the Police Insignia 
Collectors Association and may not be used without permission.

Our electronic address is registered and may not be used without permission.

The Chronotype Publishing Company in Rice Lake, Wis. publishes PCNEWS.
John Schieffer produces our photographs.

Swap Meet Calendar ...Continued

Honolulu Police Uniform According to a Facebook post, Mike Lucas’s 
outstanding Honolulu Police Department collection includes a solo bicycle bike offi ce 
uniform circa 1980. The drab color wool uniform was worn by the HPD circa 1952 and 
earlier. Their badge was a seven-point star. Offi cer Francis Karratti designed the badge in 
1952.

Maui Police Uniforms  Maui, Hawaii police offi cers wore drab wool uniforms prior 
to 1970 when they changed to light blue shirts and navy blue pants. The badge changed 
from a star to an eagle-topped shield depicting the islands of Maui, Molokai and Lanai. 
According to Mike Lucas, a couple years later the MPD went to a full navy blue uniform at 
which time the shoulder patch was changed to match the badge.

Richard Almeter
Wins Top Award

At Maryland Show
Richard Almeter, a veteran collector of West Virginia 

law enforcement insignia, won top honors in the display 
contest at the Mid-Atlantic Regional Police Collectors 
Extravaganza on April 8. It was the fi rst time that a West 
Virginia collection has won a display contest award at a 
major regional show.

By Andrew Ferraro, Guest Writer
HYATTSVILLE, Md. – On Saturday, April 8, I hosted Maryland’s longest-running and 

largest monster show, the Mid-Atlantic Police Collectors Extravaganza.
This show has been dubbed the greatest show on Earth by tattoo artists and fortune 

tellers from the Middle East! (Chicago)

Richard Almeter (left) receives the “Best of Show” award from Mid-Atlantic 
Regional Police Collectors Extravaganza host Andy Ferraro (right). Almeter was 
honored for his outstanding West Virginia law enforcement exhibit. It was the 
fi rst time a West Virginia collector has won. Andy Ferraro photograph

Joe Morrison (left) from New Hampshire spots a badge on Mick Lemish’s 
(right) table at the Mid-Atlantic Show on April 8. “Joe is a cunning and calculated 
hunter of badges. He has found one that he is holding in his left hand,” host 
Andy Ferraro said. Andy Ferraro photograph
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I was able to open the doors for set up at 6:30 am. Those who arrived early had three 
and a half hours to trade among themselves before the doors were open to the public at 
10 am.

I have been very lucky that all of the 31 shows have had perfect weather conditions. 
My wife and I received a thunderous ovation when we arrived in a 1966 phantom 

black metallic Volkswagen, dressed as the caped crusaders Batman and Robin! We were 
especially appreciated by the very young and those suffering from senility.

Because of Police Collectors News worldwide subscriptions, Maryland’s monster show 
is revered even in Paris, London and New York. It doesn’t matter if you speak Cantonese, 
Vietnamese, Chinese, Japanese or Pekingese (woof, woof!), once you enter the hall, we 
all speak the same language. You only need to learn three words, buy, sell or trade!

I also recommend you practice at least 24 different facial expressions in front of 
a mirror, which will assist you in making a great deal. This was something I learned 
indirectly when trading with Bruce Green many years ago!

This monster show was another sold out version with my bringing out the round 
banquet tables to fi ll overfl ow requests.

This show had a wide range of badges and patches, very rare, rare and medium rare.
This show is perfect for very young and very old collectors. Both age groups should be 

accompanied by your parents!
This show creates a lot of excitement because many legends of the hobby attend, 

along with their rarities. Come prepared, and don’t forget to bring your Comotil pills with 

the dosage guide!
I really had a lot of fun at this show; a lot of new items and faces (not mine, same old 

face).
There was a very nice stream of collectors throughout the day with traders in tow.
I picked up many nice old badges and two very rare Virginia patches from Joe Barlow 

of Richmond, Va. He been collecting for about 40 years. He never misses a show and 
has never had a table. But, he always carries rarities stuffed in all of his pockets! Barlow 
has never disappointed me. We are always able to make trades.

During the afternoon hours, I walked the hall and looked at all of the fantastic displays 
and rarities. So many individuals extend such great effort in locating such extremely rare 
badges and patches that it is truly amazing!

Craig Kontra had an eye-popping complete set of 31 traditional Washington 
Metropolitan Police Department presidential inaugural badges from 1937 to 2017. He 
also had United States Secret Service badges.

Then, my jaw dropped so far down that my false teeth fell out when I saw Chip 
Greiner’s John H. Burnett 14-karat gold chief special agent Rock Island Railroad badge 
with the “Glorifi ed Gat,” a custom-made six-shot revolver that he wrote about in the last 
issue. Is Greiner possibly the real James Bond? Why? Because he may now be called 
the man with the golden gun!

Greiner is currently touring badge shows to share his Burnett items with collectors. I 
have not included photos of the golden gun on purpose so that you will seek him out at 

Mark and Soni Lindsay (left) of Maryland have become a very popular pair at 
the Mid-Atlantic show. They offered a wide variety of Maryland federal and local 
patches. Lindsay has talked about hosting a show in eastern Maryland. The 
collector on the right was not identifi ed. Andy Ferraro photograph

Virginia Graham is a leading Virginia collector. She brought a wide variety of 
patches and badges to the show. Graham specializes in Virginia insignia and has 
become a regular at the Mid-Atlantic shows. Virginia is one of the most heavily-
collected states in the country. Andy Ferraro photograph

Virginia collectors Eric (left) and Grant (right) Boody are a father and son 
collecting team. The Boodys specialize in tax and revenue related collection 
badges. However, they also brought a variety of other collectibles to the show, 
including patches and other memorabilia. Andy Ferraro photograph

Ken Lucas (left) discusses badges with David Urso (right) of Washington, 
D.C. Lucas collects federal and state agency badges, while Urso collects 
historic federal and major city badges. He also collects Chicago and California. 
Both are among the hobby’s leading collectors. Andy Ferraro photograph
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other shows so you can see it in person.
The pistol was featured in Ripley’s Believe It Or Not in 1929. It is a Smith and Wesson 

.44 caliber. It is nickel and gold plated adorned with gold coins, diamonds and rubies!
I would like to thank Greiner for putting the bomp in the bomp bah bomp and the 

ram in the ram lama ding dong. He has made railroad police badges one of the most 
celebrated collectibles.

My eyeballs popped out and my jaw dropped when I came to Richard Almeter’s 
fantastic display of West Virginia patches. He added a very nice twist by adding a police 

light for a special effect. The display was sharp, crisp, nicely-organized and showed very 
nicely.

Almeter has been collecting over 30 years and attends many of the area shows. He 
was called to the stage and presented with the “Best of Show” display award.

This show had representation from 23 states. I thanked everyone who took the time 
to put displays together to reveal their areas of interest to other collectors and those who 
made long trips.

My next show will be October 21 at the Elks Lodge in Riverdale, Md. This is your 
opportunity to clean out your closet and bring all of those old badges and patches stuffed 
into your pillow case. Bring them to the show and have a hot tamale time trading with the 
legends of the hobby!

If anyone found a set of pearly white false teeth on the fl oor around Greiner’s table, 
please contact me at (240) 723-0507.

You are all the best!
The next show is Saturday, October 21. Same Bat time. Same Bat channel. See you 

there!
ANDY FERRARO (4214 Woodberry Street, Hyattsville MD 20782-1171)

New Jersey collector Fred Repp left his son, Cameron, to guard his tables 
while he went on patrol looking for patches for his collection. “I don’t think that 
Fred will get back to his tables at this show!” host Andy Ferraro said. Repp is a 
veteran East Coast law enforcement hobbyist. Andy Ferraro photograph

Maryland collector Craig Kontra shows off a fabulous 16-piece collection of 
United States Secret Service badges mounted on a beautiful oak wood shield-
shaped plaque. The plaque depicts a history of USSS badges, which are among 
the most desirable badges among collectors. Andy Ferraro photograph

Mid-Atlantic Show ...Continued

(Left) Andy Ferraro has been collecting horse theif detective badges for many 
years. This one is from New Discovery, Ind. and was worn in the late ‘Teens 
to ear;ly 1920s. (Right) Chip Greiner showed this fabulous presentation badge 
from the Rock Island Lines from the 1920s. Andy Ferraro phoptographs

Chip Greiner holds the J.H. Burnett badge shown at the top of this page. 
Greiner, who is from New Jersey, has one of the leading collections of railroad 
law enforcement badges and insignia and has been collecting for more than 40 
years, although he doesn’t look a day over 40! Andy Ferraro photograph
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Yonkers Auxiliary
Police Celebrates
75th Anniversary

The Yonkers Auxiliary Police was formed only months 
before the outbreak of World War II in 1941. During the 
war, as many as 740 people served on the department. 
The agency recently celebrated its 75th anniversary. 
Eugene Souberman looks at its insignia.

By Eugene Souberman, Guest Writer
YONKERS, N.Y. – Yonkers, N.Y. Auxiliary Police celebrated their 75th anniversary with 

a ceremony in the Ceremonial Court Room of Yonkers City Hall.
They were founded on May 25, 1941. The initial recruitment drive brought in 201 men.
By August 1942, their numbers increased to 740.
During 1942, the Auxiliary Police became peace offi cers by resolution of the City 

Council. At that time they had no uniforms but wore armbands and badges with white 
shirts, black ties and dark trousers. After a short while, caps were issued, and later, 
helmets were issued.

Badges were white metal shields with black enamel fi lled lettering, “AUXILIARY /
POLICE/ XXXX/ YONKERS, N.Y.” (If anyone has one of those shields, the writer would 
be interested in acquiring it.)

Blue uniforms were adopted in the early 1950s, along with silver eagle-topped 
sunburst badges bearing the New York state seal within a blue enamel circle. The 
lettering was silver on the blue enamel, “AUXILIARY/ POLICE/ YONKERS, N.Y.” These 
badges were the same for all ranks and had no numbers on the fronts.

By the early 1970s, new shields were adopted resembling NYPD badges through 
the rank of captain showing the New York state seal and having a letter “A” before the 

numbers. These shields are still in use today.
Yonkers Auxiliary Police have worn four styles of patches through their history.
The patch in the upper left is the fi rst pattern. It has a light blue triangle with yellow 

border and lettering and the Civil Defense insignia. It was adopted possibly in the 1950s.
The patch in the upper right is the second pattern. It is a black shield with white 

border, lettering and seal. It was probably adopted in the early 1970s and was used into 
2003.

The patch is the bottom left is the third pattern. It is a black shield with a silver-gray 
border, lettering and seal. It shows the Civil Defense insignia. It was worn from 2003 to 
2016.

The patch in the bottom right is the fourth pattern. It is a blue shield with a yellow 
border, lettering and seal. It has been worn since 2016.

The Civil Defense symbol is a white triangle with red letters.
These are the only patches the department has ever worn. 
During their 75 years, the Yonkers Auxiliary Police have responded to all sorts of calls 

for their services ranging from public events, hurricanes, blackouts, September 11, 2001 
and guarding gasoline ration books. They train monthly and expect to continue providing 
services for many more years.

EUGENE SOUBERMAN (106 Shoreview Drive, Yonkers NY 10710)

The Yonkers, N.Y. Auxiliary Police have worn four patches in their 75-year 
history. The progression is from the upper left to the lower right. Three feature 
the red and white Civil Defense symbol, which is “CD” on an inverted triangle. 
The current patch shows the state seal. Eugene Souberman photograph

The King’s
Badge Sells
For $40,250

A Shelby County, Tenn. Sheriff’s Department chief 
deputy badge with rubies and diamonds on the six star 
points that once belonged to Elvis Presley recently 
sold at auction for $40,250. Presley was an avid badge 
collector and once approached President Richard Nixon 
for a federal drug enforcement agent shield.

 
By Arthur Fox, Guest Writer

MONTROSE, Colo. – Few people know that Elvis Presley, the King of Rock and Roll, 
was an avid law enforcement badge collector, and according to Rock Island Auction 
Company, obtained his fi rst badge from Shelby County Tenn. Sheriff Bill Morris.

Elvis’ documented hobby of badge collecting suited him well, as he sought badges 
from every city where he performed.

Marty Lacker, an Elvis confi dant, explained “Elvis played a policeman every chance he 
got. He loved law enforcement and easily could have enjoyed pursuing it as a career.”

Earlier this year, I attended the Big Reno Gun Show and stopped by the Rock Island 
Auction Company’s (RIA) table to see in person the King’s diamond and ruby studded 
Shelby County chief deputy sheriff badge. I would like to thank RIA who gave me a 
chance to not only photograph this magnifi cent badge, but actually hold it in my hand.

RIA’s catalog provided signifi cant provenance for this beautiful badge including that 
this badge was not considered to be Elvis’ most prized badge.

This Shelby County chief deputy number “6” badge, which was manufactured by 
Shapiro Uniforms in Memphis, without the diamonds and rubies, was presented to Elvis 
by Sheriff Roy Nixon.

As reported by RIA, Elvis carried the badge for four years and added the diamonds 
and rubies when he gave the badge as a gift to Billy Ray Schilling, the newly-elected 
sheriff of Shelby County. In kind, Sheriff Schilling gifted to Elvis his personal sheriff’s 
badge.

With close ties to the Memphis Police Department and the Shelby County Sheriff’s 
Department, Elvis was able to obtain Shelby County sheriff badges for his entire 
entourage known as the “Memphis Mafi a.”

On May 5, Lot Number 473, Presley’s personal diamond and ruby studded chief 
deputy badge, came up for auction.

Joel Kolander, interactive production manager for RIA, said, “The entire auction house 
fi lled with people, making it standing room only to see this historic badge hit the auction 
block.”

With lots selling at a pace of 100 per hour, the excitement for this badge was only 
going to last less than a minute.
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According to Kolander, “There was great interest and rapid bidding for this badge, but 
it became a two person auction when the bid reached $30,000.”

Less than a minute later, the hammer fell with a live phone bid of $40,250 including 
buyer’s premium. Although the sale price didn’t reach pre-auction estimate of $50,000 to 
$75,000, the crowd was enthusiastic with cheers and applause, said Kolander.

Prior to selling the Elvis badge, two historic handguns from his collection came up for 
auction.

The fi rst, as described by RIA, was a well documented exhibition engraved and inlaid 
Smith and Wesson Model 19, originally gifted by Elvis to Vice President Spiro Agnew, 
who rejected it. It was later presented to Shelby County Sheriff Gene Barksdale. Hammer 
price was $195,500.

The second gun, described by RIA, as an outstanding documented exhibition 
engraved Colt Python revolver presented by Elvis to his personal friend and director of 
security Richard Grab. Hammer banged in at $172,500.

The total price realized for four Elvis lots, which included Graceland documents, two 
handguns and the Shelby County badge, was $451,375 including buyer’s premium.

I guess you are wondering what was Elvis’ most prized badge? Well, according to 

Elvis Presley carried this Shelby County, Tenn. Sheriffs Department chief 
deputy badge for four years. He got it from Sheriff Roy Nixon. Presley added 
diamonds and rubies to the six star points and then presented the badge to 
Sheriff Billy Ray Schilling, who gave him his badge. Art Fox photograph

Shelby County Sheriff Gene Barksdale presented Elvis Presley with a badge 
plaque in 1976 thanking him for his support of the department. Presley was a 
strong supporter of law enforcement and often said that he wanted to a police 
offi cer if he could. He also collected badges. Mike R. Bondarenko Collection

RIA, it would be his Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs badge that 
he personally asked President Richard Nixon for when they met in the Oval Offi ce in 
December 1970.

ARTHUR FOX (PO Box 1394, Montrose CO 81402)
Elvis Badge Sold...Continued

Elvis Presley is probably the only badge collector in history to get a badge 
from the president! Presley met with President Richard Nixon in the Oval Offi ce 
in December 1970 and showed him some badges from his collection. The presi-
dent got him a narcotics agent badge. White House photograph

Cincinnati FOP
Welcomes First
Insignia Show 

The fi rst police insignia show at the Cincinnati Fraternal 
Order of Police hall on May 6 attracted a small turnout 
of tableholders and collectors. Hobbyists came from 
Kentucky, Ohio and Tennessee to the show that Pat 
Olvey formerly hosted in Florence, Ky.

By Pat Olvey, Staff Writer
CINCINNATI, O. – The table area was much smaller than what we had at Florence, 

Ky. We had one cancellation and at least one no show.

(Left) Phil Lind displayed this circa 1900 Covington, Ky. police badge. It is 
large, so large that Cincinnati collectors call it the chest protector badge. (Right) 
Lind also displayed this fabulous 14-karat gold presentation badge to Hamilton 
County, O. Jailer John Hauser in 1891. Pat Olvey photographs
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had some patch traders who did not.

I guess for the fi rst time, it was mostly a patch show and that surprised me. I had 
several tables that were patch collectors and they were surrounded by people for most of 
the day.

The following collectors attended the show: Jim Shattuck, Elizabethtown, Ky.; Phil 
Lind, Cincinnati; David Hume, Lexington Ky.; Bob Murray, Prospect, Ky.; Jim Fightmaster, 
Lexington, Ky.; Ezra Stout, Elizabethtown, Ky.; Craig Wilson, Nicholsville, Ky.; Andrew 
Watson, Ohio; Larry Balla, Calloway, Ohio; Michael Creamer Jr. and Sr., Grove City, O.; 
Doug Smith, Zanesville, O.; Dick Gross, Cincinnati; Randy Adams, Cincinnati; and John 
Homa, Tennessee.

As I mentioned, the placement of tables was smaller than Florence, and if I have 
another show there, we may move to another area of the building.

It was a good show for me. I picked up three badges, including two from the former 
Tennessee Valley Nuclear Power Facility and a Louisville detective badge.

I have covered the numbers on some of the badges.
 PAT OLVEY (7631 Holliston Place, Cincinnati OH 45255)  polvey@gmail.com

Pat Olvey announced in late June that the Cincinnati show scheduled for September 9 
has been canceled. EDITOR

Pat Olvey was happy to add some very impressive badges to his collection 
at the Cincinnati FOP show, including a Tennessee Valley Authority Protective 
Services badge and badge case, a Public Safety Service shield with a federal 
shield and a Louisville, Ky. detective’s shield. Pat Olvey photographs

Philadelphia Uniforms Approved Research by collector David Doss shows that 
the Philadelphia Police Department approved a new uniform on March 24, 1855. “The 
new uniform...consists of a fi ne silk hat with the crown and about one and a half inches 
of the body covered with patent leather after the style of the London police,” according to 
a New York newspaper.

NYPD Ancestry Questioned A New York newspaper column published on 
March 24, 1855 cited a report made to the Common Council about the ancestry, 
naturalization and backgrounds of NYPD offi cers. According to Police Chief George 
W. Matsell, 39 of his 1149 offi cers had done time in the state prison. Four hundred and 
thirty-one of the offi cers were immigrants, although Chief Matsell told the Council that he 
was a native New Yorker.

Deputy U.S.
Marshal Killed
In Line Of Duty

Vic Elliott has a badge once worn by the late United 
States deputy marshal John B. Jones, who was killed 
in the line of duty in Oklahoma in 1903, when he was a 
deputy sheriff for the Osage Nation before he became a 
deputy marshal.

By Vic Elliott, Guest Writer
SIDNEY, O. – This badge belonged to John B. Jones, deputy sheriff of the Osage 

Nation in Oklahoma Indian Territory. He was also a constable for the city of Pawhuska, 
Okla. He was sworn in as a deputy U.S. marshal out of the Western District of Arkansas 
in 1899.

On the Independence Day weekend in 1903, the Osage Tribe was holding a two day 
celebration at Governor James Bigheart’s mansion. The Governor wanted him to be 
present to maintain law and order.

The deputy saw two men drunk on wine and he tried to get the wine away from them. 
One was Ed Lile and the other was John Silvers. 

Lile ran upstairs to get away, and Silvers ran away. Lile made threats to get a gun and 
shoot Jones. The top of the stairway landing was dark and Jones didn’t see Lile holding a 
gun. Lile shot Jones, killing him instantly.

A group of men ran upstairs to search for Lile but couldn’t fi nd him and thought he was 
hiding in the attic, so they surrounded the building so a posse of offi cers could arrive. 
Unknown to them,  Lile had escaped from the back window.

Silvers later came back and went upstairs to sleep off his drunk. The group of men 
dispersed and left a gentleman named James Burns to guard the upstairs.

About 5:00 am, Silvers awoke and started down the stairs. Burns, thinking it was Lile 
who killed the deputy, shot him with his rifl e.

When the error was discovered, Burns was charged with murder but was later found 
not guilty since it was a case of mistaken identity.

Lile surrendered to Constable Hicks in Pawhuska the next day and was charged with 
murder. Later that night Constable Hicks took Lile to the Pawnee jail for safekeeping 
because a lynch mob had formed.

VIC ELLIOTT (1198 Huron Court, Sidney OH 45365)

John B. Jones wore this badge when he was a deputy sheriff on the Osage Nation 
in Oklahoma. It is a two and one-half inch high suspension badge and has a hallmark 
on the back. Jones later became a deputy United States marshal and was killed in 
the line of duty in 1903. Vic Elliott photographs

Capone Items Sold A pocket watch and song that once belonged to mobster Al 
Capone recently fetched more than $100,000 at auction. The diamond pocket watch was 
purchased in Chicago in 1920. The song was written by Capone while he was an inmate 
in Alcatraz, “Humoresque,” which, ironically, was a love song to an unnamed woman. 
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Barksdale’s Custom
Emblems Offers
New Creations

Barksdale’s Custom Emblems is out with 58 new 
emblems for federal, state and local law enforcement 
agencies in 21 states. It’s a very impressive array 
of colorful custom designs for police and sheriff 
departments with numerous canines and special units.

By Mike R. Bondarenko, Editor

COLUMBIA, S.C. – It’s been a long time since we last heard from Scott Barksdale 
about new emblem styles created by Barksdale’s Custom Emblems in Columbia, S.C.

 Recently, Barksdale brought us up to date by sharing 58 emblems he has done for 
law enforcement agencies in 21 states and the federal government in 2016 and thus far 
in 2017. It’s a very impressive array of highly colorful, top quality and custom designed 
insignia that any law enforcement offi cer would be proud to wear.

Barksdale’s creations are from Arizona, California, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, 
Illinois, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oregon, 
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia and the 
United States Border Patrol. While most are standard issue emblems, there are also 
special units, including a lot of canines.

“Finally! Patches from 2016 and 2017!” Barksdale said.
Barksdale tries to incorporate something unique about each community for which he 

designs emblems rather than default to state or city seals. He is particularly fond of using 
high school sports mascots in small cities and towns, which has become very popular 
and localizes the emblem.

He also works to display the correct dog breed on canines and proper tactical uniform 
on tactical insignia, which is, I’m sure, greatly appreciated by the agencies. Nothing 
turns off a canine handler to a new insignia faster than seeing a German shepherd in the 
design when his dog is a Belgian malinois. I know that fi rsthand because it happened at 
one of my former departments!

Worn with pride and honor Barksdale’s creations are colorful, professional and 
display unique aspects of each community which allow offi cers to wear them with pride 
and honor. This must be why 50 agencies in 21 states chose him to produce their insignia 
in only two years. Not bad for a one man shop!

California The California Gang Investigators Association was founded in 1977 and 
has had several emblems over the years.

The latest design is round, mostly black, white and silver with gold legends. It shows a 
Grim Reaper standing over a cemetery with gang tombstones to symbolize the death of 
gangs.

The association was founded to improve communication and information exchange 
between gang investigators in Los Angeles County. It has grown to include members 
throughout California and other states and from as far away as Australia.

Menlo Park PD has a Narcotics Enforcement Team (NET).
The unit emblem shows the Grim Reaper holding a scythe and justice scales on a red 

and white background in the shape of a gang symbol. The legends are black on gray with 
“NET” in large red letters across the Grim Reaper.

The design includes a Latin phrase, Flectere Si Mequeo Superos/ Ancheronta 
Movebo, which roughly translated, means, “If I can’t bend Heaven, I will move Hell,” 
certainly an appropriate slogan for a narcotics unit.

The unit has a detective sergeant and three detectives who work closely with the 
district attorney’s offi ce and probation and parole. In addition, the unit has a detective 
assigned to a FBI gang and drug task force and another detective assigned to the San 
Mateo County Drug Task Force.

Colorado Kiowa PD is a small department in the Town of Kiowa in Elbert County. The 
population is about 700.

The department’s multicolored CHP shape patch features a stagecoach, the Rocky 
Mountains and a columbine fl ower, all in full color. The stagecoach represents the town’s 
history as a stagecoach stop about 50 miles from Denver.

There is also a subdued version in black, silver and dark green.
Georgia There are seven new styles from the Peach State, including three two-

emblem sets.
Alma is the Blueberry Capital of Georgia and the home of the Bacon County High 

School whose sports teams are known as the Raiders. The police department has nine 
sworn offi cers.

The shield-shaped multicolored emblem has a round center design that shows the 
high school sports mascot, state fl ag and blueberries on a gray background that also 
includes the red, white and blue United States fl ag.

In 2012, the department established a canine unit with one offi cer and one dog, 
“Raider,” which is named after the sports mascot. The canine emblem shows the dog, a 
German shepherd, and the motto “STRENGTH AND HONOR.”

Ashburn is a small department in Turner County. Chief Clifford Jordan commands a 
19-member department that serves a community of 3700.

Their large rounded rectangle shows the city seal in blue, green and white on a red, 
white and blue state fl ag with “GEORGIA” in gold letters on a blue banner across the 
bottom.

The canine emblem is identical except “K9 POLICE” and a German shepherd dog 
head is seen on the blue banner.

Commerce, a city of 6600 in Jackson County 90 miles northeast of Atlanta, has a 
26-member police department that has new school resource offi cer (SRO) and canine 
handler emblems.

Both emblems are large tombstone shapes with black backgrounds and outer borders 
and gold legends and inner borders. SRO shows a tiger paw print on a red, white and 
blue state fl ag because the high school sports mascot is a tiger. The canine emblem 
depicts a Belgian malinois superimposed over the state fl ag.

A Civil War theme dominates the design of the new Fitzgerald City Marshal insignia. 
It’s a CHP shape that shows a Union solider shaking hands with a Confederate solider 
and full color United States and Confederate fl ags on a background of subdued United 
States and Confederate fl ags. There is also a small state outline.

While Fitzgerald has 26 police offi cers who serve a community of 9000, one city 
marshal is responsible for city ordinance and code enforcement.

Idaho Saint Anthony PD made national news in 2016 when Erik Estrada, co-star of 
the ‘80s TV series about the California Highway Patrol, ChiPS, was sworn in as a reserve 
police offi cer by the city. Estrada helped the city create an Internet Crimes Against 
Children Task Force.

California Gang Investigators Association; Menlo Park, Calif. PD NET; 
Kiowa, Colo. PD (regular and subdued) Alma, Ga. PD (regular and canine); and 
Ashburn, GA PD  (regular and canine) are recent creations from Scott Barksdale 
in South Carolina. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

Some of Scott Barksdale’s creations for towns and cities depict high school 
sports team mascots. Commerce, Ga PD (SRO and canine); Fitzgerald, Ga. PD; 
Saint Anthony, Id. PD; Sycamore, Ill. PD; Holcomb, Kan.; Delta, Mo. and Exeter, 
Mo. (patrol offi cer issue). Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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multicolored design that depicts an eagle, United States fl ag, a statue of a World War I 
soldier standing in a fi eld of poppies and the motto, “LEST WE FORGET” and a trout fi sh. 
Trout fi shing is popular in the area, and the city hosts an annual trout fi shing tournament.

Illinois Sycamore is a city of 17,500 in DeKalb County west of Chicago. The police 
department has 29 offi cers.

The city’s annual Pumpkin Festival, which has been going on since 1962, is depicted 
on the PD emblem with a large pumpkin as the center design. United States and Illinois 
fl ags also appear.

Orange, which was the city’s fi rst name before it was changed to Sycamore, green 
and black are the predominant colors.

Kansas Holcomb is a city of 2100 in Finney County. The police department has three 
full-time and one part-time offi cers.

The tombstone shape shows a multicolored city seal that depicts the United States 
fl ag, Conestoga wagon and a farmer working a horse-drawn plow, all germane to Kansas 
and local history. Barksdale described the design as a modifi ed state seal.

Holcomb was the scene of one of the most infamous crimes in state history in 1959 
when four members of a family were murdered. Author Truman Capote took an interest in 
the case, researched it for six years and then published In Cold Blood, a book about the 
murders that became an epic Hollywood movie in 1967.

Missouri Barksdale created eight new styles for Missouri.
Delta is the home of the Bobcats, the high school sports team mascot, so a bobcat 

appears in full color on a red, white and blue United States fl ag. The rounded rectangle 
has a black background and gold legends.

The police department has one part-time offi cer who serves of population of 400 
residents.

Exeter PD is a small department that serves 770 people. There is one full-time and 
one part-time offi cer. It has a school resource offi cer (SRO) who works a few hours a day 
at the local schools.

The police emblem is a rounded rectangle with a black background and gold legends. 
The center design is an eagle in fl ight carrying the United States fl ag superimposed over 
a gold fi ve-point star badge. The design also include a United States fl ag and blue bar 
(representing the thin blue line) at the bottom.

The SRO patch shows a tiger head superimposed over the fi ve-point star and the 
legend, “HOME OF THE TIGERS,” to represent the sports team mascot.

The United States fl ag dominates the Gordonville PD patch. Old Glory is the 
background for the CHP shape that shows the state seal superimposed on a silver 
seven-point star as the center design.

Gordonville is a village of 400 people in Cape Girardeau County in southeast Missouri.
Holcomb is a city of 635 in Dunklin County. It has a two-offi cer police department.
Their patch is the same size, shape and design as Exeter, except the center design 

depicts a hornet in full color and carries the legend, “HOLCOMB/ HOME OF THE 
HORNETS.” which is again the mascot of the school sports teams. The legend appears 
in white letters on a purple ring.

Howardville is a similar design, except a hawk is superimposed over a red, white and 
blue state outline to represent the local sports team mascot, and “THE HAWKS” is seen 
at the bottom.

Patriotism is the theme for the Verona PD emblem, which is a  rounded rectangle with 
a blue background and gold and black borders. The center design shows a solider, canon 
and poppies superimposed over a red, white and blue fl ag-like banner.

Verona is a city of 620 in Lawrence County. It has one full-time police offi cer.
Williamsville PD is a triangle with a dark blue background and white and dark 

blue borders. The center design is a full color depiction of the city seal that shows a 
waterwheel and a mill. It also carries the legends, “IN GOD WE TRUST,” and “EST. 

1871.”
The population is 342, and there is one part-time police offi cer.
Montana Bridger PD wears a CHP shape with a black background and white legends 

and border. A very colorful mountain stream scene comprises the center design. “BPD” is 
superimposed in large white letters.

Bridger is a town of about 700 in Carbon County about an hour from Billings.
“The Kalispell police patch was reworked with larger and additional detail from the 

previous issue that has been in service for decades. This arrowhead is also different,” 
Barksdale said.

It is a CHP shape with a blue background, gold legends and a gold and black border. 
Four points of a compass separate the four-part center design.

Ohio Bradner PD wears a shield with a red, white and blue United States fl ag 
background that carries a seven-point star badge with a full color Ohio seal as the center 
design.

Bradner is a village of about 1000 people in Wood County south of Toledo. It has fi ve 
police offi cers.

Gibsonburg PD is a CHP shape with an orange and black background and black and 
white borders. The center design is the state fl ag with a gold oil derrick on it, (Perhaps 
gold represents liquid gold?

Gibsonburg is a village of about 2600 in Sandusky County southeast of Toledo. There 
are eight police offi cers.

Scott PD has a large rounded rectangle with a red, white and blue United States fl ag 
and a thin blue line banner in the background. The center design is a highly-detailed 
steam locomotive.

Scott is a small village of about 300 people. It is located in two counties, Van Wert and 
Paulding. The county line is the middle of Main Street.

West Farmington PD’s CHP shape has a black background and gold legends and 
border. An eagle is superimposed over a full color state fl ag as the center design. 
“POLICE” appears in gold letters accented in  blue.

West Farmington is a village of 500 people in Trumbull County northeast of 
Youngstown.

Pennsylvania Indiana University of Pennsylvania is a public research university in the 
city of Indiana. It has a full-time full-service police department with about 30 personnel.

The police patch is a CHP shape in the school colors of crimson and slate gray. The 
center design shows the Alumni Bell Tower at John Sutton Hall and a bird in fl ight.

Peters Township PD is a black and gold rounded rectangle with  a red arrowhead and 
an eagle in fl ight depicted as the United States fl ag.

The township is located in Washington County and has a population of about 21,000. 
The police department has 22 offi cers.

South Carolina Nichols PD is a smaller version of a previous design. It is a rounded 
rectangle with a black background and gold legends and border. The center depicts an 
eagle and United States and state fl ags.

Pelion PD is wearing a large rounded rectangle with the red, white and blue United 
States fl ag, palmetto tree (the state symbol) and a full color panther which doesn’t look in 
a very good mood. The background is black, and the legends and border are gold.

The police department has three offi cers who serve a population of about 700.
South Dakota Military veterans hold the spotlight on the Hot Springs PD emblem, 

which is a shield shape with a black background and gray legends and borders. The 
center design depicts the Marine Corps War Memorial that shows the raising of the 
fl ag over Iwo Jima during World War II on a red, white and blue United States fl ag 
background.

Additional creations from Barksdale’s Custom Emblems: Exeter, Mo School  
Resource Offi cer; Gordonville, Mo. PD; Holcomb, Mo. PD; Howardville, Mo. PD; 
Vernona, Mo. PD; Williamsville, Mo. PD; Bridger, Mont. PD and Kalispell, Mont. 
PD., a revised design. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

Bradner. O. PD; Gibsonburg, O. PD; Scott, O. PD; West Farmington, O. PD; 
Indiana University of Pennsylvania PD; Peters Township, Penna. PD; Nichols, 
S.C. PD and Pelion, S.C. Scott Barksdale tries to make emblems unique to the 
community they represent. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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Tennessee Yorkville PD is a CHP shape with two-tone gray background with white 
and black borders. The department name is shown in unique red, white and blue letters 
with the state name at the bottom in black letters. The center design shows a cotton 
plant.

Yorkville is small town of 300 people in Gibson County.
Texas Barksdale is out with ten patches from the Lone Star State, including three 

tacticals.
Hereford PD Emergency Response Team (ERT) is a small rounded rectangle with a 

two-tone gray background and a black border and legends. The center design is a state 
outline with “ERT” lettered across it.

The department has 27 full-time offi cers who serve 15,000 people. It is located in Deaf 
Smith County on the Panhandle.

Naples PD has a subdued dark green, olive drab and black emblem. It’s a CHP shape 
with a fi ve-point star badge and gray Brahma cattle.

The three-offi cer department serves a community of about 1400 people. It is located in 
Morris County.

Normangee PD is a large rounded rectangle with a black background and blue 
legends and blue and black borders. The center design shows a black panther bordered 
in green and a whitetail deer on a red, white and blue state outline. (The high school 
sports teams mascot is a black panther and school colors are black and green.)

Normangee is a city of about 700 in Leon and Madison Counties. It has three police 

offi cers.
A school sports teams theme highlights the Onalaska PD patch. It’s a large rounded 

rectangle with a black border, gold legends and gold and black borders. The center 
design depicts a wildcat and the legend “HOME OF THE WILDCATS” on a red, white and 
blue United States fl ag background. “TEXAS” appears in large blue letters on a red, white 
and blue state outline at the bottom.

There is also a companion canine emblem with a German shepherd and the legends 
“K 9” and “POLICE WORKING DOG”at the bottom.

Onalaska has seven police offi cers who serve about 1700 people. The community 
located on the shores of Lake Livingston in Polk County.

Pfl ugerville PD Dynamic Entry Team is a gray-on-black large rounded rectangle with 
helmeted knight carrying a shield and sword and the motto “INTEGRITY/ HONOR/ 
RESPECT.”

Pfl ugerville is a city of 57,000 in Travis County. The police department has about 100 
offi cers.

Poteet Independent School District Police shows the school mascot, red and white 
Texas Aggie and a strawberry. (The city hosts an annual strawberry festival.) There 
is also a red, white and blue state outline on a gray background with black and white 
borders and white legends.

Saint Jo PD is a small department in Montague County. It serves about 1000 people.
The patch is a CHP shape with a blue background and gold and black border. The 

legends are brown and white. The center design depicts a black panther, the school 
sports mascot, superimposed over a gray state outline bordered in gold.

There is an accompanying canine emblem with a German shepherd as the center 
design. The canine unit was formed earlier this year and has one handler-dog team.

The San Juan County, Utah Sheriff’s Offi ce has a new subdued Tracking Team 
insignia. It is round with attached top and bottom rockers. The center design shows an 
assault rifl e superimposed over a subdued fl ag. One of the stripes on the fl ag is blue for 
the think blue line.

Virginia Bluefi eld PD is an LASO shape with a red, white and blue United States 
fl ag background and the motto ‘BRAVERY/ VALOR/ PRIDE/ DEDICATION.” It shows 
the center design of the commonwealth fl ag, which symbolizes death to tyrants with the 
depiction of a man standing over a slain monarch.

The city is located in Tazewell County and has a population of about 5500.

Hot Springs, S.D. has a veteran’s theme. Yorkville, Tenn shows a cotton 
plant. Texas patches are Hereford ERT, Naples (subdued), Normangee PD, 
Onalaska PD (regular and canine); and Pfl ugerville PD Dynamic Entry Team. All 
are Scott Barksdale creations. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

More recent Barksdale’s Custom Emblem creations: Poteet, Tex. ISD PD; 
Saint Jo, Tex. PD (regular and canine); San Juan County, Utah SO Tracking 
Team; Bluefi eld, Va. PD and canines from US Border Patrol (Blaine, Ore.), 
Kingman, Ariz. and Crescent City, Calif. PD. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

University of Georgia PD Explosive Detection; Warrenton, Ga. PD; Grand 
Rapids, Minn. PD; Itasca County, Minn. SO; Socorro County, N.M., SO; 
Binghampton, N.Y. PD; Ligonier Township, Penna.; Lexington, S.C.; Tyler, Tex. 
and Poteet, Tex. PD. are recent canines. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

Barksdale Custom Emblems ...Continued

Unlike with most other canine unit emblems, Tyler, Tex. PD chose to include a 
dog inside their colorful city seal, which features a rose and oil derricks. Proteet, 
Tex. PD shows their dog on a red, white and blue state outline. The patch is pat-
terned after the new patrol insignia. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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United States Border Patrol (Blaine, Ore.); Kingman, Ariz. PD; Crescent City, Calif. PD; 
University of Georgia Explosive Detection; Warrenton, Ga. PD; Grand Rapids, Minn. 
PD; Itasca County, Minn. SO; Socorro County, N.M.; Binghampton, N.Y. PD; Ligonier 
Township, Penna. PD; Lexington, S.C. PD; Tyler, Tex. PD and Poteet, Tex. PD.

Availability information Barksdale said collectors interested in obtaining any 
or all of this insignia should contact him for a fl ier that explains availability. Free 
shipping on all orders. Contact Barksdale’s Custom Emblems, Swadlincote Cabin, 
2332 New Lake Drive, Columbia SC 29210, telephone (803) 731-1701 or email scott@
barksdalescustompatches@hotmail.com. His Web site is BarksadlesCustomPatches. 
Com.

Every emblem is custom-designed and has an Barksdale identifi cation sticker on the 
back. 

MIKE R. BONDARENKO (2392 USH 12, Baldwin WI 54002) pcnews@baldwin-
telecom.net
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2017 National Show Update
By Gary Hoving, 2017 NPCS Chair

The National Police Collectors Show is less than seven weeks away. As of this writing, 
250 tables have been reserved with just a few remaining. 

Being so close to Hollywood, it seems fi tting to seek the appearance of celebrities 
to our event. Best known by this audience as Starsky from the hit TV show Starsky and 
Hutch, Paul Michael Glaser held a staring roll in the show that originally aired from 1975 
to 1979.

In addition to his role as Starsky, Glaser has appeared in 20 fi lms and many dozens 
of televisions shows as both an actor and director. He remains active in his career to this 
day.

Born in Massachusetts, Glaser holds two masters degrees and is a resident of 
Southern California.

Attending with Glaser will be the iconic Ford Torino from the Starsky and Hutch series. 
He will be available for autographs and a photo opportunity with the Torino.

In support of the California Law Enforcement Historical Society, Glaser waived his 
appearance fees and is excited about joining our event. In addition, he offered to do 
a promotional spot on one of the Los Angeles TV networks which we hope will draw a 

greater attendance.
Caroline Peterson, Glaser’s publicist, was such a joy to work with that I just have to 

comment. Please be sure to stop by to welcome Glaser and Peterson to let them how 
much we appreciate them.

While a common fi xture at central and southern California collectors show, our very 
own Mark Hall-Patton will be at the NPCS. Mark is a long-time member of the California 
Law Enforcement Historical Society who is a regular on Pawn Stars. His day-job is the 
director of the Clark County (Las Vegas, Nevada) Historical Museum System. 

Our host hotel, the Double Tree Inn, can still be reserved by the link from 
calpolicehistory.com. After the fi nal discounted rooms are sold, the price will increase or 
other arrangements will be necessary

A second order for the National Police Collectors Show badges are available for 
purchase. Again, follow the purchase link for our Web site. The fi rst order of the high-
quality Entenmann-Rovin stars sold quickly.

It is anticipated that the fi nal available badges will be sold prior to the actual event. 
Badges are available at $115 each and unfortunately there is no personalization of the 
show badge. 

Raffl e gifts are needed to assist in the fundraising effort. Patches, badges, gift 
certifi cates and small electronics are highly desirable for the raffl e. Please contact me 
to coordinate your donation. As a 501(c)(3) non-profi t, donations are deductible from 
individual income taxes.

We have a special treat for the exhibitors and attendees. There will be an insider 
briefi ng on the San Bernardino Terrorist Attack from December, 2015. The San 
Bernardino Police Department will host the event offering two sessions, one on Friday 
afternoon and an encore presentation on Saturday afternoon.

This will be especially informative for all of the active and retired law enforcement 
offi cers with presenters that were on-scene. Non- law enforcement exhibitors will be 
allowed into the presentation. A $5 donation is requested which will benefi t the San 
Bernardino Police Historical Museum. 

The second order of 2017 National Police Collectors Show commemorative badges 
has arrived. Badges are $115 each and can be ordered through a link on the show Web 
site. The badges  are California Highway Patrol-style and feature a large state seal as 
the center design. Gary Hoving photograph

Paul Michael Glaser will be a celebrity guest at the 2017 National Police 
Collectors Show in Ontario, Calif. He co-starred on the popular 1975 to 1979 
cop show Starsky and Hutch. President Gary Hoving said Glaser waived his 
appearance fee to help the show and CLEHS. Gary Hoving photograph

The red and white Ford Torino that Starsky and Hutch drove on the show will 
accompany Paul Michael Glaser to the National Police Collectors Show. Glaser 
has offered to sign autographs and pose for pictures with the car, which is one 
of the most recognized cop cars ever! Gary Hoving photograph
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The San Bernardino Police Department reserves the right to screen attendees based 
on the critical nature of the program. 

The California Law Enforcement Historical Society will host a collector’s reception. 
This event will follow the selection meeting for future shows. The day and times will be 
announced in the near future but have targeted for the close of show on Saturday, August 
19. The reception is anticipated to be held in the Presidential Suite at the Double Tree 
Inn, the host hotel.

Volunteers are needed to assist in staffi ng the California Police Museum. We are 
seeking volunteers in two hour blocks of time. The museum will close during award 
ceremonies so that all may participate. 

A tour of a local badge manufacturing company was not approved by the company 
management. Consequently, the badge company tour has been removed from the NPCS 
agenda. We apologize for any inconvenience that may result from this uncontrollable 
change.

On the fi rst day of the show, there will be a color guard posting the American Flag and 
the California state fl ag followed by the national anthem. This event will take place at 
9:15 am.

Awards will be available to exhibitors for a variety of categories. Included in the 
awards will be Best Badge Display, Best Patch Display, Best Historical Exhibit, Best 
Educational Display and Best of Show. The awards will be presented during a brief 
ceremony on Saturday afternoon.

A list of tableholders will be posted on Facebook at the Friends of the California Law 
Enforcement Historical Society page. Tables will be pre-assigned to guarantee that each 

Mark Hall-Patton of Pawn Stars fame will be an exhibitor at the  2017 
National Police Collectors Show on August 19 and 20. Hall-Patton is a badge 
collector and California Law Enforcement Historical Society member. He also 
attends many of the California insignia shows. Gary Hoving photograph

exhibitor will have all of their tables adjoining. Registration packets will be available upon 
checking in for setup.

A reminder: All reproduction items must be clearly marked.

CLEHS Newsletter ...Continued

Fourteen people were killed and 22 others were seriously injured when a 
husband and wife terrorist team opened fi re at the Inland Regional Center in 
San Bernardino, Calif. on December 2, 2015. The couple also attempted to set 
off a bomb during a Christmas holiday party. Gary Hoving photograph

About four hours after the shooting at the Inland Regional Center in San 
Bernardino, Calif., offi cers pursued the SUV the terrorists rented and killed both 
of them during a shootout. San Bernardino PD will present a program on the 
incident at the National Show. Gary Hoving photograph

Badge Of Sheriff Who
Arrested “Black Bart”
On Permanent Display

By Tori James

A piece of Gold Rush Days law enforcement history may soon be pulled from a safety 
deposit box and placed on proud display.

Among the many items on the Calaveras County supervisors regular agenda on June 
27 was to adopt a resolution to permanently relocate the county-owned badge of Sheriff 
Benjamin Kent Thorn from its holding box in the Treasurer and Tax Collector’s Offi ce into 
a colorful collection of artifacts located at the Sheriff’s Offi ce.

According to Calaveras County Sheriff Rick DiBasilio, the request’s sponsor, Sheriff 
Thorn deserves to have the badge that he wore while defending and shaping the county 
in the same building with the men and women who have defended it since.

Initially appointed to a deputy’s post in 1855 by Sheriff Charles B. Clarke, Benjamin 
Kent Thorn was himself elected Sheriff of Calaveras County in 1868 and held this 

This beautiful and historic badge once worn by Calaveras County Sheriff 
Benjamin Kent Thorn, who served from 1868 through the turn of the century 
making him the county’s longest serving sheriff. His badge has been stored in a 
safe deposit box at a county offi ce! MyMotherLode.Com photograph
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history.

Historical accounts indicate that throughout his career, Sheriff Thorn was involved in 
the apprehension of many of the region’s most violent as well as notorious criminals who 
fl ocked there in search of “easy money;” notably among these was Charles E. Boles, 
also known as “Black Bart.” Regarded as one of the top law enforcement offi cers in the 
nation, the Los Angeles Times described him in one 1899 story as “the last of the race of 
professional sheriffs in California.”

Sheriff DiBasilio indicates that the new state-of-the-art Sheriff’s Offi ce complex, a 
major upgrade from previous offi ces, includes a secure area that houses department 
memorabilia for personnel and escorted citizens to view in tribute to those who have 
served. Among the items are old Calaveras County wanted posters, constable badges, 
patches, the badge and gun of Sheriff Joseph Zwinge, who, elected in 1922, served 28 
years; also the badge of early 1950s Sheriff Harry James.

After recently learning about and hearing confi rmation from Treasurer and Tax 
Collector Barbara Sullivan that Thorn’s badge was in her offi ce’s possession, sheriff’s 
offi cials found that it would take a formal supervisor’s approval to relocate it. In making it, 
DiBasilio and his staff emphasize the request is not to claim ownership, which belongs to 
the county, but to provide a fi tting place where Sheriff Thorn’s service maybe physically 
refl ected 24/7 under constant appreciation by the fl ow of sworn personnel who move 
through, watch over and protect the offi ce.

TORI JAMES (MyMotherLode.Com, tjames@clarkebroadcasting.com)

C.C. Hitchcock Sheriff’s
 Badge Comes Home

By R. Tod Ruse

Crawford C. Hitchcock and his wife, Mary, lived next door to my grandparents at 1226 
West Poplar Street in Stockton in 1950 when I was about ten years old.

I would go over to the Hitchcock home and he would talk about his law enforcement 
experiences. He had held several positions in law enforcement in San Joaquin County. I 
remember being very impressed with his background.

Hitchcock passed away in 1952, but my grandparents and I kept up a very close 
friendship with Mrs. Hitchcock until her passing in 1968.

Because of my keen interest in her husband’s career, Mrs. Hitchcock sold me his four 
badges in 1962, which included his 1946 sheriff’s badge, revolver and deputy constable 
auto bumper plate. This started my keen interest in local law enforcement history.

It was around 1960 that I also started collecting Colt Civil War period revolvers. By 
1965, I had acquired all the period revolvers, except the third model Dragoon.

One of our local collectors found the Dragoon I had been looking for but would only 
trade it for the Hitchcock sheriff’s badge. I made the trade to complete my Colt collection.

As time went by, I began to realize that I had made a big mistake in letting the 
Hitchcock sheriff badge get away.

The collector who got the Hitchcock badge also acquired a glass wall sign, “Badges 
Of All Kinds Made To Order.” He bought it from A. Hugal, who worked for the Ed Jones 
Company when it was located on Franklin St. in Oakland, Calif.

The collector traded the badge and glass sign to George Jackson at a Texas gun 
show around 1970 and both items became a permanent part of his collection.

I saw Jackson at a local Texas police collectors swap meet in the 1990s and tried to 
buy or trade for the Hitchcock badge but without success.

Thanks to local collectors, I was made aware the Hitchcock badge and sign were 
going to be auctioned as part of the Jackson estate.

I am very pleased to say that the Hitchcock badge is back home in my collection, and I 

was able to acquire the sign to add to the collection.
Hitchcock was born and raised in San Joaquin County. He started farming with 

his father but, because of his interest in law enforcement, in 1926 was appointed city 
marshal of Manteca. In 1929, he was appointed the fi rst chief of police of the city.

In 1931, he joined the San Joaquin County Sheriff’s Offi ce, and in 1938 worked his 
way up to undersheriff.

Sheriff Ansboro passed away in 1946 and Hitchcock was appointed sheriff. He 
retained his position until the election of the new sheriff, who took offi ce in January 1947.

In 1947, Hitchcock applied for the position of deputy constable under Constable 
Lawrence Buol. He retained the position of deputy constable until his passing in 1952.

The sheriff’s badge came with a typewritten document signed by his wife, Mary A. 
Hitchcock, that certifi es its authenticity:

“This is to certify that the gold badge marked ‘C.C’ Hitchcock, Sheriff, San Joaquin 
Co.’ is the badge used by my husband, Crawford C. Hitchcock, while sheriff of San 
Joaquin County, California from May 1946 to November 1946.

“Mr. Hitchcock was with the sheriff’s offi ce for 16 years and worked his way up to the 
position of undersheriff under the administration of Sheriff Martin Ansbro.

“Sheriff Ansbro died in May 1946, and my husband was sworn in as sheriff that same 
month. He held the position of sheriff until November of the same year when he was 
defeated in the election.”

His obituary was published in a local newspaper in May 1946 under the headline, 
“Former Sheriff Hitchcock Dies”:

“Crawford C. Hitchcock, native of Stockton and veteran peace offi cer in this area, 
succumbed here yesterday. He would have been 71 years old June 9.

“In addition to serving as chief of police in Manteca for seven years. Hitchcock was a 
deputy sheriff, undersheriff and acting sheriff during 18 years in that department of San 
Joaquin County government.

“Born on a grain farm near Atlanta on the French Camp Road, Hitchcock received his 
education in Castle School and then went into farming. Several years later he moved to 
Manteca and soon was appointed chief of police, serving in that capacity from 1924 to 
1931.

He left that post to become a deputy under Sheriff Harvey Odell and seven years later 
when Martin Ansboro became sheriff, Hitchcock was appointed undersheriff.

He held this post until Ansbro’s death in 1946, and then was designated by the Board 
of Supervisors to serve out the remainder of Ansbro’s term as serving sheriff.

“Still later, he became a deputy constable...

(Left) R. Tod Ruse obtained this personalized San Joaquin County sheriff’s 
badge worn by Crawford C. Hitchcock. He got it from the family 1962 and then 
traded it. (Right) Hitchcock was a deputy constable in San Joaquin County from 
1947 to 1952. He would have worn this badge. R. Tod Ruse photographs 

CLEHS Society News
Help Your Historical Society There are many ways to support the California Law 

Enforcement Historical Society, like membership dues, in kind contributions and grants. 
An easy way to help is through a cash donation.

A cash donations makes it possible to take the California Police Museum to various 
venues up and down the state, continue to publish the California Police Historian, host 
the annual collectors’ show in San Luis Obispo and expand the Society’s Web site.

You can donate online at the CLEHS Web site, CalPoliceHistory.Com. On the right 
side of each page there is a blue and yellow “Donate” button below the page listings. 
Click on the button to make a safe and secure donation through Pay Pal. All donations 
listed on the “Donate to the CLEHS” Web page, which is found on the right margin.

Another way to support the Society is by shopping at Amazon Smile. When you shop 
at Amazon Smile, Amazon will donate to the Society.

Thank you for supporting the California Law Enforcement Historical Society.

Calling All Authors At the 2017 National Police Collectors Show on August 19 and 
20, we will have a book signing event where you can meet and talk to authors of law 
enforcement-related books.

We have 12 authors scheduled to participate at various times during the show, 
including Keith Bushey, Mark Hall-Patton, James Bultema and J.R. Sanders.

If you are an author and wish to join us, please email Brian Smith at casigns28@
outlook.com.

Paul Michael Glaser At NPCS Paul Michael Glaser will attend the National Police 
Collectors Show on Saturday, August 19. Probably best known by this audience as 
“Starsky” from the TV show Starsky and Hutch, Glaser held a starring role in the show 
that originally aired from 1975 to 1979.

In addition to his role as Starsky, Glaser has appeared in 20 fi lms and many dozens of 
television shows as both an actor and director. He remains active in his career to this day.

Born in Massachusetts, Glaser holds two masters degrees and lives in Southern 
California.

Attending the show with Glaser will be his ironic Ford Torino from the Starsky and 
Hutch series. He will be available for autographs and photo opportunities with the Torino.

His appearance fees were waived in support of the California Law Enforcement 
Historical Society.

Harrison Completes Collection British collector Paul Harrison recently posted 
on the Friends of the California Law Enforcement Historical Society Facebook page that 
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he believes he has a complete collection of Barstow PD patches.
Harrison’s patch collection includes a photograph of Chief Sonny Davis, who designed 

their fi rst patch (and the almost identical Needles PD patch) and his business card.
“I think I have every patch that Needles PD used, but if anyone knows differently, 

please let me know. I know the Desert Rescue Squad patch is from the San Bernardino 
County Sheriff, but I thought I it looked so neat that I had to put it in the display,” Harrison 
posted.

Harrison also has what he believes is a complete Barstow PD badge collection and 
will post a photograph of it soon.

Harrison is well known to California collectors as a longtime Golden State insignia 
collector.

CLEHS Newsletter ...Continued

Berkeley Police
Treasure Found

In “Mystery Box”

By Emilie Raguso, Berkelyside Writer
A priceless artifact from the Berkeley Police Department, which turned up in a $5 

box of books at an estate sale in Texas, went on public display for the fi rst time ever on 
Sunday, April 23 at the Berkeley Historical Society.

The artifact is the long lost 14-karat gold diamond-studded badge of Berkeley’s fi rst 
police chief, August Vollmer. It was so far gone, in fact, even the department historian 
was unaware of its existence as a BPD relic.

Vollmer has been called “the father of modern policing,” which is the title of a 
comprehensive new book about him just published this year.

The author of that book spoke, and the badge was shown alongside Vollmer’s 
revolver as part of a program at the Berkeley Historical Society Museum celebrating the 
innovative chief’s history. Both items went back into the custody of the Berkeley Police 
Department for safekeeping.

The rediscovery of the badge blindsided a couple from a suburb of Austin, Texas 
in August 2015. The story has been somewhat under wraps ever since, until Susan 
Lyons and her husband, Mark, speaking by phone from Texas, shared that story with 
Berkeleyside.

The couple has worked together, as a side job, for more than a decade selling books 
on Amazon to help put their four children through college.

One day, at an estate sale, they picked up about 200 boxes of high-quality books that 
appeared to have been hastily slapped together. When they later went through those 
boxes, they were surprised to come across an old leather case.

“Mark’s going through boxes, and he comes up to me and he goes, ‘Do you think this 
is worth something?’” recalled Susan.

“Me, being a woman, I know a diamond when I see it. When he handed it to me and 
I saw Vollmer’s name on it, we both looked at each other and said: ‘This needs to go 
home.’”

The extensive library had belonged to a university anthropology professor, who 
appeared to have been divorced with no children, and the couple said it was clear the 
company running his estate sale was simply trying to get everything, including the house, 
sold quickly.

“You normally wouldn’t sell a box of books like these for fi ve dollars,” Mark Lyons said. 
“I didn’t have to spend more than a few minutes before I said, ‘Well, I want to buy all the 
books!’ It was just too good a deal.”

Once the couple began going through the boxes, they found random items tossed 
among the books. There were personal papers, cologne, nail clippers, and more, as if 
someone had just scooped up whatever was in arm’s reach that needed to be cleared 
out.

“He kept a lot of things,” said Susan Lyons, of the University of Texas Austin professor, 
Brian Stross, who died in 2014. “The house was very full.”

Stross’ name was written in his books, which is how the couple identifi ed him as the 
owner in the fi rst place.

One day, after looking through the boxes for hours, Mark said he came across 
something different. It was a leather case, the kind someone would fl ip open to show 
its contents. It was worn, and clearly old. But the actual badge itself was well preserved 
other than a tiny bit of writing where the paint had chipped off.

The badge is dated 1909,and includes the words “Chief of Police” and “Berkeley, 
California.” On the front, an eagle hovers over a fi ve-pointed star. On the back, the badge 
is inscribed to August Vollmer, “Presented by the Police Dept of the City of Berkeley” 
in July 1909. It’s stamped with a 14-karat gold mark, and was made by a craftsman 
identifi ed as “G. Owen” in “So. Berkeley.”

“It couldn’t have been a toy. You could tell it was heavy, with a shiny thing in the 
middle,” Mark remembered. He said he didn’t quite know what to make of the badge, so 
he walked into the other room to show his wife. She noticed the hand-soldered pin, the 
way the leather would have been worn on a belt or shirt and, of course, the diamond. 
They knew they had something special.

Being from Texas, they had never heard of Chief Vollmer. But they looked him up 
online and were amazed to learn his story. Said Susan: “We were just fl abbergasted 
by what this man had done. We just couldn’t wait until the next day to call the police 
department.”

It had been less than a week since the purchase, so they tried to call the company 
that held the estate sale. They left one message after another, for several weeks, until 
the mailbox registered as full. Eventually, the number from the estate sale ad was simply 
disconnected. No one ever called back.

The couple also emailed Sergeant Michael Holland at the Berkeley Police 
Department. Holland, who is retired, runs BPD’s historical unit. He called back a few days 
later, and they made arrangements to send the badge back to Berkeley after a fl urry of 
messages to confi rm, as much as possible, the authenticity of the item. The couple sent 
the badge, registered mail, to Berkeley, and it arrived without incident.

“I was so afraid because it was a diamond. I couldn’t wait to get it out of my house,” 
Susan said.  “We just didn’t want to be responsible for a piece of history like that.”

Paul; Harrison lioves in England but is an avid collector of California law en-
forcement insignia. He recently posted this picture of his Barstow Police Depart-
ment patch collection, which he believbes is complete. He also has a collection 
of Barstow police badges. Paul Harrison photograph

Berkeley, California Police Chief August Vollmer, who is said to be the father 
of modern policing, is shown wearing the incredible badge that was found in a 
box of old books in Austin, Tex. Vollmer is credited with many modern policing 
innovations. Berkelyside.Com photograph
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opening a Christmas and birthday present all rolled into one.” Holland said he had been 
fl oored to get the email from Texas about the badge. “The fi rst thought that came to my 
mind was ‘Wow!’” he said.

In that fi rst email, Lyons described the shield and said she thought, from its markings, 
it clearly belonged to Vollmer. Holland asked her if she could send some photos to give 
him a better sense of what she was talking about.

“When I actually saw the fi rst image of the badge, I almost jumped out of my seat. I 
said, ‘Wait a second, I’ve seen that badge before,’” Lyons said.

Holland described a formal photograph of Vollmer in front of a fi re truck. He’s wearing 
a uniform and badge Holland always believed to have been related to Vollmer’s work 
as a volunteer fi refi ghter. The uniform design did not strike him as police-issue. And the 
badge wasn’t familiar either.

Holland said part of his work as a historian involves making sure any discoveries are 
valid, accurate and authentic. So Holland took a close look at the photograph from Texas 
and compared it to the badge in the Vollmer portrait.

“It was, in fact, that badge that Susan had found,” Holland said. “It was instantaneous: 
I knew it had to be the real thing. There was no doubt in my mind.”

Recalled former Berkeley Police Chief Michael Meehan, who brought the story of the 
badge to Berkeleyside’s attention, “When Mike Holland fi rst walked into my offi ce to show 
me the badge he handed it to me and didn’t say anything. I stared at it for a few seconds 
and the only thing I could say was ‘Holy shit!’ We just could not believe it.”

The revelation was so surprising because they never knew the badge was part of BPD 
history. Holland thought Vollmer’s seven-pointed star from his town marshal days, now 
being held by UC Berkeley’s Bancroft Library, was the only one the chief had carried.

The Berkeley Police Department was created in 1909 when Berkeley offi cially became 
a city. The date on the badge. 1909, suggests it might well have been created for that 
occasion.

Susan Lyons recalled Holland asking if the couple would be willing to sell the badge 
back to the department. She thought back to her father, who was a history professor at 
a junior college. History and genealogy had always been important in her family. Mark’s 
father, too, had a deep interest in family history. For both, the answer was clear: “This 
needs to go back to where it belongs,” she said. “This isn’t something you buy. Or sell.”

Added Mark Lyons: “This was a piece of history. We didn’t want to get any money for 
this. We just wanted to get it in the right place, to be put in context with the history of the 
area.”

Holland said the couple’s attitude about returning the badge, and asking nothing in 
return, touched him deeply.

“I was left speechless,” he said. “Because of what it was and what it meant to the 
department. These were two people who had no knowledge of our agency, or the 
background. But they looked at something they found, which is of obvious value, and 
took the time to trace down the potential origin of the shield. They resolved in their own 
mind that something of this nature and this value and this import deserves to back with 
the people it’s most important to. They saw the intrinsic value rather than the monetary 
value.”

As it turns out, the badge was found by a Berkeley jeweler to be worth $3500. The 
only thing the couple asked for from BPD, Holland said, was an appraisal for their tax 
records.

The couple did try to determine how Vollmer’s badge might have ended up in Austin, 
Texas.

Perhaps it traveled there with the prior owner, Professor Brian Stross, a UC Berkeley 
alum. But, in their research, the couple was not able to fi nd any obvious link between 
Stross and Vollmer. They thought maybe Stross had picked up the badge at a pawn 
shop, or happened upon it some other way. They looked through the rest of their boxes, 
and even reached out to other book dealers who had picked up a few crates Mark hadn’t 
bought. No one saw anything related to the badge or its story.

Mark and Susan imagined Stross as a college student in Berkeley in the 1960s, 

against the backdrop of the city’s famed protests. Perhaps he traveled in the jungles 
of Mexico or Guatemala to do research for his degree. Any possible link to the badge 
remained elusive.

“Where would he have come across it?” wondered Mark. “We just could never make 
that connection.”

Vollmer died in 1955 at age 79. He did teach criminal justice at UC Berkeley for a 
time. Might the badge have ended up on campus and changed hands there? Holland 
said there was a rumor that a Vollmer relative had relocated to Texas. But he hasn’t been 
able to verify it.

Said Holland: “That’s the whole mystery right now. It’s defi nitely a cold case that we 
still have to do a lot of research on.”

The couple was pleased to learn later, from Holland, that Vollmer’s revolver had 
also found its way back to the department. Police Chief Andy Greenwood said BPD just 
offi cially received the revolver, though its location and owner. former Acting BPD Chief 
Tom Johnson, had been known for some time.

The other badge worn by Vollmer, the tin star he donned as the town marshal after his 
election to that post in 1905, is in the possession of UC Berkeley, which has declined to 
allow it to be displayed with the other items, citing security and storage concerns.

Greenwood called the return of the badge from Texas “a fantastic stroke of good 
fortune and kindness on behalf of the fi nder. We have an immense sense of gratitude 
that she saw fi t to return it to its rightful place, and an everlasting appreciation of that.”

The Lyonses said they wondered what might have happened if Mark hadn’t bought up 
all those boxes at the professor’s estate sale, or if they hadn’t noticed that worn leather 
case: “I’d hate to think this would be at a dump, or Goodwill,” Susan said.

Holland said he had mulled over that very possibility himself.
“If anyone else had bought that little mystery box that Susan and Mark bought, with no 

clue to its history or meaning, they might have thought it was a trinket or a junk badge. 
It could have gone in a junk box, or to a jeweler or eBay,” he said. “Who really knows? 
There are so many variables that could have changed the whole direction of things. If you 
start thinking about it, your mind kind of goes crazy.”

As described by the Berkeley Historical Society:
“There stands no greater association between a man and a city than between August 

Vollmer and the City of Berkeley. The city made the man; the man forever transformed 
American policing.

Having fi rst served as the elected town marshal (1905 -1909), when Berkeley became 
a city, Vollmer became its police chief (1909- 1932).

During his time with the Berkeley Police Department, Vollmer not only advanced all 
of American policing through such innovations as the fi rst crime lab and the modern 
polygraph, but police higher education as well, creating the fi rst criminal justice degree 
program at the University of California and becoming that discipline’s fi rst professor.

For the fi rst half of the 20th century, Berkeley was known the world over as the 
epicenter of police innovation. Today, it is known as the birthplace of modern American 
policing.

The exhibit will showcase the life of August Vollmer and his close relationship with the 
city. Berkeley store owner, mail carrier, town marshal, police chief, professor, and regional 
parks advocate. All attest to Vollmer’s relationship with the city he so dearly loved. How 
this relationship enabled Vollmer to fundamentally transform American policing will be the 
focus of this exhibit.”

The Berkeley Historical Society is located at 1931 Center Street. The Vollmer exhibit 
runs through September 30.

EMILIE RAGUSO, Berkeleyside.Com

The August Vollmer badge was made of 14-karat gold and featured a 
diamond. It was found in Texas and returned to the Berkeley Police Department 
by Mark and Susan Lyons, who found it in a box of old books that they 
purchased for $5 and sold on Amazon. Berkeleyside.Com photograph

Origins of the California Law
Enforcement Historical Society

By Gary Hoving, President
The California State Sheriff’s Association (CSSA) celebrated their 100 year 

anniversary in 1994. In recognition of the rich heritage of the sheriffs, the CSSA 
requested historical displays from the various departments throughout the state for 
exhibition at a conference in Modesto. A room dedicated to history was located next to 
the vendor area.

There were several agencies represented and a docent was provided by each 
participating offi ce. I was fortunate enough to have been selected by the San Luis Obispo 
County Sheriff, Ed Williams, to represent his offi ce.

During our free time, the historians would gather and share information about their 
collection and exhibits. Included in that group was Brad Darling from the Kern County 
Sheriffs Department and Rick Sprain from the Santa Clara Sheriff’s Department.

It was realized that other historians and collectors existed from many departments 
in California. Recognizing the shared interest led to the formation and incorporation of 
the California Law Enforcement Historical Society in 2001. Included among the charter 
members were Darling and Sprain.

The original three offi cers of the CLEHS corporation were Evan Mason, Dr. Jack 
Jones and me.

I have shown a photo of the CSSA historic exhibit representing the San Luis Obispo 
County Sheriff’s Department. 

Now you know the history of our history!
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This beautiful exhibit of San Luis Obispo Sheriff’s Department was shown 
in Modesto, Calif. in 1994 during a meeting of the California State Sheriffs 
Association when the organization celebrated their centennial anniversary. Gary 
Hoving served as docent for the exhibit. Gary Hoving photograph

New Biography
On Berkeley’s

First Police Chief
By Frances Dinkelspiel

In the fi rst half of the 20th century, Berkeley’s fi rst police chief was a household name. 
When Americans thought about the giants of crime fi ghting, August Vollmer was in the 
pantheon that included FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover and Wyatt Earp, the deputy marshal 
who participated in the gunfi ght at the O.K. Corral.

His renown was understandable. Vollmer started as town marshal in 1905 and 
then took over the new Berkeley Police Department in 1909. He was an innovator and 
ushered in many improvements that are commonplace today, earning him the nickname 
of the “father of American policing.”

Vollmer was the fi rst to put an entire police force on bicycles.
He improved the way police got information about crime, fi rst by installing fl ashing red 

recall lights scattered around Berkeley that told offi cers to return to headquarters, then by 
using Morse Code to deliver to them the address where a crime had been committed.

Vollmer was the fi rst to have his force use cars, earning offi cers the nickname 
“limousine police.”

Vollmer hired the country’s fi rst female police offi cer in 1917 and it’s fi rst African-
American offi cer in 1918.

He insisted on collecting physical evidence from crime scenes and using that 
evidence, rather than hunches, to fi nd criminals.

His protégés invented the lie detector and the Berkeley Police Department was among 
the fi rst to use it.

Vollmer also required that all Berkeley police offi cers have a college degree.
Vollmer also believed in the humanity of criminals and that they could be redeemed, 

rejecting the use of brute force and intense interrogations such as the third degree, a 
common practice of torture in that time.

Today, Vollmer’s name is not widely recognized, even among Berkeley residents. 
Yes, there is Vollmer Peak, in Tilden Park, but few know the details about his life and 
accomplishments.

Willard M. Oliver, a professor of criminal justice at Sam Houston State University in 
Huntsville, Texas, hopes to change that. And his chances are good, as his new 780-
page book, August Vollmer: The Father of American Policing, the fi rst comprehensive 
biography on the police chief, has just been published.

A group that has not forgotten Vollmer is the Berkeley Police Department. When 
Andrew Greenwood was sworn in as the new chief at a ceremony at the UC Theater, he 
quoted Vollmer and pointed out the former chief’s badge and revolver were on display in 
the lobby.

Former Police Chief Michael Meehan also quoted Vollmer when he was sworn in and 
has frequently mentioned him.

Vollmer’s accomplishments also live on in the basement of the police department 
headquarters. There is a display of historical documents, artifacts, and photos relating to 
Vollmer and the history of the department.

Retired Sergeant Michael J. Holland helped create the Berkeley Police Department 

Historical Preservation Society in 1997. It’s now known as the Berkeley Police 
Department Historical Unit.

Berkeleyside caught up with Oliver to talk to him about the publication of August 
Vollmer: The Father of American Policing. Copies are available for sale at the Berkeley 
Historical Society for $70.

What attracted you to the story of August Vollmer?
I was introduced to Vollmer as a criminal justice undergraduate and was always 

fascinated by his story, having both joined the military and served as a police offi cer, as 
he had done.

As a professor, in 2005, I was fi nishing up a book on a history of crime and criminal 
justice in America and had used all of the same resources that everyone else uses to 
convey Vollmer’s contributions to American policing. I said when I was done, I wanted to 
read a good, one-volume, defi nitive biography of August Vollmer. Finding none, I decided 
to write one.

How many years did it take you to research and write the book?
It took me 10 years. I started collecting everything I could on August Vollmer from my 

offi ce, which ended up being a fair amount.
Then I went to the Bancroft Library for a week and was absolutely overwhelmed by 

their holdings which included his personal papers and the BPD’s papers while he was 
police chief (1909-1932). That necessitated six more week-long trips.

I also started looking at other databases and, again, was overwhelmed by the amount 
of articles on Vollmer. For instance, I did a newspaper search and was fl oored when I 
received 17,000 hits.

I ended up with over 10,000 newspaper articles printed, highlighted and placed in 
three-ring binders. It took me three years before I could even write anything, I was so 
overwhelmed.

Until now, it has never taken me more than three years to write a book. I fi nished the 
manuscript in July of last year, and it fi nally came out last month.

Did you fi nd any information or materials that had not been previously discovered?
Yes, many! I detail all of this at the end of the book when explaining my references.
For example, I came across a serial chapter biography of Vollmer’s life published in 

the Oakland Enquirer in 1938 that I have never seen referenced.
Another treasure trove was a two-volume set of transcribed interviews of people who 

knew and worked with Vollmer that has never been used before.
Gene Carte, whose UC Berkeley dissertation was on Vollmer, was planning to use 

those transcripts for a biography of Vollmer. Unfortunately, he was shot and killed in 
Cincinnati when he tried intervening in an armed robbery.

Nearly all of the pictures I have used for the book, probably 45-50, have never been 
published before.

Vollmer is credited with modernizing policing. As Berkeley police chief, he was the fi rst 
to put police offi cers on bicycles and in cars, was the fi rst to set up radios around the city 
so police could communicate with headquarters, was the fi rst to introduce lie detectors. In 
addition, he insisted on the collection of evidence at crime scenes, created an improved 
record-keeping system to track criminals, and ushered in a more professional approach 
to policing. As a result, he is a lauded leader.

Is there one innovation you consider more signifi cant than the others? Or, is Vollmer 
renowned because of the collection of innovations?

I would have to divide my answer in two.
I think Vollmer would say his greatest contribution was in police education. That had 

become truly his life’s mission.
He helped create the fi rst policing program in 1916 called criminology but was police 

focused at Cal in 1929.
He became the fi rst police professor at the University of Chicago.
He then helped several of his offi cers land professor positions.
In 1941, he created the American Society of Criminology in his living room, and when 

that turned more theoretical, the police faculty broke away and created the Academy of 
Criminal Justice Sciences. Both of those organizations still exist today.

And every criminal justice and criminology program in higher education owes their 
origins to Berkeley Police Chief August Vollmer.

The second part of the answer is what I believe was truly his greatest contribution and 
that was the infl uence he had on so many people, including many of his offi cers.

That infl uence and support led John Larson to develop the polygraph, V.A. Leonard 
to develop one-way radio communication in patrol vehicles and O.W. Wilson to write the 
most infl uential police administration book of the 20th century.

It was Vollmer’s humanity, his love for people, that I believe was his greatest 
contribution to American policing.

Can you describe one particular crime Vollmer or his department solved that was 
particularly interesting?

Probably the Tony Carcopa Cse, and you’ll see why, although he had many.
Carcopa was an Italian vegetable peddler who received a death notice from the Black 

Hand (Italian Mafi a). He was told to pay a ransom and not contact the police.
He immediately went to see Vollmer, who had Carcopa’s house watched, and one 

night someone attempted to toss dynamite into the house but failed when the police 
interrupted him. The bad guy, however, got away.

Vollmer took the dynamite to Berkeley professor Albert Schneider to analyze 
(remember, this is before forensic analysis) and Schneider came back with the details 
of where to look, right down to a location with a fast-running stream, sorrel horses, and 
Rhode Island Roosters.

Vollmer ordered his offi cers to search for such a place and he was laughed at. Lo and 
behold, the offi cers found the place, located the dynamite, and ended up making arrests 
of two men.

Vollmer asked Schneider to become the BPD’s fi rst criminalist and he agreed. That 
was the fi rst crime lab ever created and it is why Vollmer is often referred to as the father 
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Vollmer created the Department of Criminology at UC Berkeley in 1951. Was it 

a success? What were some of its accomplishments? Why did Cal eliminate the 
department?

Actually, Vollmer retired in 1937 and then taught only on a class-by-class basis. His 
health was starting to decline at that time.

It was O.W. Wilson, Vollmer’s disciple, who opened up the School of Criminology in 
1950. It was a stalwart leader in police education and the opening of the school was a 
lasting accomplishment of Vollmer’s legacy in the people who earned their degrees there 
and went on to shape the future of criminal justice.

What happened. well, this is a politically sensitive topic, as I have come to learn, so 
I will keep it simple. In the 1960s, criminology turned theoretical. It moved away from 
policing and more toward explaining why people commit crimes. It also took a very 
radical Marxist turn and much of the student protesting was or was perceived to have 
come out of the School of Criminology. So it was closed.

Why did Vollmer destroy so much of his correspondence at the end of his life? How 
much did this hamper your research?

My best guess is that he was very methodical in what he destroyed. I think he 
recognized that his papers may be important to scholars one day, which is why he willed 
them over to the Bancroft Library before he died. It was not as if he purged everything, 
only those letters that might cause some embarrassment to the people who wrote them.

Hundreds upon hundreds of people wrote to Vollmer, friends, family, strangers, 
children and criminals. He responded to them all. In many cases, people were seeking 
his advice and help. Some of those letters may have been about sensitive issues, so 
those are the ones he most likely removed. In many cases, he mailed them back to the 
author or, if not available, destroyed them.

Vollmer committed suicide. Do you think it was because he was in pain because of his 
Parkinson’s disease? What was his mental acuity like at the end of his life?

In the last fi ve years of his life, he had seven major surgeries, including one for a 
stomach tumor and two for throat cancer (he smoked). The Parkinson’s gave him the 
shakes and caused him to have diminished eyesight. Then the medicine he took for 
the Parkinson’s nearly caused him to go blind. He was also having bouts of dementia 
that last year of his life as was recorded in several police reports and documentation by 
Police Chief Holstrom. Vollmer had sworn he would never be a burden on anyone. And, 
because he had long been a member of the Hemlock Society and the Euthanasia Society 
(he was a California chapter board member) suicide was always an option for him.

How does Vollmer stand in the pantheon of police professionals? Did he have any 
messages that today’s police should be paying more attention to?

Vollmer is legendary in policing circles and is where academics start when talking 
about good policing in America. What is kind of sad is his standing with Americans. He 
was a household name. If I mentioned J. Edgar Hoover, Allan Pinkerton or Wyatt Earp, 
you would probably know who I was talking about. It used to be, for most Americans, 
if you mentioned August Vollmer, people knew you meant the police chief in Berkeley 
who was doing good things in policing. He lost the status of his being a household name 
shortly after his death, which is kind of sad.

As for what he could teach police offi cers today?
I think his story could teach them a lot about what good policing truly is all about. Dr. 

Larry Sherman, who wrote the foreword to my book, certainly believes so. However, if I 
had to say one thing, I would say it was Vollmer’s unshakable belief in humanity. And that 
his lesson for his offi cers was to remember that the criminal element, as bad as they can 
be, are still humans. Vollmer wasn’t overly religious, but he certainly was an exemplar 

for what it means to live in the Christian spirit. He treated his friends, his offi cers, his 
prisoners, the neighborhood children, his African-American friends, his Japanese-
American friends, and everyone else he met the same with both dignity and respect.

FRANCES DINKELSPIEL (Berkeleyside.Com)

Willard M. Oliver, author of a new biography on Berkeley’s fi rst police chief, 
August Vollmer, stands in front of an old lie detector that was developed by 
Vollmer’s proteges and used during his administration. Vollmer is the father of 
modern policing. Berkeleyside.Com photograph

End of CLEHS Newsletter

Collecting News
From Down Under

By Robert Beath, Staff Writer
(WEST WALLSEND, NSW) – I have shown new ranger patches from Australia.
Bana Yarraiji Bubu Aboriginal Corporation is an incorporated body that represents the 

interests of the Kuanawarra Clan associated with Shipton’s Flat, a cultural healing place 
for the Kuku Nyunkgal People in the Queensland Daintree Region.

Their work at Shipton’s Flat is a leading example of the development of sustainable 
livelihoods through natural resource management in the wet tropics.

The Yirrganydji people (also known as the Irukanddji) are a group of Australian 
Aborigines who are the traditional owners and original custodians of a narrow coastal 
strip within Djabugay Country that runs northward from Cairns to Port Douglas (Mowbray 
River) in Queensland.

Until recently, the Yirrganydji people were, until recently, regarded as seafarers who 
shared descent from predecessors who once all spoke Yirrgay (which to early linguists 
noted as a dialect of the Djabugay language) and were particularly associated with the 
coastal strip, river mouths, islands and seas along the coast between the Cairns Trinity 
Inlet and Port Douglas.

Yirrganydji Country extended along the coastal strip south to the Cairns Trinity Inlet 
and Woree (including Cairns and Mount Whitfi eld) and went north to the Port Douglas 
District. including offshore islands such as Admiralty Island, Double Island, Haycock 
Island and Low Isles.

Their territory also extended west to Freshwater Creek and Kamerunga on the 
Barron River, Spring Creek on the Mowbray River and at certain spots along the Lamb, 

Yirrganydji Land and Sea Rangers wear an emblem that features a custom-
designed center design. Crocodile Islands Rangers Maringa Ocean Patrol 
depicts sea creatures. A bird highlights the Prompuraaw and and Sea patch. 
Uunguu Rangers also features a custom design. Rob Beath photograph
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McAlister, Rifl e and Cassowary Ranges.
Yirrgamydji sea country extended east into the Great Barrier Reef with connections to 

reefs between Green Island and Low Isles.
The Uunguu Rangers are based in Kalumburu in the Far North Kimberley, arguably 

the most remote aboriginal community in Australia. As rangers, they have a mammoth 
task monitoring and maintaining all aspects of conservation, tourism and land and sea 
management across two and one and one-half million hectares of land and sea country. 
Country needs to be kept healthy and culture and knowledge alive and strong so it can 
be passed on to future generations to enjoy and look after.

Wunggurr Rangers are based along the world-renowned Gibb River Road and are 
charged with the responsibility to look after 60,150 square kilometers of land in the 
heart of the Kimberley, an area the size of Tasmania. They look after cultural sites and 
waterways, control feral animals and work to protect fl ora and fauna.

The rangers come from the Wanjina Wunggurr Willinggin Clan and their strong 
law and culture assists them to keep their country alive through using their traditional 
knowledge to undertake conservation and land management activities.

Wunggurr Rangers are role models in their communities and strive to educate and 
positively impact on future generations.

The Willinggin Indigenous Protected Area was declared in 2013.
ROBERT BEATH (PO Box 152, West Wallsend, NSW 2286, Australia)

Waanyi Garawa Rangers have the motto “Caring For Country.”  Wunggurr 
Rangers features a cultural symbol as the center design of their insignia. 
Yirralka Rangers also shows a cultural symbol as the center design. In Australia, 
rangers enforce local laws and ordinances.  Rob Beath photograph

Down Under News ...Continued

New York Minute
By Eric Wollman, Senior Staff Writer

NEW YORK, N.Y. – A recent package from across the sea from my most loyal reader 
in the United Kingdom, Mary Ann Pont, was full of railroad theme patches.

It seems that Mary Ann, who is a police insignia collector, is also a rail fan, maybe 
even a foamer.

The patch from Adairsville, Ga. depicts the town which was a site of the Great 
Locomotive Chase of 1862. Union soldiers and civilian scouts took over a train and 
caused havoc until they were caught. Many were hanged by the Confederates. It’s a 

Adairsville, Ga. is the home of the Great Locomotive Chase which occurred 
in northern Georgia in 1862. The Snyder, Okla. police emblem shows a tornado, 
cattle and a locomotive. Tunnel Hill, Ga. cops wear a patch that also shows a 
locomotive. It was involved in the chase. Eric Wollman photographs
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great story and also the basis of Buster Keaton’s epic silent fi lm, The General.
Another interesting patch is from the small town of Snyder, Okla. The population as of 

2010 was 1394. Wow! I have more people living in my zip code. It depicts a cow, tornado 
and a modern locomotive. I learned that Snyder was hit by a tornado in 1905 that killed 
113 people.

The Tunnel Hill, Ga. patch is linked to Adairsville history. The Great Locomotive Chase 
passed through the town in 1862.

The town is named for the Chetoogeta Mountain Rail Tunnel, built in the 1840s.
From noted patch collector Liam Foley came the latest from the Demarest Police 

Department. Demarest is in northern New Jersey and not far from New York City.
Designer Bob DeMartino created a Class B subdued traffi c winged-wheel patch which 

is new and replaces the prior Class B traffi c winged wheel patch.
There is a silver patch with color insert of the town seal. This is worn by the chief and 

lieutenants on white shirts and for all department members dress blouses.
The dark blue patch will not be worn. It was a prototype but very sharp in my opinion.
The new Class B subdued shoulder patch replaces the previous Class B patch.
As previously reported, the NYPD has phased in the Smart Car. I am up close and 

personal to this little car at the New York Auto Show earlier this spring.
On the opposite side of the scale, the NYPD has added many SUVs to the fl eet. This 

picture was taken of a Harbor Unit SUV at Floyd Bennett Field, which once was Naval Air 
Station New York. 

The NYPD maintains a fl eet of helicopters, and three of them did a fl yover and demo 
recently at a Memorial Service.

At the annual memorial for the Metropolitan Police, two offi cers wore the uniform of 
the Metropolitan Police, which was the predecessor to the NYPD.

Eric Wollman poses with one of the New York Police Department’s new 
alternative fuel Smart Cars. It is outfi tted in the same colors and marking 
scheme as every other NYPD vehicle. Smart cars are replacing the 
department’s familiar three-wheel scooters. Eric Wollman photograph

A full-size New York Police Department sport utility vehicle that is assigned 
to the Harbor Unit was photographed at Floyd Bennett Field, which was once 
Naval Air Station New York. Eric Wollmann points out like many other major 
departments, SUVs are becoming common. Eric Wollman photograph

Bob DeMartino created a new Class B winged-wheel traffi c patch for the 
Demarest, N.J. Police Department. The chief and lieutenants will wear a new 
silver patch. There is also a new subdued emblem. The dark colored patch is a 
prototype and will not be worn on uniforms. Eric Wollman photographs

Stay safe, wear your vest and keep reading the New York Minute. Have a safe 
summer.

ERIC WOLLMAN (233 Broadway-Ste. 702, New York, NY 10279) stnonradio@yahoo.
com

Two offi cers wore the vintage uniform of the New York Metropolitan Police 
Department during a recent memorial ceremony at a cemetery in New York City. 
The Metropolitan Police Department was the forerunner to the current New York 
City Police Department. Eric Wollman photographs

Arizona Memories
By Skip Skinner, Staff Writer

TUCSON, Ariz. – Before the creation of Arizona Territory, Yuma County was known as 
Dona Ana County and was part of New Mexico Territory with Santa Fe being the county 
seat.

The earliest mention of law enforcement I could fi nd for the area was for an election 
on October 18, 1862 in La Paz. Pedro Padilla, also known as “ Six Toed Pete” became 
fi rst sheriff, while Francisco Figueroa became second sheriff.

F.G. Fitch, the only Anglo in the group, was made alcalde, an early Spanish title for 
justice of the peace.

Yuma County is best known for mining and agriculture. Near Yuma, the Colorado 
River elevation dips to 70 feet above sea level, making it the lowest point in the state.

Arizona Territory was established on December 29, 1863 in a ceremony which took 
place at Navajo Springs with John N. Goodwin serving as the fi rst governor of the new 
territory. He served in that capacity until April 10, 1866.

In April 1864, Governor Goodwin divided the territory into three judicial districts and 
appointed a sheriff and other offi cials for each.

By 1891, due to more counties being formed, we had four districts. Isaac C. Bradshaw 
was appointed sheriff in June 1864 for the Second Judicial District with his offi ce located 
at La Paz. Sheriff Bradshaw served just over three months, from June 1, 1864 until he 
resigned on September 10, 1864. 

The fi rst Arizona Territory Legislative Assembly convened in Prescott on September 
26, 1864. At this time the three judicial districts were retained, and four counties, Mohave, 
Yuma, Yavapai and Pima, were formed within these districts. District One was comprised 
of Pima County. District Two was Mohave and Yuma Counties. District Three was 
Yavapai County.

The fi rst appointed sheriff of Yuma County was William A. Werninger. His fi rst term 
was a short one, September 26, 1864 to November 9, 1864. He would return almost ten 
years later to win the November 1874 election for sheriff with his term starting January 1, 
1875. He was re-elected to that position and served until resigning on July 3, 1878.

During his tenure as sheriff, he was also appointed to be the fi rst superintendent of the 
Yuma Prison on April 12, 1875. This was a temporary position he held until completion of 
the prison one year later. At that time the job was turned over to George M. Thurlow, who 
stayed on as warden until he resigned on January 11, 1881.

La Paz was the fi rst county seat. La Paz is Spanish for peace. It was founded by 
a man named Pauline Weaver who led a group of prospectors into the area. They 
discovered gold in the Arroyo de la Tenaja in January 1862.

At one time, La Paz boasted a population of over fi ve thousand. However, due to a 
change in the course of the Colorado River on which the steam boats plied their trade, 
the town was left high and dry. By 1872, it was almost a ghost town.

The county seat was moved to Yuma in 1871 with all of the records being transferred 
by steam boat.
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The city of Yuma was fi rst called Colorado City, then Arizona City and fi nally Yuma in 
February 1873. Yuma is thought to be from the Spanish word umo which means smoke.

The Yuma Indians, as they were once referred to, were made up of various tribes. In 
hopes of bringing rain, they were known to make huge fi res, which, of course, created 
lots of smoke. It is believed the word and or name “Yuma” was used in honor of these 
tribes.

The fi rst Jail in Yuma County was at La Paz. On March 8, 1867 a house belonging to 
Peter Doll was purchased for $400 and turned into a county building to which a jail was 
attached. The outside walls were 18 inches thick and supported an earthen roof.

The next jail was built around 1872 at what was then called Arizona City. The jail was 
18 by 40 feet in size and attached to the back of a building where district court was held. 
It was divided into two rooms, one for the deputy and one for the prisoners.

There was an iron bolt attached to the fl oor from which the prisoners were attached 
by chains. Due to the constant movement of the chains, it was easy to wear through the 
links prompting escapes. The jail was deemed unsafe and a new county building with a 
jail was completed on October 5, 1873 at the corner of Madison Avenue and Third Street.

The jail  was 30 by 40 feet. It had four cells measuring seven and one-half  by seven 
and one-half feet. The rooms were lined with boiler plate one-eighth thick. It was thought 
the jail was escape proof, but they were proven wrong when Que-cha-co, who killed 
Sheriff James T. Dana, became the fi rst to escape on October 28, 1873.

I cannot possibly cover all the sheriffs of Yuma County, nor the stories that can be told, 
so I will only bring to light a few, starting with Sheriff Dana.

Sheriff Dana served from June 3, 1868 to September 22, 1871. His tenure was 
considered a bloody one in that several men succumbed to his pistol.

He was the second sheriff of Yuma County killed in the line of duty. The sheriff and his 
posse were in pursuit of an Indian named Big Charlie for killing a woman in Arizona City 
(Yuma). After following him into a river bottom, a shootout occurred in which Sheriff Dana 
was struck by a glass-tipped arrow which entered his liver. He died two days later.

His killer, Que-cha co, was captured and sentenced to hang but escaped from the 
jail. He was recaptured a year later and sentenced to 25 years in prison. He escaped a 
second time and was never seen again.

The fi rst sheriff for Yuma County killed in the line of duty was Cornelius Sage. He was 
sheriff from December 15, 1864 to May 3, 1865, serving only fi ve months. Sheriff Sage 
was shot and killed by Yavapai Indians while he and two associates were enroute to 
Prescott on offi cial business.

Two other members of the Yuma County Sheriff’s Department died in the line of duty. 
On January 8, 1901, Undersheriff Matthew Bailey DeVane was responding to a 

robbery when he was shot by one of three men whom he approached for questioning. He 
died less than an hour later. The men were apprehended and sentenced to 25 years in 
prison.

The other was Deputy Sheriff Sylvester Castillo Villa. He was shot and killed January 
24, 1948 when he attempted to arrest a burglary suspect. The killer was arrested and 
sentenced to 75 years in prison.

Yuma had its share of executions.
Three hangings took place at the Madison Avenue jail. The fi rst to go was Manuel 

Fernandez on May 2, 1873 during the term of Sheriff Francis H. Goodwin. The second 
took place when Sheriff John Speese sent Santiago Ortiz to his maker on November 16, 
1900. The third hanging was on June 16, 1905 when Martin Ubilles was put to death for 
the crime of murder. This was during the term of Sheriff Gus Livingston. This hanging 
was recorded on fi lm and at least for a time could be seen at the Yuma Territorial Prison 
Museum.

It has been reported that the Yuma Territorial Prison also conducted hangings, but this 
is not true. The confusion is due to Yuma County Judge DeForest Porter designating the 
Yuma County Jail as a territorial prison for execution purposes only. 

The next segment of my article I will only briefl y describe as the entire turn of events 
would make for an article in itself.

In the early days of the West, there was an unwritten code that no man shall kill a 
woman no matter the circumstances. On February 7, 1901, Somerton Constable Marian 
T. Alexander went to a ranch about ten miles from Yuma with two other men to serve an 
eviction notice to a family named Burns. He had been turned away earlier when Mary 
Burns pointed a gun at him. This time, when she again raised a gun in protest, he shot 
her dead.

The men turned themselves in to Deputy Sheriff Henry McPhaul, who fi led charges 
against them for the killing of Mary Burns.

Constable Alexander was found guilty of murder and sentenced to life in prison. 
However, while being escorted back to jail, they were ambushed and Alexander was 
killed. It was believed one of Mary Burns’s relatives had done the deed as the family had 
a history of getting even with folks that did them wrong.

The other two men had also been charged with murder but were eventually acquitted 
when their cases came before the court.

I would like to share with you two of the oldest and rarest of Yuma County badges in 
my collection. I’ve included pictures of both for your viewing pleasure.

One badge I purchased in March of this year at an auction in Waco, Texas. I fi rst 
became aware of it about 38 years ago. This badge is of solid shield design, made of 
silver and titled “SHERIFF, YUMA CO. ARIZ.” The badge is hallmarked E. Gerson. I date 
this badge from about 1890 to 1915.

The other badge I purchased back in 1988. It is a circle star, made of silver and titled 
“DEPUTY SHERIFF YUMA/ PIMA COUNTY A.T.” This badge also sports the Gerson 
hallmark.  Being marked A.T. would indicate it being made before 1912 at which time 
Arizona Territory ceased to exist.

The A.T. marked badge was dug from a dump site between Tonopah and Goldfi eld, 
Nevada. It is in horrible condition having been burned while in the dump. When it was fi rst 
dug up, the fi nder cleaned the badge so he could better make out the legend. (Something 
I would not have done.)

When it was fi rst recovered, he said it read Pima County. But after cleaning, the” Y” 
and “U” came into view, indicating this badge had been worn in both counties, fi rst in 
Yuma and then in Pima. The letters “Y” and “U” had been fi lled and then re-stamped with 
“P” and “I.”

I have long wondered if it could be connected to the Earps. It has been my 
understanding that one of the brothers, possibly Virgil, served as a deputy in Yuma 
County before heading to Tombstone. Honestly, I’ve never been able to prove that myself 
through documentation but have been told it is mentioned in a book somewhere.

It is known for a fact that Wyatt served as a deputy in Pima County before resigning 

Arizona Memories ...Continued

Skip Skinner was aware of this Yuma County sheriff’s badge for 38 years 
before he acquired it earlier this year. He has dated it from about 1890 to 1915. 
It was made by Ed Gerson, who was a badge maker in California. His hallmark 
appears on the back, “E. GERSON.” Mary Skinner photograph

This badge was found at a dump site in Nevada several years ago. It was 
worn by deputy sheriffs in both Pima and Yuma Counties. It was originally 
Yuma County badge, then the fi rst two letters were altered to make it a Pima 
County badge. It might have Earp connections. Mary Skinner photographs
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several years ago and made the local news.

After the Earps left Tombstone and traveled some, it is known that Wyatt later opened 
a saloon in Tonopah, Nevada. Being that this badge was found in the only dump between 
Goldfi eld and Tonopah, I can only speculate that it may indeed be related to the Earps 
and was thrown out by mistake. Being made of silver, I doubt it was intentionally tossed. 

As for the hallmark, I’ve been able to uncover quite a bit of history on the Gerson 
Family but will keep it to a minimum here.

The father was Charles Gerson and came from Germany. He fought in the Mexican 
War and lived in Mexico for two years before moving to California where he ran a 
mercantile business. During the Civil War, in about 1861 or 1862, he moved to Fort Yuma 
where he continued in that business.

After seven years in Arizona, he moved to Los Angeles where he again engaged in 
the mercantile trade. His son, Edward, became a jeweler and for many years operated 
out of his father’s store.

Edward Gerson was born in San Diego on May 25, 1862. He is fi rst listed as a jeweler 
on the California voter rolls in 1884. This would make him 22 years old at the time. 
However, he may have plied his trade earlier than 1884.

I fi nd him listed on other documents and advertisements as a jeweler, watch maker 
and jewelry store owner up until his death on January 21, 1933 at the age of 71.

I know of only three badges that he made in existence, the two I own and one for a 
lawman out in California, as noted in a newspaper article I have from the 1890s in which 
the badge is described in great detail and credited to Edward Gerson. I’m sure there are 
others waiting to be discovered.

Historical Tidbit: Arizona’s disparate climate can yield both the highest temperature 
across the nation and the lowest temperature across the nation in the same day.  There 
is also an old story that was told by early military men in Yuma. A Yuma soldier died and 
was sent to hell but had to return for his blankets.

SKIP SKINNER (4685 North Makohoh Place, Tucson AZ 85749) (520) 760-0760 
azbadgeguy@aol.com

Sources Arizona Place Names by Byrd H. Granger, University of Arizona Press, 
Tucson, 1960

Yuma Co. Sheriff’s Department Web site
Undated article by B. Johnny Rube, Yuma County Sheriff’s Department historian but 

estimated late 1980s to early 1990s
The Arizona Sheriff, Winter 1989, article by Jane Eppinga, “Yuma Co. history fi lled 

with characters, good and bad. 
The Arizona Sheriff , December 1971, article by James M. Barney 1943, “Early 

Sheriffs of Yuma County”
Badge photos by Mary Skinner

All Things Federal
By Ray Sherrard, Staff Writer

GARDEN GROVE, Calif. – The San Diego Police Historical Society and Museum Law 
Enforcement Collectors Show and Vehicle Exhibit will be Saturday, October 28 from 9 am 
to 2 pm at the San Diego Police Range, 4008 Federal Blvd, San Diego, Calif.

Admission is $5.
Tables are $30 each. Thirty tables area available.
You can make reservations by email with Dan Weiss at dweiss101@gmail.com.
There will be pre-show meet and greet at the Police Museum  on Friday night.
I attended one of these shows a few years ago and had a great time. The SDPD gave 

us a great BBQ, some excellent displays and fellowship.
Please pass information along to all your friends and let’s go meet with our friends 

down South!

Bureau of Prohibition credential While searching for other credential images, I 
came came across a very rare Bureau of Prohibition credential from 1933 signed by the 
Director of Prohibition. It was issued to Special Agent James Kelley.

I have purchased cars for less than what I paid for this beauty!

Strange Inheritance We have put together a team to produce an episode of 
The History Channel’s Strange Inheritance. Producers have been assigned and the 
production is ready to get going. We have the blessing of the IRS Criminal Investigations 
National Offi ce in Washington, D.C., so no problems there.

Much of the material that will be featured has been considered lost for over half a 
century. Fortunately, Dr. Martin Dolan, whose great uncle, Mike Malone, spent the longest 
period of time working undercover for IRS Intelligence and infi ltrated the Al Capone 
Organization and others too numerous to bring up here.

Special Agent Malone saw the need to preserve the records outside of the usual 
government storeroom where they would have been thrown out decades ago. The 

records were given to him, and he stored them safely when he decided it was time for 
them to brought out into the light of day. He gave them to his grand nephew, Dr. Dolan, 
who brought me into a small group of people who signed on to an attempt to get the 
Presidential Freedom Medal presented to Malone, who died in 1960, and to tell the story.

The story will be the true story of how Capone was taken down for income tax 
evasion. Eliot Ness of The Untouchables got the credit but had nothing to do with 
Capone’s conviction.

Anyway, it will be interesting to see how this all turns out.

The Big Apple I recently spent a week in New York City and met with J.J. Sullivan, 
retired NYPD whom I have talking to and corresponding with for 40 years but had never 
met.

James Kelley was a special agent for the Department of Justice Bureau of 
Prohibition in February 1933 when he was issued this credential signed by the 
Director of Prohibition. Ray Sherrard recently added it to his collection, quipping 
he has paid more for cars in his life! Ray Sherrard photograph

This is a very rare federal law enforcement credential from the Internal 
Revenue Service! It was issued to Narcotic Agent Herbert S. Keys and signed 
by both the Prohibition commissioner and the Internal Revenue commissioner. 
Ray Sherrard calls it very rare and well preserved. Ray Sherrard photograph
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He came over from Brooklyn to Times Square. We went for lunch and caught up on 
what is happening in the East Coast branch of the hobby

He loaned me some images that I plan to share with readers.

Bureau of Narcotics credential This very expensive 1921 Bureau of Narcotics 
agent credential was signed by both the Prohibition and Internal Revenue at the time. It 
is for Herbert S. Keys of Stockton, Calif. This is the only one of these I have seen in 40 
years of collecting, and I just had to have it.

Prohibition handled both narcotics and alcohol, but they under the command of 
Internal Revenue. It was not until around 1927 that the Treasury took over Prohibition 
and left the IRS with the civil penalties for liquor and narcotics until the formation of the 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics, which then took over primary jurisdiction of illegal drugs.

This is one of the rarest credentials I have, and I have a later edition, which was quite 
different and countersigned by Customs to allow Revenue agents to cross Customs lines 
and board ships to look for contraband.

I found the later edition at the DEA headquarters while I was researching their badge 
history back in the day, and they were kind enough to give me clear images for the 
project.

Veteran collectors leaving I have now sold over half of the several hundred 
badges sent to me by a lady in Northern California whose late husband collected badges. 
She was going to throw them into the garbage, but her neighbor told her that badges are 
worth money, and somehow she got my name. To date, I have sent her around $7000 
and have more to sell.

Several other longtime collectors, who are leaving the hobby, due to ill health other 
reasons, have also consigned their collectors me, and they have done pretty well, too.

I enjoy it, but it takes a lot of time.

Books in the pipeline I am still working on the two books I want to get published 
before I head off to Heaven or Hell, the movie and TV prop and Treasury Department law 
enforcement books.

Also, George Stumpf and I are discussing re-doing our Badges of the United States 
Marshals book, which has sold out in two printings. We sold the softcover for $25 and, to 
my amazement, Amazon listings show people asking up to $175 for a copy!

Both of our USMS collections have grown, and if God smiles on us, we may be able to 
dig up the money to a printing of a new and larger book.

A credentials oddity It’s funny that Internal Revenue didn’t take the offi cial name 
of Internal Revenue Service until 1954 but their badges and creds often bore that name 
50 years before that! I have shown an example of one of these creds.

See you at the National Show!
RAY SHERRARD (PO Box 5779, Garden Grove CA 92846-0779)

Even though Internal Revenue didn’t offi cially become the Internal Revenue 
Service until 1954, the agency issued law enforcement credentials with its new 
name on them for 50 years before it became offi cial! This is credentials case 
with the IRS name embossed on it. Ray Sherrard photograph

All Things Federal ...Continued

Saga Of The San
Francisco P.D.

Prison Cook Badge
By Rick Uland, Staff Writer

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. -- Those of you PCNEWS subscribers who are used to 
reading my Reel Cops column on a regular basis may be a bit surprised and hopefully 
not disappointed that I will not be writing about a police or law enforcement movie in this 
edition.

After recent discussions with Editor and Publisher Mike R. Bondarenko, I decided 
to deviate occasionally from my usual Reel Cops column and venture into some other 
aspects of the collecting world of police, law enforcement and related memorabilia.

This all came about rather quickly and just recently after I was extremely fortunate and 
unbelievably lucky to have obtained for my collection one of the rarest and very oldest 
badges issued by the San Francisco Police Department.

I was fortunate that the badge gods were smiling upon me when I came across this 
badge, I admittedly wanted to crow about it just a little. Anyone who knows me well 
enough will be the fi rst, second and third persons to tell you that I very seldom bring 
much, if any, attention or fanfare upon myself in relation to my collecting hobby.

Although I have been collecting law enforcement, military and related badges, patches 
and insignia for nearly 42 years, I do not often bring any attention to myself and really 
have no interest in doing so. To me, my collecting hobby is just another part of the 
enjoyment in my personal life that goes along with my avid bike riding and my frequent 
traveling by train across this great country of ours.

I sort of fall into the category of the collector of very rare works of art who sits in his 
vault smoking an expensive cigar and sipping even more expensive Cognac looking at 
his works of art. Thus, about seven years ago, I eliminated a bedroom on the second 
fl oor of my house and turned that bedroom into a display room for part of my collections.

But even for the rarest of art collectors there is a time every great once in a while 
when they break from the vault or display room and show even the smallest portion of 
their collections.

In this case I shall break from the vault and share this badge which has become the 
newest and falls into one of the top echelons of badges that I have in my collection.

On a warm and balmy Sunday morning here in San Francisco this mid-June, I was 
preparing to leave my house for a full day of bike riding. Literally as I was walking out the 
front door, my phone rang. I answered the call and on the other end of the line was a very 
close personal friend.

This person is not just a friend, but someone whom I had worked with in the San 
Francisco Police Department many decades ago and who retired several years ago from 
the SFPD as the senior captain and number one in seniority in the entire department.

Additionally, this friend and fellow professional, along with his retired SFPD inspector 
wife, are and have been movers and shakers in all things historical related to the San 
Francisco Police Department for many years. They both have been involved with the 
legitimate and honest goings on of the former San Francisco Police Museum and current 
San Francisco Guardians of the City Public Safety Museum project.

I am very specifi c and laser focused to go out of my way to state very emphatically 
“legitimate and honest” when describing their involvement in anything related to the 
goings on with historical and museum matters of the SFPD.

Anyone who has been a collector for any length of time and is specifi cally 
knowledgeable of the dark goings on many years ago related to the former San 

The San Francisco PD prison cook badge Rick Uland acquired was 
encased in a two-piece leather holder when he bought it. Uland removed 
the badge from the holder and cleaned it. The rare badge was worn from 
the mid-1920s to the early to mid 1930s. Rick Uland photographs
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reproductions and fantasy badges related to San Francisco agencies and departments 
will know immediately what I am talking about.

On this point there is nothing more that needs to be said or referenced. We must, for 
collecting’s sake, move on to positive, honest and legitimate collecting hobby matters. 
So, we return back to my phone call on a very fortunate Sunday morning.

My friend told me that he had just spoken with a man in person who told him about 
a very old SFPD badge that he had in his possession for nearly 30 years and that this 
badge was a defunct position that had not existed since probably the 1930s. It would 
classify as an antique badge for sure.

Of course I immediately became interested for the simple reason that very old and 
rare defunct San Francisco police or related badges seldom enter into the world of 
collecting.

The man, for the past several months, had been diligently attempting to contact, 
talk to or meet with anyone who might have any knowledge of such a badge. Sadly or 
unfortunately, or maybe both, nobody was even interested in giving this man the time of 
day, much less showing any interest in such a badge. Yes, the old days really are gone 
when it comes to trying to garner any sort of interest in a major historical part of the San 
Francisco Police Department or the city’s history.

Of course I cast no such aspersions on such a great historical item and asked my 
friend what the badge was. I was told the badge was that of a San Francisco police 
prison cook. Yes, a prison cook of the San Francisco Police Department who was 
assigned to the City Prison at the old Hall of Justice, which was located at 750 Kearny 
Street bordering on Chinatown.

The man with the badge had become so frustrated because he was getting nowhere 
with everyone he contacted both in and out of offi cial circles that he was on the verge of 
just giving away the badge. My friend immediately put the stop on any such action by the 
man in possession of the badge and told him of the badge’s historical signifi cance both to 
the SFPD history and also in the world of collecting.

 My friend immediately put the man with the badge and myself in contact with one 
another. I met the man with the badge the following morning and over coffee at a local 
coffee cafe explained to him in great detail what such a badge meant to a collector such 
as myself.

Of course taking into account that such badges have been reproduced by disreputable 
people over the years, I was very cautious at fi rst as to accepting this badge as genuine. 
This very badge had been reproduced for obvious nefarious reasons.

The night before I met with the man, I engaged in extensive and time consuming 
investigative studies of anything and everything related to this badge or any other similar 
badges of the same style, design, stamping, engraving or manufacture.

Thankfully, I am in possession of a great deal of research and reference materials 
pertaining to such badges relative to the manufacturer, which was Irvine and Jachens, 
and I have access to very informative SFPD historical data and many photos of all sorts 
and manner of SFPD badges, as well as what badges I may have in my collection that 
serve as hands on reference materials for comparison. It does not hurt that I have been 
involved directly or indirectly on the peripheral with the SFPD in one way or another for 
over 42 years.

So taking all of this into account, I was very prepared to meet with the man in 

possession of this badge and ready to make a detailed and meticulous inspection of it.
I set off the next morning fully equipped to examine this prison cook badge as if it was 

a fi ne diamond from the Kimberly diamond mines of South Africa. I was equipped with 
two loops, a magnifying glass, a digital postage scale, silver testing fl uid, several Irvine 
and Jachens catalogs, various photos of known reproduced or fake badges and authentic 
photos of similar badges. I also had with me a photo of the actual prison cook badge that 
was a reproduced badge copied from known information of the authentic badge that was 
in possession of the man I was meeting.

Quite honestly, I was approaching this entire matter as to authenticating the badge 
as if I was conducting a detailed criminal investigation. I met the man the next morning 
and proceeded to talk to him about the badge as if I were conducting an investigative 
interview, although it all seemed just as if we were having a normal conversation. 
I examined the badge in every way possible and in the most near forensic manner 
available.

Having eight similarly manufactured badges that I brought for detailed comparison 
was very important. I spent nearly one full hour examining, testing, comparing and 
reckoning the badge to everything I had at my disposal plus my many years of collecting 
experience and knowledge.

 I asked the man every question possible in every manner and form to determine 
his truthfulness as to how he obtained the badge, when he obtained it and under what 
circumstances. There was not a fl aw, quiver, hesitation or fabrication on his part or 
ducking of any questions when he answered me on any point related to the badge.

This man knew nothing of badges, had no connection to any questionable or 
dishonest persons who may have created such a fake badge, is not and never has 
been a collector and knew nothing about the value of such a badge. He was thoroughly 
prepared to just give it away.

This badge without question is an authentic actual issue from a day long gone when 
such a position as prison cook existed within the department. The man told me exactly 
how he obtained the badge nearly 30 years ago while in the performance of his offi cial 
duties pertaining to his job at the time.

It was an incredible and truly amazing story as to how he came across the badge and 
under the circumstances which it ended up being the fi nd of a lifetime for me 30 years 
later.

I paid the man a very fair price for the badge which to him was shocking when he took 
into account that he was going to give away the badge for free to pretty much anyone 
that would take it.

Subsequently, I met with a retired assistant police chief who has a family legacy with 
the SFPD dating back nearly 100 years. His grandfather, father and two uncles were 
all members of the Department. He turned out to be a wealth of factual information 
pertaining to the prison cook badge.

This badge that is now part of my collection dates back to the mid-1920s to early 
to mid-1930s. It was manufactured by Irvine and Jachens at their 1068 Mission Street 
location in San Francisco. Irvine and Jachens has made badges for the SFPD since 1886 
and in 1950 moved to Daly City just south of the city.

This badge was used at the City Prison, which at the time was located at the old Hall 
of Justice at 750 Kearny Street. City Prison was different than the county jail. It was run 
by the SFPD and staffed by city police offi cers.

The assignment of a police offi cer as a prison cook was eliminated long before the 
Hall of Justice and City Prison moved from 750 Kearny Street to the new Hall of Justice 
at 850 Bryant Street n the very early 1960s.

The prison cook badge was worn in the City Jail at the old Hall 
of Justice, which was at 750 Kearny Street. The Police Department 
operated the jail back then and staffed it with police offi cers. Today, the 
county sheriff handles city prisoners. Rick Uland photograph

The San Francisco Police Department prison cook badge was 
manufactured by Irvine and Jachens, which has been the department’s 
badge manufacturer since 1886. Rick Uland believes no more than fi ve 
of these badges were made. This is the hallmark. Rick Uland photograph
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City Prison continued to be operated and staffed by the SFPD until the latter part of 
the 1970s when the San Francisco Sheriff’s Department took over its operations.

In the early part of the twentieth century, San Francisco police offi cers were assigned 
any number of positions, titles and duties that may have had very little to do with actual 
policing or law enforcement duties. The offi cers served as a police offi cer but in a general 
service capacity. This meant that a police offi cer could be assigned the duties of cooking 
for prisoners or as a garage man cleaning and repairing police vehicles or as a hostler 
shoveling manure at the police horse stables. So in these regards, the badge is not only 
a very collectible badge of a rare fi nd but of great historical signifi cance as well.

When I took possession of the badge, it was very tarnished, and I cleaned it with great 
care and respect. There were caked on pieces of dust and gunk on several star tips on 
both the front and back from where it had been resting against the round badge case for 
many years.

There are some very fi ne hair thin scratches on the badge from general wear over 
many years that indicating the badge was either worn on a work uniform or rubbed 
against clothing while in the holder.

The holder is a hand engraved, hand made and hand cut out piece of brown leather 
and an old piece of leather.

A small amount of enamel is missing from several letters on the badge. 
The two pieces of leather appear to have been hand sewn together and the snaps 

appear to have been hand fi tted. There is no metal or other type of belt or loop holder on 
the back. The badge pin actually fi tted through the back of the holder.

The tips of several of the star points mold exactly into indentations on the reverse side 
of the front rounded leather piece of the holder. It is unquestionably clear that this badge 
was held in that holder for many (and I mean many) years.

The man who acquired the badge nearly 30 years ago had initially placed the badge in 
a box along with other personal items. Twenty-seven or 28 years ago, he moved the box 
along with other boxes to his sister’s garage and forgot about them.

His sister called him early this year and told him to move the boxes out of her garage 
or she would dispose of them. After moving the boxes to his house, he fi nally went 
through them in late April at which time he found the badge. He advised me that the 
badge was in the same identical condition as it was when he put the badge in the storage 
box back in the late 1980s.

I would rate this badge as to condition in the area of excellent and class it as a one of 
a kind badge that is most probably the only remaining badge with such a title from SFPD 
in existence. There were most probably only two or three of these badges manufactured 
and no more than fi ve.

One can only imagine what the outcome and disposition of this badge would have 
been if I decided to continue out my front door without answering my phone. Or if the 
man did not retrieve the boxes from his sister’s house and she disposed of them. Or if the 
man had not quite by accident contacted my friend and told him about the badge.

It would be safe to say if any of these factors had taken place, this article would not 
have appeared in PCNEWS.

Like I said, the badge gods were smiling upon me.
RICK ULAND (PO Box 460211, San Francisco CA 94146)

A blast from the past! Rick Uland (far right) poses with two visiting Japanese 
police offi cers and then-county board of supervisors president Diane Feinstein, 
who later went on to become a United States senator. The picture was taken in 
Japantown in 1977 when Uland was a SFPD offi cer. Rick Uland Collection 

SFPD Prison Cook Badge ...Continued A Nostalgic Look
At Aabacus Badge

Works Designs
Dave Schulberg takes a look back at several badges 

he designed for law enforcement agencies in California 
and other western states as Aabacus Badge Works. 
He created badges for police, sheriff and other law 
enforcement agencies.

By Dave Schulberg, Staff Writer
LONG BEACH, Calif. – Every other month, when I am again fortunate enough to be 

able to write yet another article for PCNEWS, I am reminded of the wonderful hobby I am 
privileged to share with so very many great people whom I have never met, and probably 
never will meet outside, of course, the pages of this publication.

I am reminded, too, of the awesome variety in our hobby, whether we collect police, 
sheriff, federal or game warden and/or fi re collectibles; badges, patches, hats or fi re 
vehicles (miniature or real) or other interesting tools of the trade, such as night sticks, 
restraints, and/or... Well, if you can think of it, one or more of us probably collects it or 
knows someone who does!

We all started collecting for our own reasons or for some perhaps accidentally, and we 
all seem to think that ours is the best or certainly the most interesting area of collecting 
that there is, which, of course, is as it should be!

Some, maybe many, perhaps even most of us, have climbed a sort of collecting 
pyramid, starting with the most basic perhaps of all the available collectibles, patches, 
then later migrating to cloth and then maybe even metal badges, etc. This was certainly 
true with me.

(Top) An early issue Hattiesburg-Laurel, Miss. Airport Police badge is known 
as the bottle opener due to its shape. (Left) An airport police chief wore this 
seven-point star. (Right) Aabacus produced this handsome oval with four stars 
for the chief of police. Chell Gilman-Schulberg photographs
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I previously wrote of how I started with one shoulder patch from the local sheriff’s 
department I was an Explorer with, then wanting one patch from each of my state’s 58 
county sheriff’s departments.

Another area of collecting, and of which is perhaps quite small, but seems to be 

Huntington, Ore PD is defunct. Dave Schulberg did the marshal’s badge. It 
replaced the star shape. (Lower left) Schulberg created the 2000 centennial 
badge for the Skagway, Alaska City Marshal. (Lower right) Aabacus did the Long 
Beach, Wash. badge. Chell Gilman-Schulberg photographs

(Top) Dave Schulberg created these badges for Long Beach, Calif. Animal 
Control, offi cer and Millennium 2000. (Lower left) An early chief’s badge from the 
defunct Dorris, Calif. PD. (Lower right) This is another Dorris police chief’s badge 
with a large state seal. Chell Gilman-Schulberg photographs

a growing facet, is the design and making of various patches and badges for law 
enforcement and/or fi re entities.

I got into this area of the hobby quite accidentally, as described in a previous article, 
when a police department told me that they would allow me to have a badge for my 
collection, had they any to give out, and that they had no idea how to design or order 
one.

Since then, my design fi rm (think of me sitting at a desk with a paper and pencil, 
cup of coffee and wishful thinking) has made several different, interesting and at least 
serviceable law enforcement badges, which will be the subject of this article.

I had thought of writing about Aabacus badges before but thought readers might think 
I was doing so to get people to buy the badges. Unethical in my opinion and also untrue.

Then, I realized that no one could  think this because I have absolutely no badges 
to sell or trade and no intention of making any, short of a sudden and unexpected 
departmental solicitation, which is about as possible as booking a round trip leaving on 
the Titanic and returning on the Lusitania.

Aabacus Badge Works was never intended to be a badge hallmark. The hallmark was 
forced on me by a manufacturer that thought my designs were so poor that they did not 
want to be associated with them and who would not even consider making any badge, 
much less badges, for me unless I set my design work so far apart from theirs that no 
one could even remotely associate us, even by mistake!   

That is how and why the Aabacus hallmark came to be, although some badges of my 
design have been made under existing hallmarks from other makers not ashamed to put 
their names on them.

So said, Aabacus used several badge manufacturers over the years, each selected for 
a skill or quality that fi t best for the particular chore at hand, such as precious metal work, 
hand-engraving, manufacturing process, delivery issues, etc.

When I sat down to write this article, I thought that I had made a signifi cantly smaller 
number of agency badges than I discovered that I had. That said, and with so many 
great stories, and precious little print-space available, I had to parse the actual number of 
badges to write about for this article.

As written in a previous article, the Hattiesburg-Laurel, Miss. Airport Police badge was 
the fi rst that Aabacus designed. A side-by-side comparison with the two previous styles 
speaks for itself. Hopefully.

Another early design, this one from the Huntington, Ore. City Marshal’s offi ce also 
shows the (hopefully obvious) before and after styles, the new style badge lasting a 
woefully short time in service because the department went defunct shortly after delivery!

Although not in any order, mostly because my terrible memory precludes it, several 
department heads have taken Aabacus with them over their careers when they took 
department leadership positions with various agencies, such as Skagway, Alaska and 
Long Beach, Wash.

(Top left and right) An early Merrill, Ore. police chief’s badge and the 
handsome oval that Dave Schulberg did for him. It features the state seal and 
outline. (Bottom left and right) Palos Verdes Estates, Calif. police chief badges 
(earliest) and (latest). Chell Gilman-Schulberg photographs
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Aabacus has been one of several hallmarks used on Skagway’s regular oval badge, 
although I had no part in this beautiful design, although I was later asked to design 
Skagway’s centennial badge.

The smaller eagle-topped Skagway shield was a much older design and one which 
the chief found in a desk and rather graciously gave to me for my collection.

The same chief asked me to make Long Beach’s badge when he headed that agency, 
although the design work was mostly his.

Somehow, I will always wonder why (kidding!) that he rejected my suggested motto of 
“A City With No Pier,” refl ecting my rather juvenile sense of humor over the city having no 
jetty.

This uniquely parallels the story with the Dorris, Calif. and Merrill, Ore. police 
departments, with the exception that I never made a Dorris chief’s badge. The chief left 
that department before any need arose, later resuming his law enforcement career in 
Merrill.

I ended up replacing Merrill’s somewhat plain circled-star badge with a more 
customized oval badge showing the sun rising over the state shape of Oregon. The 
badge features a full-color state seal.

Palos Verdes Estates was a really interesting design and story.  
Most badges feature a building or other structure, and PVE happens to have several 

features that could have made a great central focus: the sea, the coastline or their 
building. Of all the possibilities, the city fountain won hands down.

That being said, the design was stalled a few times due to the intricacy of getting the 
details of the fountain correct and visible on the tiny center design of a badge.

Some of the fun of making badges for larger agencies revolves around maneuvering 
within the politics of who wants what on a badge and making that happen with the ruffl ing 
of the fewest, if any, feathers.

When the PVE center design fi nally fell into place, the color of the center seal 
ring became an issue with color choices varying, based upon who was contributing 
suggestions at the time. In the end, the chief made the executive decision that it would be 
white, and the badges went into service shortly thereafter.

The current oval PVE chief’s badge also features the chief’s call sign, fairly unusual 
among badge designs I have been involved in, not the more usual stars or other 
decorative design in the bottom panel.

One other interesting note with PVE having nothing really to do with the design of the 
present badge, but interesting none the less: The chief who ordered these badges, when 
originally hired, was issued a badge almost identical to the star badge in my collection 
with the sole exception that it was solid gold, just as the badge of his predecessor had 
been!

Among smaller departments, in dealing with only one, or at most just a few design 
inputs, there is also much fun involved in fl eshing out the fi nal design, mostly due to the 
fl exibility allowed in being able to make an offi cial badge while still keep everyone happy.

This was abundantly evident with two departments Aabacus designed badges for, the 
Jackson and Isleton, Calif. police departments.

In the case of Jackson, the chief strongly liked two different badge styles and could 
not decide between them. One was a bear-topped shield and the other an engraved star. 
The department, very small at the time and with the chief as fi nal authority, authorized 
two different badge styles which department members could wear interchangeably.

Much the same in Isleton, although uniquely complicated by department numbers 
swelling during the annual Crawdad Festival, a popular event (other than, perhaps, 
among the local crawfi sh population) for which the chief wanted a unique and different 
badge.

Of the two designs Aabacus submitted, a fi ve-point circled-star as well as a custom-
engraved seven-point star, department members liked each so much that both styles 
were authorized for all purposes.

More recently came the design for Encampment, Wyo., a reversal from the usual 
move toward more a more customized badge. In this case from a custom center seal to 
a state seal and with the chief’s call letters instead of the usual number panel stars or 
design.

Next comes a somewhat unique Aabacus contribution, not a police badge per se, 
nor a design that I had much to do with, the currently issued Long Beach, Calif. Animal 
Control badge.

The basic design of a department member, sadly the now long-deceased Wayne 
Besenty, Aabacus’s contribution to this badge was mostly small design modifi cations not 
evident in black and white media.

The last Aabacus-designed badge for inclusion in this article (which, when I started 
the writing, I had not realized just how many badges Aabacus had been involved with!) is 
that worn by members of the Rowland Unifi ed School District Police Department.

This was a complete changeover from their somewhat dated eagle-topped shield to 
a more modern oval-shaped badge, the story of which is not nearly as interesting as a 
story the chief told me as we were working on the design.

Long retired from LAPD, one of his assignments having been in their famed Robbery-
Homicide Division, he was, with his family, on a driving vacation in about August 1969 
when the department left a telephone message at his hotel, telling him to report ASAP for 
a homicide, or I should say homicides: the Tate half of what would become one night later 
the Tate-LaBianca Murders!

(Top) Aabacus created badges for Jackson, Calif. Police Chief Scott G. 
Morrison. The bear-topped shield was followed by a personalized star. Nice! 
(Bottom) Isleton, Calif. badges include a seven-point star with a state seal and a 
chief’s badge with a color seal. Chell Gilman-Schulberg photographs

Aabacus Badge Works ...Continued

Top) Chief’s badges from the Isleton, Calif. Police Department, a fi ve-point 
circled star with a state outline and a personalized seven-point star. (Bottom) 
Dave Schulberg did the  chief’s badge for Encampment, Wyo. PD (bottom), 
which replaced the other one. Chell Gilman-Schulberg photographs
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Having his wife and children along, and being halfway across the country, he ended 
up avoiding the call in, and the case was assigned otherwise, but it is a neat story, 
and, frankly, much more interesting than anything I could write about the design and 
manufacture of the Rowland badges!

In closing, and as much as like to hear from readers interested enough to reach out to 
me, which I absolutely do, please understand that I have no badges whatsoever for trade 
or sale, Aabacus or otherwise; so please don’t ask.

DAVE SCHULBERG (891 Palo Verde Avenue, Long Beach CA 90815-4728)

((Left) The Rowland, Calif. Unifi ed School District Police chief’s badge 
features the state seal and four stars on an impressive oval. (Right) This is what 
the Rowland USD chief wore before Dave Schulberg went to work on creating a 
new design for him. Chell Gilman-Schulberg photographs

Collectors Corner
By Mike R. Bondarenko, Editor

BALDWIN, Wis. – Everything old is new again!
Three longtime shows that have each been dormant for several years, Hasbrouck 

Heights, N.J.,  Edmonton, Alta. and Louisville, Ky., recently made resounding comebacks, 
which is great news for the hobby.

And, there is even more good show comeback news!
Rod Janich and John Taylor are hosting a show for the fi rst time in a long time in 

Dallas on July 22, and Mike Keller and Mike Lucas are looking at putting together a two-
day regional show in the Phoenix, Ariz. area early next year. All four are veteran hosts 
and will no doubt put on excellent shows.

I attended the Hasbrouck Heights and Louisville shows and will report on both of them  
in the next issue, so I won’t repeat myself in this column, other than to reiterate that both 
were absolutely outstanding shows.

Gerry Tibbs and Ed Zitek did a great job bringing back the late Eddie Miller’s 
Hasbrouck Heights show, and Jim Clark outdid himself in reviving the Louisville show, 
which was started in the 1980s by Bob Murray.

Phil Bailey reported there was an excellent turnout for the Edmonton show, which was 
held on May 5 in suburban Saint Albert. It was the fi rst time in ten years that Bailey, who 
recently retired from the Edmonton Police Service after 40 years, had hosted the show.

I attended a couple of his shows in the 1990s. They were held at police headquarters. 
It was the fi rst time I ever saw a bar in a police station!

“Thank you to everyone who came out...and what a show it was! All available tables 
were taken, and there were lots of walk-in collectors. I lost count but fi gure there were 
somewhere between 45 to 50 collectors through the show at various times during the 
day,” Bailey said.

“It was sure nice to see so many old friends we had not seen in years. Collectors 
from across Alberta were joined by three very well known collectors from Manitoba, Mike 
Turnbull, Craig Boan and Dan Defee. Everyone I spoke with left with some welcome 
additions to their collections or having successfully parted with enough items to fatten 
their wallets.”

The International Police Association-Canadian Section covered the cost of the fi rst 
table for every tableholder, which was a nice gesture to promote the hobby. Collectors 
only had to pay for additional tables.

Bailey has already scheduled the 2018 show for Saturday, May 5 at the same location 
in Saint Albert, the Veterans of Foreign Wars hall. It has a bar and serves home cooked 
food.

Keller and Lucas are proposing a two-day regional show sometime during the late 
fi rst or early second quarter of 2018. They are seeking input from collectors who would 
attend.

“The cost per table is yet to be determined, and the location would the newly 
constructed Hilton Hotel in Tempe. There will be a minimum of 100 tables available,” 
Lucas said.

The hotel offers complimentary shuttle service to and from Sky Harbor Airport in 
Phoenix and other locations in the immediate area, so out-of-town collectors would not 
have to rent cars. There are ample amenities, entertainment and shopping, Lucas said.

“The confi rmation of such a show is dependent upon head count numbers and 
feedback from those who would attend. Please respond to my email with a preferred 
month and weekend  and if a hotel room would be needed,” Lucas said. His email is 
mauirebel@cox.net.

I attended several of the great Phoenix shows that Harry Blazer, Al Nordeen and 
others hosted at the Fraternal Order of Police many years ago and always had a great 
time.

The shows were usually held in March, which was a great getaway for those of us 
who live in places where it gets a little chilly in the winter. They also afforded us baseball 
fans an opportunity to see a Cactus League game or two because the shows were 
always held during spring training.

If you are interested in attending the proposed regional show in Arizona next year, 
please contact Lucas to express your interest and preferences. Hopefully, the response 
will be strong enough that they will decide to host it.

(Lucas emphasized that the regional show would not confl ict with the show that Jim 
and Shirley Ward host in Mesa every June. The Wards took over the former Phoenix 
show four years ago and have done a great job with it.)

Fitzer and Oda mourned Sadly, longtime collectors Bob Fitzer of San Francisco, 
Calif. and Patrick K.P. Oda of Honolulu, Hawaii died recently. Both will be missed by the 
hobby.

Manitoba collector and insignia designer Craig Boan gives the revitalized 
Edmonton show and host Phil Bailey a thumbs up on May 5. It had been ten 
years since Bailey had hosted an Edmonton show. The show attracted between 
45 and 50 collectors. All tables sold. Phil Bailey photograph

 Patrick K.P. Oda, 65, of Honolulu, Hawaii died on May 8. He was a Hawaiian 
insignia collector. Oda worked as a property room custodian for the Honolulu 
Police Department for many years. He also worked for Maui PD and as a 
private investigator. Honolulu Star-Advertiser photograph
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Oda, 65, died on May 8, while Fitzer passed away in hospice care on May 14 after a 
long illness. He was 64.

Oda collected patches and badges from his native Hawaii. He served with the 
Honolulu Police Department as a property custodian for many years. He worked as a 
private investigator after his HPD retirement.

“He worked with the current Hawaii 5-O group in providing badges, patches and 
related emblems,” said longtime friend Mike Lucas, who is from Hawaii but now lives in 
Arizona. “Pat was a good friend and will be missed by friends and family.”

Andy Castro, another longtime Hawaii collector and Honolulu police offi cer, said Oda 
was a very private person who only traded with a small circle of friends.

“Pat was a great guy, but he never attended any shows or showed his collection to 
anyone. I have been told he had a great collection, but he didn’t share it with us. He 
collected pretty much on his own,” Castro said.

Fitzer was a San Francisco police offi cer for 37 years and rose to the rank of sergeant 
before he retired, according to Sally Casazza, his ex-wife. Although they were divorced, 
they lived together for 22 years, Casazza said.

Fitzer co-hosted several well attended badge and patch shows at the San Francisco 
Police Offi cers Association Hall with Lou Tercero and Calvin Chow in the late 1980s 
and early 1990s. He was also a co-founder of the now-defunct San Francisco Police 
Museum.

“In his retirement, Bob assisted me with the San Francisco Firefi ghters’ Toy Program 
and came to be friends with many city fi refi ghters. He took a lot of teasing when he was 
asked what fi re station he retired from. He would say, ‘All over,’” Casazza said.

Castro saw Oda only a week before he died and said his death came as a shock to 
him and other Hawaii collectors.

Fitzer suffered from Parkinson’s disease and was placed in hospice care earlier this 
year.

Cops ‘N Rodders show Since I am a member of the Saint Paul Police Historical 
Society, I attended the Mick Kieffer and Fallen Offi cers Memorial Car and Bike Show in 
Roseville, Minn. on Sunday, May 21.

Kieffer, who lived in Stillwater, Minn. and died in 2010, was a nationally known Deputy 
Barney Fife (The Andy Griffi th Show) impersonator who entertained people young and 
old as a law enforcement goodwill ambassador. He was also an old police car enthusiast.

Unfortunately, daylong heavy rain, high winds and cold temperatures pretty much 
ruined the annual event sponsored by Cops ‘N Rodders, a law enforcement car club, 
and the Saint Paul Police Canine Foundation. It was too bad because the show usually 
attracts hundreds of classic cars, including vintage law enforcement vehicles, and 
hundreds of spectators. Not this year!

Although a couple dozen classic car owners braved the elements and brought their 
vehicles, there was only one police car, a vintage Plymouth Gran Fury in the livery of 
the Minnesota State Patrol. The Saint Paul Mounted Police brought one of their vehicles 
and a couple horses, but the Canine Unit and Motorcycle Unit canceled due to the nasty 
weather.

The Historical Society, Canine Foundation and Mounted Police Foundation had 
informational booths.

The Canine and Mounted Police foundations sold collectibles, such as clothing, hats, 
coffee cups and much more as fundraisers for their fi ne organizations. Both organizations 
also publish an annual calendar with photographs of unit members.

Follow The Dogs is a great book about the history of the SPPD Canine Unit, which is 
one of the leading canine units in the country. It was written by Ruth Gordon in 2008 and 
chronicles the history of the unit, which was founded in 1958. It can found on Amazon.

Baltimore opens police museum The Baltimore, Md. Police Department has 
joined the growing ranks of major city law enforcement agencies to preserve its history of 
service with a department museum.

According to the Baltimore Sun, a 170-year-old desk sergeant’s logbook, an original 
Western District cell block and a 1905 collection of mug shots from Northeast Baltimore 
are among the museum artifacts.

The new museum opened on Memorial Day Weekend at city police headquarters. The 
museum is free and will be open to the public on Fridays and Saturdays in the lobby of 
the police building at 601 East Fayette Street.

The assembled items include police memorabilia, donations from active and retired 
offi cers and artifacts on loan from collectors, the newspaper reported.

Mayor Catherine Pugh said the museum will “broaden the way our community 
embraces the noble job of police offi cer. Baltimore police offi cers are an indelible part of 
our local history, and this museum really exemplifi es that.

“I hope that people will walk through these doors and get a feeling of what police used 
to do in days gone by, as well as what our police offi cers are doing every day in our city,” 
she added during an address at the museum opening.

The story of Violet Hill Whyte, the fi rst African-American and fi rst woman appointed 
by the police commissioner in 1937, is on display alongside artifacts that include 
espantoons, the characteristic Baltimore nightstick, badges and guns, such as a 
Thompson sub-machine gun that was used from the 1920s to the 1970s.

A 1974 police strike poster and 1955 polygraph machine are also on display.
Visitors can pose in front of an authentic police lineup and step into the 60-year-old 

cell block removed during the renovation of the Western District last year.
An interactive display also offers information on the 136 city offi cers who have died in 

the line of duty.
Kenneth Driscoll, a detective who retired in 2003 after breaking his back on the 

job, said he approached the department with the idea of establishing the museum. 
Commissioner Kevin Davis enthusiastically agreed, and they got to work immediately, he 
said.

Driscoll lent the museum items from his private collection, built QR codes for the 
display that allows people to use their smart phones to get more information and plans to 
add more.

The museum was built in part on research by BaltimoreCityPoliceHistory.Com, a Web 
site that he maintains.

“I was a detective. Instead of investigating criminals, I am now investigating our 
history. I hope it will open people up and realize police are human beings, not robots. 
They’re your neighbors. We want the same thing they want: peace and no crime,” Driscoll 
said.

Thanks to Bob Speed for this information.

MPD motor operations The April issue of Police magazine carried a very 
informative article on the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Police Department Motorcycle 
Unit, “Motors on a Mission,” by Melanie Basich.

These are the motor offi cers who ride at the front and back of presidential, vice 
presidential and other VIP motorcades in Washington. They are members of the 
department’s Special Events Branch and ride year round at all hours of the day and night 
regardless of the weather.

“Our department has been in existence since 1861. We have a very proud history as 
an agency as a whole and part of that is protecting the president and the vice president 
on a daily basis,” said Captain Bob Glover, the Special Event Branch captain who still 
rides with his fellow motor offi cers. “That’s something we don’t take for granted. It’s so 
unique being able to do this.”

The unit has a lieutenant, four sergeants and 30 motor offi cers, who ride a mixture of 
2013 to 2016 Harley Davidson FLH police motorcycles.

Escorting the president or vice president requires several motor offi cers, as well as a 

Collectors Corner ...Continued

Bad weather ruined the 2017 Mick Kieffer and Fallen Offi cers Memorial Car 
and Bike Show in Roseville, Minn. on May 21. Usually, many members of Cops 
‘N Rodders, a law enforcement car club, bring their vehicles. This year, there 
was only one from the State Patrol. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

The Saint Paul Police Canine Foundation supports the department’s Canine 
Unit as well as making it possible for other local agencies to acquire and train 
canines. It was founded in 1994. The foundation had a booth at the car show 
and offered clothing, hats and collectibles. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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lead car in front and a tail car in back.
The Special Events Branch, United States Park Police and Secret Service Uniformed 

Division Motorcade Unit each contribute three motors on each presidential and vice 
presidential movement, Basich reported.

Interestingly, the vice president generally moves around the nation’s capital city a lot 
more than the president, usually several times a day fi ve or six weeks a week. Basich 
documented a grueling day in which the vice president rode in ten different motorcades 
between fi ve o’clock in the morning and one o’clock in the morning the following day!

Prospective members must have three years department experience before they can 
apply to join the unit. The very demanding 80-hour motorcycle class has a failure rate of 
80 percent.

President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden had their pictures taken with 
the unit before they left offi ce earlier this year, which Captain Glover said the offi cers 
greatly appreciated.

Queensland revises insignia Rob Beath, our man in Australia, reports the 
Queensland Police Service recently revised its cloth insignia.

The new general issue shoulder emblem comes in three variations, fully embroidered 
(for wear on shirts), silk screened (for wear on hats) and plastic (for wear on jackets).

Each emblem features a beautiful depiction of the very colorful force crest, which 
includes a Queen’s Crown and the motto, “With Honour We Serve.”

 There is also a black and olive drab subdued version for tactical uniform wear.
Beath reported there are also new Protective Services and Watch House Offi cer 

patches.
Protective Services is the same size, shape and design as the constables’ insignia. 

However, it has a red background and the legend “PROTECTIVE SERVICES” at the top.
These offi cers provide security at Queensland government offi ces and facilities.

Watch House Offi cer is the same size, shape and design as the constables’ insignia. 
However, it has a light green background and the legend “WATCH HOUSE OFFICER” at 
the top.

Watch House offi cers guard detainees at lockups throughout the state. 
Finally, Road Policing Task Force is the traffi c enforcement agency of the QPS. It is 

responsible for traffi c enforcement, including motor carrier enforcement. The patch shows 
a motorcycle, semi tractor-trailer and patrol car.

Big bucks badge auctions Since I am a patch collector, it is diffi cult for me to 
comprehend the huge sums that collectors pay for historic badges. Yet, kudos to Arthur 
Fox for reporting elsewhere in this issue on the incredible sums that collectors paid for 
historic badges at two recent auctions, including $42,500 for a badge once owned by 
Elvis Presley.

Something that needs to be clarifi ed from the story he wrote about the auction of the 
recent George Jackson Collection is that it is believed that the Teton County badge is 
from Wyoming. There are Teton counties in other states.

“The auction catalog did not say what state it was from, and the auctioneer did not 
know. Best guess George (Stumpf) and I had that it was from Wyoming. However, 
someone may recognize the badge from another state. George was convinced enough 
that it was from Wyoming, so he bought it.” Fox said.

The badge has the name “Robt. Ferguson” engraved on the back.
I was unable to fi nd a historic list of Teton County, Wyo. sheriffs.
Knowing Stumpf’s uncanny ability to research the badges in his collection, it probably 

won’t be very long until he learns whether or not his badge is from Wyoming and if it is 
knows all about the career of Robert Ferguson!

PICA-GB doing well Although its membership continues to decline, the Police 
Insignia Collectors Association of Great Britain continues to do well fi nancially.

PICA-GB reported its 2016 end of year fund balance was more than £19,000 with 
income of £15,600 and expenditures of £13,800.

PICA-GB is unique among law enforcement insignia collector organizations in that it 
purchases collections and then resells them to its members. In 2016, it spent £1700 to 
purchase collections but generated £7100 by reselling them, which is certainly a nice 
return.

PICA-GB publishes three magazines a year. Editor Steve Marriott wrote in the most 
recent issue that unless members submit articles for publication for either the August or 
December magazines, the magazines may not be published. He said previous requests 
for material have fallen on “deaf ears.”

“The future [of the magazine] is in your hands,” he wrote.

Fire and police article compilation David Doss of Allen Park, Mich. has 
published a collection of historic hobby-related newspaper articles gleaned from the 
Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.

“I did some research on the Library of Congress newspaper Web site and wanted to 
share with you what I found,” he said.

His booklet contains a state-by-state summary of newspaper articles about police and 
fi re badges and uniforms from the 1860s into the 1920s.

Many articles are about lost police badges, some of which were quite valuable.
A few examples from the book:
In 1893, the Tombstone Epitaph in Tombstone, Ariz. carried a story about the recovery 

of a badge lost by Constable Frank Broad. The woman who found it was delighted by the 
“liberal reward” the constable gave her for fi nding his badge on Fremont Street.

In 1892, the San Francisco Morning Call reported that newspaper reporters confl icted 
with police over access to crime and fi re scenes, even though the reporters had been 
issued badges that they claimed guaranteed their access.

“Both sides try to do their duty, but they fi nd it hard work,” the newspaper reported.
The article chronicled an incident during which a police offi cer physically removed 

a newspaper reporter from a fi re scene even after the reporter displayed his police 
department issued badge.

Doss published a Los Angeles newspaper article from 1906 that details the arrest of a 
young man who offered to sell San Francisco police badges allegedly to raise money for 
the families of deceased and injured offi cers. It turned out the badges were fakes and the 
seller admitted he intended to keep the money!

In 1907, the city of Oakland presented outgoing Chief Albert Wilson with a solid gold 
retirement badge after 37 years of service. Interestingly, no city offi cials questioned why 
the police department spent so much money on a ceremonial badge!

A Los Angeles newspaper article from 1909 chronicles an inquiry into the purchase of 
new police badges from the Los Angeles Rubber Stamp Company without competitive 
bids as required by city ordinance.

The badges were shields, not stars, which represented a style change for the LAPD. 
A week later, the newspaper reported the City Council approved the style change from 
stars to shields.

In 1909, a Honolulu, Hawaii newspaper reported that the police chief confi scated a 
badge that Detective David Kapaa apparently gave to special offi cers he deputized to 
assist him with investigations. The badge had an eye in the center and the legend “We 
Never Sleep.”

In all, there are hundreds of other newspaper articles that make for a fascinating read. 
Doss asked me if we would use some of the articles in future editions, which we will 
certainly do.

He did not provide information on the availability of his book but his address is 14894 

Joe D’Angelo, a collector and chaplain on the Nassau County, N.Y. Police 
Department, recently designed and produced a chaplain’s challenge coin for the 
department. One side features the chaplain’s logo, a Bible and cross, while the 
other side shows the NCPD badge and patch. Joe D’Angelo photographs

Ron Beath reports these are the new Queensland Police Service shoulder 
patches. (Left to right, top to bottom) Fully embroidered (shirts), silk screen 
(caps), plastic (jackets), subdued (tactical uniforms), Protective Services, 
Watchhouse Offi cer and Road Policing. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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Harrison, Allen Park MI 48101.

Thomas completes badge collection Jim Thomas, the hobby’s leading 
collector of North Carolina law enforcement insignia, recently completed his collection of 
100 county sheriff department badges from the Tar Heel State. It took him 38 years (1978 
to 2016) to complete the at least one from each county collection.

“Among many focuses, trying for one sheriff’s badge from each of North Carolina’s 
100 counties was a dream. Many sheriffs, deputies families of deceased deputies and, 
of course, antique store fi nds, collector shows and PCNEWS fueled my quest. It was a 

Jim Thomas has at least one sheriff’s department badge from each of North 
Carolina’s 100 counties. It took him 38 years to complete the one-of-a-kind 
collection. Thomas framed the collection and exhibits it county by county in the 
“badge room” at his Carson, Va. home. Jim Thomas photographs

These are rarities from Jim Thomas’s now complete 100-county North 
Carolina sheriff’s department badge collection: Alamance County deputy sheriff, 
Catawba County deputy sheriff and Graham County deputy sheriff. Many of 
these badges are extremely diffi cult. Jim Thomas photographs

Collectors Corner ...Continued

Additional rarities from Jim Thomas’s North Carolina sheriff’s department 
badge collection: Peroumans County sheriff. Rockingham County sergeant and 
Wilson County chief deputy. Thomas obtained most of his badges from sheriffs, 
deputies and families of retired offi cers. Jim Thomas photographs

Jim Thomas displays his North Carolina county sheriff badge collection in al-
phabetical order in large frames. Each county is labeled. He has more than one 
from some counties and only one from others. It is a very impressive collection 
and he is very proud of it, as he should be! Jim Thomas photograph

whole lot of fun!” Thomas said.
Thomas obtained his fi rst North Carolina sheriffs badge in 1978 when he went to work 

for the Eden, N.C. Police Department.
“The collection blossomed to the point where I had over 3000 different North Carolina 

patches and over 1000 different North Carolina badges,” he said.
After Thomas retired as a Rockingham County magistrate and moved to Virginia, 

he donated about half of his collection to the Rockingham County Historical Society 
Museum. His donation included badges that dated to the 1880s, early 1900s uniforms, 
hats, patches and documents.

Thomas, who now lives in Carson, Va., displays his collection in his “badge room” on 
the upper fl oor of his residence. It is truly a sight to behold!

I had the privilege of seeing his incredible collection when I attended a show he co-
sponsored in North Carolina in August 2006 and enjoyed an evening with him. I came 
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MIKE R. BONDARENKO (2392 USH 12, Baldwin WI 54002) pcnews@baldwin-

telecom.net

Lights, Camera,
Action! Sherrard

In Hollywood 
Ray Sherrard is well known as a federal insignia 

collector, historian and author, but he is also an 
accomplished television and fi lm consultant who has 
worked behind the scenes with some of the biggest 
names in Hollywood. Now, Sherrard is working on two 
motion picture projects of his own.

By Mike R. Bondarenko, Editor

SPECIAL – Ray Sherrard was a new special agent for the United States Treasury 
Department Criminal Investigation Division in Southern California in the early 1970s 
when his supervisor called him into his offi ce one day.

The last thing cops want is to be called into the boss’s offi ce, so one can only imagine 
what was going through Sherrard’s mind. A new assignment to take down another tax 
cheat? One of those “corrective action” pep talks?

“Go to the Playboy Club on Sunset Boulevard. Meet a guy there and talk to him about 
a TV show. Make sure he keeps it within the realm of possibility,” the supervisory agent 
told him.

Playboy Club?
Sunset Boulevard?
A television show?
“It was one of those moments where you think, ‘This can’t really be happening! This is 

too good to be true!’” Sherrard recalled.
Little did Sherrard know the meeting would spark a long second career as a television 

and fi lm consultant.
While he had always been a fan of Hollywood television and fi lm productions, 

especially the so-called cop shows, he had never personally been involved in a 
production. All that was about to change with the posh Playboy Club as the stage!

Sherrard met the legendary Hollywood screenwriter Jack Turley, whose credits at the 
time included episodes of Banacek, The FBI, Mod Squad, O’Hara, U.S. Treasury, Cade’s 
County, Felony Squad and Hawaii 5-0. 

“Turley told me he was working a new project. It was a pilot for a TV series about a 
female undercover IRS agent. It was a takeoff on Policewoman. What he wanted from 
me was technical advice on how IRS handles undercover operations,” Sherrard said.

Turley picked Sherrard’s brain about the ins and outs of being a Treasury agent 

working undercover.
“He asked all kinds of questions about what we can and can’t do as agents, especially 

when we work undercover. He had a pretty good story line,” Sherrard said.
Although the project, which had a working title of Undercover Lady, never made it to 

the screen, Turley went on to write three hit movies in the decade, Terror on the 40th 
Floor (1974),  Empire of the Ants (1977) and The Day The Earth Moved (1974).  He 
spent 40 years in the industry as a writer and actor with 53 productions to his credit.

Sherrard said the meeting with Turley went well, and the venue, Hugh Hefner’s 
Playboy Club at the height of its popularity among Hollywood’s movers and shakers, 
wasn’t bad either!

Since then, Sherrard has been consulting TV and fi lm makers on law enforcement 
insignia, equipment and procedures. He has worked behind the scenes with some of the 
top names in the entertainment industry.

Now, Sherrard is working on a couple exciting movie projects.
We talked about them and his TV and movie consultant career at a National Police 

Collectors Show. I misplaced my notes and only recently found them, so I apologize to 
my friend that it has taken me so long to tell this story!

Legendary LAPD detective Stanley White was a United States Marine Corps 
sergeant in Vietnam. He joined the Los Angeles Police Department after the war and 
became a homicide detective sergeant. He had a legendary career.

Actor Mickey Rourke played White as an Vietnam veteran LAPD detective who 
cracked down on crime in Chinatown in the 1985 cop thriller Year of the Dragon. Rourke 
wrote in his autobiography that he rode with White for several weeks and went to 32 
murder scenes with the detective to help prepare him for the part. He patterned his 
character after White.

Originally, the LAPD detective that Rourke portrayed had a different name, but 
the actor was so impressed by the real-life detective that he insisted his character be 
renamed Stanley White.

Sherrard got to know White through their mutual interest in the entertainment industry 
even though they were both still full-time cops.

“Stan is a very talented actor, writer and consultant. He worked on several major 
movie productions while he worked for the LAPD. Apocalypse Now was one. He was a 
technical adviser on the fi lm and helped train the actors for the battle scenes. After all, he 
had been a Marine in Vietnam,” Sherrard said.

Apocalypse Now, which was directed by Francis Ford Coppola of The Godfather 
fame, was one of the most popular movies of 1979 for its realistic depiction of the 
Vietnam War.

In the early ‘80s, White asked Sherrard to help him with a short story he had written 
about a Los Angeles cop with serious psychological and behavioral issues, including 
suicidal tendencies.

“Stan showed me the original story. He would call me up and bounce ideas off me 
while he worked on it. I advised him on federal law enforcement procedures, which are 
different than what he was used to at the LAPD,” Sherrard said.

White’s short story about an unbalanced LAPD detective became the basis for the 
screenplay that ultimately became the Lethal Weapon movie franchise starring Mel 
Gibson as Detective Martin Riggs. The fi rst fi lm debuted in 1987 and was a smash hit.

One would think the last thing a retired fed would want to do is a night patrol 
shift ride-along with Beverly Hills PD but that’s exactly what Ray Sherrrard did 
recently. Perhaps he saw something that night that might inspire a future movie 
project or a TV show? Stay tuned! Contributed photograph

Jack Turley was already an accomplished Hollywood screenwriter when Ray 
Sherrard met him at the Playboy Club in Los Angeles in the early ‘70s. Turley 
wanted technical advice on how the IRS works with informants for a TV show 
script he was working on at the time. Contributed photograph
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Midnight Run Although you won’t see his name when they roll the credits, Sherrard 
had a behind the scenes role in the work that later became Midnight Run, a very popular 
1988 fi lm starring Robert DeNiro, who played a bounty hunter hired to track down a 
mob accountant, played by Charles Grodin, and bring him back to Los Angeles after he 
embezzled $15 million from the Chicago mob.

“George Gallo, a screenwriter, wrote the story. Stan advised him on some of it. 
Because the IRS, FBI and bail bondsmen were part of the story, I also worked on it. I 
remember he asked me if the IRS could make an arrest in the Bahamas. I told them we 
couldn’t because it’s not the US,” Sherrard said.

White played a LAPD offi cer in the fi lm.
“I was offered a walk-on part in Midnight Run, but my boss said absolutely no way, so I 

couldn’t accept it,” Sherrard recalled.

The Grandma Mafi a In what must have been a throwback to his meeting with 
Turley, Sherrard was tasked with visiting a production company in Century City. “I was 
told to make sure I brought my weapon and handcuffs, which I thought was a little odd,” 
Sherrard said.

He learned the company wanted to photograph an authentic IRS badge and handcuffs 
next to a copy of a federal indictment in a very famous federal case, The Grandma Mafi a, 
which started in Miami and ended in Southern California. It involved the laundering of 
millions of dollars in cocaine profi ts in the early ‘80s.

“They called it the Grandma Mafi a because it involved a couple of grandmothers who 
laundered money and smuggled drugs. They got away with it for years because no one 
suspected them,” Sherrard said.

Larry Spivey, a freelance producer, wanted to make a fi lm about the case and pitched 
his idea to Columbia Pictures.

“Larry and I hit it off right away. I was invited to his home. We sat around and talked 
about ideas for the movie. Unfortunately, he never made the fi lm. I think he would have 
made a good one,” Sherrard said.

Ultimately, an assistant United States attorney bought the fi lm rights, but, so far, no 
movie has been made.

(After my interview with Sherrard, I thought about ‘80s actresses who could have 
played the Mafi a grandmothers. Betty White and Beatrice Arthur of The Golden Girls 
fame came immediately to mind!)

According to the New York Times, Spivey also considered making movies about the 
1984 massacre at a McDonald’s restaurant in San Ysidro, Calif. and the Iran-Contra 
Affair during the Reagan administration. A former Navy counterinsurgency expert, Spivey 
was an acquaintance of former presidential adviser Oliver North, one of the key fi gures in 
Iran-Contra.

Two pending projects Sherrard is working on two movie projects that might 
someday become feature fi lms. One involves a legendary IRS agent, while the other is 
about the Adolf Hitler’s SS (Schutzstaffel) during World War II.

IRS Special Agent Michael Malone spent nearly 39 years undercover and was 
involved in some of the most famous cases in the agency’s history, including the 
conviction of mobster Al Capone for tax evasion, the Lindbergh Kidnapping and many 
others.

“He spent more time undercover than any other Treasury agent and took down a lot 
of well known people for tax evasion, including Moses Annenberg, the richest man in the 
country,” Sherrard said.

In 1961, the Chicago Tribune published a series of stories about some of Malone’s 
cases, including Capone. The paper called him “Mysterious Mike.” He was one of the 
leading agents of the Prohibition Era.

Sherrard believes Malone’s career would make a great movie.
He said after the show he may become the assistant producer of the fi lm and already 

has two actors lined up for key roles.
His idea for the other fi lm centers around internal affairs investigations on corrupt SS 

offi cials at German prison camps during World War II. It sounds awesome!
“The SS had access to millions of dollars in cash, jewelry and diamonds coming into 

the camps from the prisoners they interned. They were supposed to turn all the valuables 
over to the government, but they started skimming and kept some for themselves. Of 
course, they tried to cover it up,” Sherrard said.

Georg Konrad Morgen, a lawyer from Frankfurt, was an SS judge who investigated 
criminal cases at prison camps, including Buchenwald and Auschwitz, among others. 
Morgen testifi ed about corrupt offi cials for the Allies at the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials 
after the war.

“I have a producer interested in making a fi lm about the SS corruption. I could write it 
or collaborate on it. It would be a fascinating story,” Sherrard said.

Hopefully, both of these ambitious projects will someday result in hit movies. 
Lights, camera, action!
MIKE R. BONDARENKO (2392 USH 12, Baldwin WI 54002) pcnews@baldwin-

telecom.net

Stanley White and Ray Sherrard gave screenwriter George Gallo technical 
advice on the 1988 fi lm Midnight Run. Starring Robert DeNiro and Charles 
Grodin, Midnight Run is about a bounty hunter who tracks down an accountant 
who stole $15 million from the Mafi a. Contributed photograph

Mickey Rourke patterned his character in the popular 1985 fi lm Year of the 
Dragon about a Los Angeles police detective who tackles crime in Chinatown 
after legendary real-life LAPD Detective Stanley White. Rourke spent several 
weeks with White investigating real murders. Contributed photograph

Lights, Camera, Action! ...Continued

Nevada Highway Patrol Although the Nevada Department of Public Safety is 
transitioning to a standard issue shoulder emblem for all uniformed personnel, Highway 
Patrol troopers can still wear the Highway Patrol emblem until July 1, 2019. Trooper Dan 
Gordon, a NHP public information offi cer, confi rmed the date to collector Bob Speed.

Show Raised $530 A police insignia show on May 13 in Saint Lambert, Que. 
raised $530 for a youth summer camp in the Montreal area. The show was hosted by 
Wayne Lord, a retired Royal Canadian Mounted Police offi cer. It was held on the campus 
of Champlain College. Lord said another show will be held in October.

Milwaukee Show Visitors The April 30 Milwaukee Police and Fire Badge and 
Patch Show attracted four long distance visitors, Patrick and Missette LeBlanc from 
France, who were on holiday in the USA, Roger McLean and Willie Herald from Illinois.  
LeBlanc said he was able to buy several patches at the show. McLean searched in vain 
for Green Bay police badges for his collection. “I can’t believe I couldn’t fi nd one thing 
from GBPD at a collector show in Wisconsin!” he said.
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From The
Private Little

Police Museum
Mike Lucas calls his collection the Private Little Police 

Museum and features a segment devoted to theatrical 
collectibles, which are patches, badges and other 
collectibles from law enforcement-related television 
shows and movies. Grab some popcorn and a cold 
beverage and enjoy the show!

By Mike Lucas, Staff Writer
MESA, Ariz. – I began collecting television and theatrical badges and patches 

because of someone trading me a Hill Street Blues patch for a Maricopa County Sheriff 
Offi ce patch more than 25 years ago.

I threw the patch in a junk box and forgot about it for some time. One day, I 
accidentally dropped some loose change into the box and during the search for the 
change, the Hill Street patch appeared before me as if it were a long-ignored child.

I was a fan of the new television show In The Heat Of The Night and as a result of 
fi nding the patch, began adding theatrical memorabilia to my collections.

In May 1994, I wrote to Carroll O’Connor and on June 14, 1994, I received an actual 
badge, autographed photo and letter from Claire Baker, an assistant to O’Connor. Later 
in the year, I acquired a jacket and shirt from the show complete with patches!

I also focused on the original Hawaii 5-0 television show series. I recently scored an 
original show pilot shoulder patch that is a semi-orange color with gold color border and 
letters. The patch reads, “State of Hawaii Five-0 Unit.” The center seal has two people, 
boats and water in a seven-point star.

I have shown three different badges from the original series. The fi rst from the right 
side of the frame is an authentic worn show badge, the middle badge is the authentic 
Five-0 reunion badge from January 22, 1999 and on the left is the very common and 
over-produced Taiwan-made badge.

The current Hawaii Five-0 series is not of much interest to me. The show does not 
portray or do justice to the quality of the original series. However, I do collect the show’s 
memorabilia.

I added the news clipping dated October 10, 2009 reference the planned inaugural 

show. Since then, several items of memorabilia became available to me.
It is noted that the Honolulu Police Department does not permit the usage of their 

badges, patches or other logos on the show, but it does allow its offi cers to work in an off-
duty capacity as support actors. The off-duty offi cers shall not use authentic HPD logo or 
equipment. Subsequently, a badge, patches and other logos were created for the show.

The shoulder patch and badge are distinctively different from the true Honolulu police 
logo as can be seen in the center of the display. Logos of other agencies portrayed in the 
show, such as the US Marshal’s Offi ce are non-authentic and distinctively different as 
well.

The badge on the right of the display is a Taiwan-made representative of those worn 
by the Five-O detectives on the show. The smaller badge next to the Taiwan badge is the 
one worn by the Five-0 detectives. The winged hat badge and breast badge to the left 
are worn by the fi ctitious Honolulu police offi cers.

There are currently additional show patches, such as canine and special units, that 

Mike Lucas, who is originally from Hawaii, is a huge fan of the original Hawaii 
Five-O television series, which ran from 1968 to 1980 and starred Jack Lord 
as Detective Captain Steve McGarrett. Lucas isn’t a fan of the current series. 
However, he does collect it. Mike Lucas photograph

The Private Little Police Museum features an extensive collection of badges 
worn by characters in a variety of law enforcement-related fi lms and television 
productions, such as Dragnet, Dirty Harry, In the Heat of the Night, Kojak and 
many, many others since the 1970s. Mike Lucas photograph

Hawaii Five-O is based on a statewide police task force which existed in 
Hawaii under martial law in the 1940s. The show hired many off-duty Honolulu 
police offi cers, although the city prohibited them from wearing their badges, 
patches and uniforms. Mike Lucas photograph
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have yet to be placed in my display.
Next is an array of theatrical badges. The badge in the upper right and corner of the 

display is from Hill Street Blues. The second badge is from Blade Runner. The third, 
fourth and fi fth are Los Angeles Police prop and replica badges.

The second row, beginning from the right of the display, are Dirty Harry (San 
Francisco PD) replica, California Highway Patrol  prop badge from CHIPS, Lou King 
Ranger Posse (Arizona), Arizona Highway Patrol prop badge from The Gauntlet and Los 
Vegas Metro replica badge from Vegas.

The third row from right to left in the display are a Miami-Dade Police replica from 
Miami Vice and Madrid County deputy sheriff from Cade’s County.

The next two badges in row three and the six-point star badge below centered 
between the two are from the Arizona movie, The Vagrant.

The next badge in row three is Mayberry sheriff from The Andy Griffi th Show, and the 
last badge is CSI from Las Vegas.

In row four the fi rst badge from the right is Sheriff (Rex Allen), Metropolitan Police (T.J. 
Hooker), off-set in row four is a Sheriff Hazzard County replica (Dukes of Hazzard), and 
El Zariba Security, Clint Eastwood’s circled star (Unforgiven) and Arizona Ranger generic 
replica star.

Row fi ve from the right side of the display are Sparta Police hat and badge set (In The 
Heat Of The Night), Chicago Police (prop), Reno Deputy Sheriff (Reno 911), El Zariba 
Provost Marshal Arat, Kansas City, Mo. (Maintain the Right) and Elks Kangaroo Court 
Police.

The next badges displayed are Gotham City Police (Batman), Bail Enforcement agent 
with the Hawaii state center seal (Dog The Bounty Hunter), Dodge City Marshal Matt 
Dillon (Gun Smoke), CTU, and Lieutenant, New York City (Kojak).

The last display is a set of badges from the movie The Getaway starring Steve 
McQueen and Ali MacGraw. The Getaway was partially fi lmed in Arizona in 1972.

I have since collected many different television and movie law enforcement- related 
and security-related patches.

Steve McQueen and Ali MacGraw, two of the top box offi ce draws of the 
1970s, starred in The Getaway, an action crime-theme drama in 1972. Some of 
the movie, which was a hit and grossed $36 million, was fi lmed in Arizona. The 
badges are from agencies portrayed in the fi lm. Mike Lucas photograph

Little Police Museum ...Continued

Southern California movie studios have large private security operations. 
Mike Lucas collects their insignia. These patches are from Allied Artists, 
Paramount, Universal Studios and Warner Brothers. (Allied Artists is defunct.) 
Studio security badges are also prime collectibles. Mike Lucas photograph

(Left) Security patches from Warner Brothers and Universal Studios and 
Coast Guard Motion Picture and Television Offi ce. (Right) A black and white 
publicity still from the popular TV series The Lone Ranger, which starred Clayton 
Moore and Jay Silverheels. Mike Lucas photograph

(Left) The Sparta police patch was worn by Carroll O’Connor in the popular 
series The Heat of the Night. O’Connor sent it to him in 1994. (Right) These are 
generic (non-department specifi c) shoulder patches worn in several television 
and movie productions and series. Mike Lucas photograph

In 1994, actor Carroll O’Connor sent Mike Lucas a shoulder patch and badge 
from In The Heat of the Night, along with a cover letter from his assistant. Later, 
Lucas was able to add a jacket and shirt from the show to his collection. Both 
were complete with shoulder patches. Mike Lucas photograph
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Probably the most unusual security theatrical related patch among the bunch is the 
Neverland Offi ce of Security Services. The patch was used by security staff at Michael 
Jackson’s Neverland Ranch.

The badge was created by Jackson. Less than 50 were made for Jackson’s security 
team. The blue and gold metal badge carries the legend “Offi ce of Special Service OSS 
Neverland Ranch.” It comes with a leather case that carries the same logo.

The letter was signed by Larry Rand, an OSS security specialist and reads:
“MJ’s Neverland Ranch has always had a security force. This special group was 

designated the Offi ce of Special Services.
“There are both gold and silver colored badges (armed and uniformed, and I was told 

they were changed after someone high up passed away.
“In the late 1990s, there was always an advanced group that would be in days before 

the principal. They would book hotel rooms well in advance and then secure them with 
OSS personnel.

“When he traveled, it was tantamount to a presidential movement. There was a core 
of approximately 50 men and women who protected him in New York and New Jersey 
along with his family.

“The badge was designed and approved by him. He loved the Neverland coat-of-
arms. The badge was used for identifi cation purposes and was shaped like the New York 
City badge because he liked the design.” 

MIKE LUCAS (PO Box 5317, Mesa AZ 85211)

(Left) Additional generic shoulder patches worn by offi cers on TV and fi lm 
productions. (Right) Patches worn on Keystone Cops, Bakersfi eld PD, Batman 
and Beverly Hills Cop. Interestingly, real Beverly Hills insignia and vehicles were 
used on Beverly Hills Cop. Mike Lucas photograph

(Left) Patches worn on Blue Thunder, ChiPS and Highway Patrol, Dirty Harry 
and Dick Tracy. (Right) Patches worn on Adam-12, Dragnet and other LAPD-
related shows, Dukes of Hazzard, Flying Nun and Hawaii Five-O. These are all 
part of Mike Lucas’s police museum. Mike Lucas photograph

(Left) The patch from Hill Street Blues interested Mike Lucas in TV and 
fi lm patches. It was the fi rst one he obtained. Others are from Cade’s County, 
Knots Landing and Miami Vice. (Right) Patches from T.J. Hooker, Outland, 
Quincy M.D. and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow. Mike Lucas photograph

(Left) The NYPD patch has been worn on many productions. Court offi cer 
came from Night Court. Texas Ranger is from Walker Texas Ranger. (Right) 
Patches from The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas, The Blues Brothers, and 
Police Academy from Mike Lucas’s collection. Mike Lucas photograph

(Left) Sometimes, TV and movie production companies modify real law 
enforcement insignia for their use or create fi ctional agencies. These are some 
examples. (Right) The patch and badge that Michael Jackson’s security offi cers 
wore at the Neverland Ranch in the ‘90s. Mike Lucas photograph

Civil War Theme The new Town of New Market, Va. Police Department emblem 
has a Civil War theme. The center design shows a battlefi eld with three cannon. The 
United States and Confederate States of America fl ags are also depicted. New Market 
is located in the heart of the historic Shenandoah Valley. Chief Chris Rinker heads a six 
offi cer department.

Lake Clarke Shores The Lake Clarke Shores, Fla. Police Department insignia 
has a unique blue and silver background. The center design depicts a heron on the lake 
shore with palm trees in the background.  The 11-member police department serves 3500 
residents. The city is located in Palm Beach County north of Miami.
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Wisconsin
State Patrol

License Plates
Wisconsin State Patrol marked vehicles have displayed 

custom license plates since 1941. Norm Ratliffe has 
documented 16 issues including full color anniversary 
plates issued in 1989 and 2014.

By Norm Ratcliffe, Guest Writer

NEWMARKET, Ont. – It is believed that from 1939 to 1941, patrol vehicles used by 
Wisconsin state traffi c offi cers were issued ordinary passenger license plates.

The earliest known titled Wisconsin State Traffi c Patrol plate commenced around 1941 
and used a similar format until 1955, although earlier versions varied.

The earlier plates were black over yellow-orange and made of embossed steel 
measuring 13 and three-eighths wide by six inches high. From the left of the plate there 
was a fi ve point star over “WIS,” followed by “STATE/ TRAFFIC /PATROL” followed by an 
assignment number up to two digits. (Figure 1)

Later issues of this type (1952-1955) had a lighter yellow background and a painted 
border.

In 1956, when North America went to a standard size of six by 12 inches for all 
passenger car license plates, the Wisconsin State Patrol issued an embossed thin 
aluminum license plate of these dimensions but painted black over white. The layout set 
the design standard for all subsequent WSP license plates for the next 30-plus years.

The state name was always embossed at the bottom center of the plate, and the 
words “STATE/ PATROL” always occupied the center left fi eld of the plate.

A fi ve-point star motif preceded the assignment number.
It was at this time when line cars were issued three-digit numbers with the fi rst number 

indicating the patrol district.
Numbers from “99” and down were for headquarters and special units not assigned to 

a particular district.
By May 6, 1959, these three-digit assignment numbers also became the radio call 

number for the vehicle.
The numbers after the district number indicated the hierarchy for each location with 

the district commander assigned “01,” the deputy district commander assigned “02,” etc.
It was at this time that WSP communications offi cers ran Wisconsin municipal 

government plates on their assigned cars and utilized assignment numbers “9,” “10,” 
“100,” “300,” “400” and “600.”

From 1956 until the WSP’s 50th anniversary in 1989, there were only eight variations 
to the black-and-white plates which are itemized below.

The 1956 issue featured a long mounting slot in the top left corner with three mounting 
holes in the other corners. The plate also had validation tab slots with squared edges 
in the top far right corner, but WSP plates are deemed tax exempt; therefore, annual 

validation tabs were not necessary or utilized.
The plate featured a full length crease over state name. A broken crease was applied 

below top mounting holes. It was believed that these indented creases gave the thin 
aluminum some structural rigidity.

This issue ran until late 1959. (Figure 2)
The 1960 to 1961 issue was not part of a fl eet-wide changeover, but rather a current 

issue for newly-assigned cars during that time. It was also made of thin embossed 
aluminum.

It was distinguished by a long mounting slot in lower left corner with three mounting 
holes in the other corners. The tab slots on this issue had rounded edges as opposed to 
the squared ones on the previous issue. There was once again a full length crease over 
the state name, but it had no top crease.

On the plate shown “1” means District 1 (Madison) and “28” means car 28. (Figure 3)
The 1962 to 1964 issue was also not part of a fl eet-wide changeover, but rather 

a current issue for newly-assigned cars during that time. It was also made of thin 
embossed aluminum.

The only difference between this issue and the previous issue was that the long 
mounting slot was now in the upper left corner of the plate with three mounting holes in 
the other corners. Otherwise, it is identical to the previous issue.

On the plate shown, “1” means District 1 (Madison) and “23” means car 23. (Figure 4)
The 1965 to 1966 issue was also not part of a fl eet-wide changeover, but rather a 

current issue for newly-assigned cars during that time. It was also made of embossed 
aluminum.

This issue was identical to the 1962 to the 1964 issue but did not feature any 
validation tab slots. (Figure 5)

The 1967 to 1972 issue was part of a fl eet-wide changeover. The plate was made of a 
more durable embossed aluminum. A dull refl ective white sheeting was used in lieu of the 
previous fl at white painted background.

This version was characterized by the keyhole mounting slot in the lower right corner 
with three mounting holes in the other corners. This version featured a full length crease 
just below upper bolt holes but with no bottom crease.

“WISCONSIN” was embossed in larger dies.
Plates in this series ending in “00” were assigned to radio technicians for each district. 

Trooper numbers began at “11” for each district.
On the plate shown, “6” means District 6 (Eau Claire) and “02” means assistant district 

commander.
Although only issued until 1972, these plates were still considered valid until 1987. 

(Figure 6)
The 1972 to 1977 issue was an embossed aluminum plate that also utilized dull 

refl ective white sheeting. This issue was not part of a fl eet-wide changeover but rather a 
current issue for newly-assigned cars during that time.

As with the 1967 issue, the keyhole mounting slot was placed in the lower right corner 
with three mounting holes in the other corners. A partial crease runs the span below the 
two upper bolt holes.

On this base plate, numbers “10,” “11” and “12” were issued to the State Patrol 
Academy and “13” was issued to the director of the academy.

Plates issued in the “900” number bloc were for loaner cars out of Madison, which 
were cars in transit from headquarters to a post or while being repaired. (Figure 7)

The 1977 to 1987 issue was an embossed aluminum plate similar to the 1972 issue, 
with the only exception being the use of bright refl ective sheeting and a full length crease 
just below the upper bolt-holes.

On the plate shown, “6” means District 6 (Eau Claire) and “42” means car 42. (Figure 
8)

The 1987 to 1988 issue was an embossed aluminum plate characterized by bright 
refl ective sheeting, four round mounting holes and no creases. (Figure 9)

There was a late 1988 to 1989 issue. This embossed aluminum plate also had bright 
refl ective sheeting, four round mounting holes and no creases.

(Figure 1) The earliest Wisconsin State Traffi c Patrol plates were issued in 
1941 and used until 1955. (Figure 2) This plate was used from 1956 to 1959. 
(Figure 3) Cruisers were outfi tted with this plate from 1960 to 1961. (Figure 4) 
The WSP issued this plate from 1962 to 1964. Norm Ratcliffe photographs

(Figure 5) This plate appeared on WSP cruisers from 1965 to 1966. (Figure 
6) This plate was part of a fl eet-wide changeover and was issued from 1967 to 
1972. (Figure 7) This plate was issued from 1972 to 1977. (Figure 8) This plate 
was used from 1977 to 1987. Norm Ratcliffe photographs
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“STATE/ PATROL” and the fi ve point star were silkscreen printed on instead of 
embossed into the plate.

This issue was short lived as the 50th anniversary license plates were rolled out 
during this time, and it is believed the silkscreen section only applied to Motor Carrier 
Enforcement plates.

On the plate shown, “66” means District 6 inspector and “02” means unit car 02. 
(Figure 10)

The 1989 to 2000 issue was a multicolored and attractive embossed aluminum plate 
created to commemorate the WSP’s golden anniversary in 1989.

Only the assignment number and step border are embossed; the remainder is all silk-
screened

The patrol car door shield appears in full-color in the center left fi eld.
This plate was used for over ten years and began to be phased out by 2000. (Figure 

11)
The 2000 issue is current. This embossed aluminum plate also has the image of the 

door shield in full color in the center left fi eld. This version has a refl ective medium blue 
background at the top which gradually fades to white as it descends to the bottom.

“WISCONSIN” is silk-screened in bold dark blue in the top left corner, while “STATE 
PATROL” is silk-screened is smaller dark blue font in the top right corner.

The slogan “IMPROVING HIGHWAY SAFETY” is silk-screened in dark blue along the 
lower center span. (Figure 14)

Motorcycle license plates are not as well-documented for their short use in the early 
days but are believed to be standard motorcycle issue plates.

 From the 1960s until 1989, the WSP used standard Wisconsin motorcycle plates but 
in the reserved number bloc of “4001” to “4100.” (Figure 15)

Later issue motorcycle plates mirrored the car versions but they are seven by four 
inches in size, such as the one shown. (Figure 16)

Much like they did in 1989 for their last milestone, the WSP commemorated their 
diamond anniversary with the commissioning of yet another bold graphic design license 
plate for their marked fl eet.

A dark blue graphic band spans the top with “1939 75 YEARS 2014” in yellow.
Another dark blue graphic band spans the bottom of the plate with ‘WISCONSIN 

STATE PATROL.”
A stylized WSP shield occupies the center left left with a silver-gray halo at the neck 

of the shield. “CELEBRATING 75TH ANNIVERSARY” is emblazoned on the halo. “1939 
(red star) 2014” is placed at the bottom.

Regular unit numbering is embossed in the center and right fi eld of the plate.
NORM RATCLIFFE (15 Manning Crescent, Newmarket ON L3Y 6H3, Canada)

For information on other state police and highway patrol vehicle license plates, see 

Norm Ratcliffe’s outstanding and highly informative Web site, StateTrooperPlates.Com. 
EDITOR

(Figure 9) The State Patrol used this plate from 1987 to 1988. (Figure 10) This 
was used by a motor carrier enforcement inspector in 1988 and 1989. (Figure 11) 
The 50th anniversary plate was issued in 1989. (Figure 12) The 2000 to current 
State Patrol motorcycle plate. Norm Ratcliffe photographs

(Figure 16) Early WSP motorcycle plates mirrored those used on other 
vehicles, except for the size. (Figure 17) The agency outfi tted all of its vehicles 
with a colorful commemorative license plate to celebrate its 75th anniversary in 
2014. The logo is shown in full color on the left. Norm Radcliffe photographs

(Figure 15) From the 1960s until 1989, the Wisconsin State Patrol used 
standard issue motorcycle plates. A trooper is shown making a traffi c stop. His 
Harley-Davidson motorcycle carries the plate “4008” in the standard plate issue. 
Custom plates began in 1989. Norm Ratcliffe Collection

Policing History
Of Duval County
And Jacksonville

Police history in Jacksonville, Fla. goes back to 1822 
with the appointment of the fi rst town marshal. The 
former police department merged with the Duval County 
Sheriff’s Department in 1968 for form one of the nation’s 
fi rst joint city-county law enforcement agencies. Chad 
Harris traces its history.

By Chad Harris, Guest Writer
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. – Florida became a territory of the United States of America in 

1821.
Jacksonville law enforcement started with Town Marshal Daniel C. Hart in 1822, 

shortly after the riverfront community of Cowford was offi cially named Jacksonville.
While the Jacksonville Sheriff’s Offi ce now numbers over 3000 strong, the history of 

policing in Jacksonville, up until the last generation, was wild and woolly. Every icon that 
epitomized the great American West was here, gunfi ghts, saloons, bar fi ghts, covered 
wagons and dirt streets with cathouses.

Jacksonville was invaded by foreign armies on four occasions. Once the city was 
burned to the ground.

The fi rst jail was an old wooden fi sh market hauled down to Bay and Liberty Streets 
next to the river. The community had nicknamed it “The Jug.” No doubt it reeked of a 
fi shy odor.

The fi rst elected sheriff was Albert Gallatin Philips Morgan in 1834, father of the man 
for whom Philips Highway was named.

Sheriff Uriah Bowden was in charge between 1853 and 1858, then joined the Florida 
Light Infantry and fought at Gettysburg.
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Sheriff Frederick Leuders, great-great grandfather of retired appointed Police Chief 
George Leuders, was standing on the dock when Union gunboats pulled into the city in 
1862.

Bowden served as sheriff again from 1878 to 1883, while Napoleon Bonaparte 
Broward also was sheriff twice (1888-94 and 1896-1901) and ran guns to Cuba in 
between.

The Jacksonville Police Department also had an African American town marshal in 
1872 named Emmanuel Fortune. He had been a slave. We have a wonderful photograph 
of him, and he was an intense, intelligent-looking man. He taught himself to read by 
looking over the shoulder of his master’s son.

Uniformed offi cers came about in the late 1880s wearing gray coats and British-style 
domed covers.

There was Abel James Roberts, who rode his father’s horse and buggy here from 
Baker County to drive a horse-drawn bread truck in 1892.

In 1893 he walked up to Police Chief John Keefe and asked him for a job. The chief 
was impressed and hired him. He served for 52 years, 27 of those as chief.

The fi rst police car came about during Roberts’ days, a 1911 Cadillac Touring Car.
I have shown a picture was taken on March 20, 1913. It is of the police headquarters 

on Newnan Street.
As the county and city grew, in 1922, the Duval County Road Patrol was formed to 

handle patrolling the far reaches of the county.
Rex V. Sweat served on the road patrol and later was elected sheriff. He served as 

sheriff from 1933 to 1957.
The Police Department had a Black Precinct in 1953.
The city and county consolidated in 1968, and Dale Carson was elected head of the 

newly-formed Jacksonville Sheriff’s Offi ce, just as the current sheriff and his predecessor 
were hitting the streets as patrolmen.

In the police academy class of 1967, the valedictorian was James E. McMillan. There 
was one black policeman in that class. His name was Nathaniel Glover. So, you have two 
sheriffs who came out of one academy class.

With the election of each new sheriff since 1958, the Sheriff’s Offi ce has been 
transformed into a primer law enforcement agency. The agency is now nationally 
accredited and serves as a model for other agencies around the nation.

Police headquarters:
1875-1926 JPD and Jail corner of Newnan and Bay Streets
April 26, 1902-1926 JPD, 128 East Forsyth Street (current site of Florida Theater)
September 1926-1975 JPD, 711 Liberty Street
1975-Present Sheriff’s Offi ce, 501 East Bay Street
Jails:
1840 “The Jug,” Liberty Street at the river
1854-1901 Jail, Ocean Street
1876 Duval County Jail, corner of Beaver and Liberty Streets
1899 New City Jail, corner of Market and Forsyth Street
1912-1958 City Prison Farm, Gun Club Road
1918 County Prison, Commonwealth and Superior Street
1958-1991 Duval County Jail, 400 East Bay Street
1958-Present James l. Montgomery Correction Center
1926-1968 1968 marked closing of the Old City Jail at 711 Liberty Street
April 1991-Present John E. Goode Pretrial Detention Facility, 500 East Adams Street
Major devastating events:
July 28, 1888 Yellow fever hit Jacksonville. One out of every three of the 14,000 

people in the city were stricken. By November, 427 people were dead.
May 3, 1901 The city was devastated by fi re, 466 acres of the city was in ashes, 2368 

buildings were destroyed and 8677 citizens were left homeless. Thankfully, only seven 
citizens had perished.

Major milestones of change:
1988 Glock semiautomatic pistols replaced revolvers department-wide
1992 JSO achieves accreditation in CALEA
Town marshals 1822 to 1913:
1822-33 Daniel C. Hart (earliest known)
1841-?? Yoemans
1867-69 Colonel John T. Sprague
1869-70 W.S. Rawson
1870-71 R.P. Moody
1872-74 Emmanuel Fortune (fi rst black town marshal)
His mother was the daughter of a mulatto slave and a Seminole Indian. His father was 

a white Irishman. He was described as literate, a good debater and impervious to bribes 
and promises.

1875-76 John Tyler
1877-78 P.E. McMurray
1878-81 George H. Mays
1882-83 John Tyler
1883-86 Unknown
1886-87 John Tyler
1887-88 T.B. Hernandez (last known town marshal)
After 1887, the town marshal’s duties concentrated on civil matters.
1888-1913 ??
Jacksonville captains of police 1870-1887:

1870-71 I.N. Divine
1873-75 James Hoey
1875-78 W.S. Rawson
1878-80 W.C. Cooper
1880-82 John Tyler
1882-85 William D. Vinzant
1885-86 John Tyler
1886-87 John Keefe
1887-88 G.M. Brittain
Jacksonville chiefs of police 1887-1968:
In January 1887 a new city charter was enacted and created a Board of Police 

Commissioners and changed the title of captain of police to chief of police.
In 1887 James Hoy was the fi rst chief of police.
By December 1887, one sergeant and 15 of 24 patrolmen were black.
By 1888, two black police sergeants and 15 black patrolmen, including a black 

chairman of the Board of Police Commissioners, were on duty.
On May 16, 1889, the State Legislature passed House Bill 4, which empowered 

Governor Francis P. Fleming to abolish the elected town government and replace them 
with his appointees.

Chief James Hoey and all of Jacksonville’s black police offi cers were turned out of 
offi ce. For the next 61 years, Jacksonville’s police force would be exclusively white.

In 1899, the city was divided into nine wards, each had two council members. They 
appointed the mayor and three members of the Board of Police Commissioners.

The police force consisted of a chief, fi rst lieutenant and sergeant, second sergeant 
and 24 patrolmen. Four extra supernumerary men were selected to work in the place of a 
regular offi cer in the event he was sick.

1889-92 Paul G. Phillips
1892-95 John Keefe
1894-95 Paul G. Phillips
1895-97 John Keefe
1897-98 W.F. Ivers
1898-1913 (1921) William D. Vinzant
1913-21 F.C. Roach
He was the last chief to wear the word “CHIEF” within a wreath as a hat badge. He 

was also the last chief to wear an Army military style uniform.
1921 William D. Vinzant
1921-47 Abel J. Roberts
Hat badge changed to an eagle top and the uniform added a tie.
1947-55 Sherman Cannon
He wore two stars as a rank.
1955-67 Luther Reynolds
1967-68 R.C. Blanton
1968  D.K. Brown
He was the last city police chief.
Early appointed sheriffs:
1822 James Dell
1822-33 Daniel C. Hart
Elected and appointed sheriffs:
1833-42 Albert Gallatin Philips Morgan (fi rst elected sheriff)
1842-44 Jacob Gutterson
1844-45 Harrison R. Blanchard
1845-47 Thomas Ledwith
1847-48 William H.G. Saunders
1849-51 John G. Smith
1851-53 George H. Smith
1853-58 Uriah Bowden
1858-61 Paul D. Canova
1861-65 Frederick Leuders
1865-70 Daniel P. Smith
1865-70 M. Bowden
1870-71 Samuel N. Williams
1871-75 William M. Ledwith
1875-78 John S. Driggs
1878-83 Uriah Bowden
1883-88 Henry D. Holland
1888-94 Napoleon Bonaparte Broward
He was born on April 19, 1857 and lived until October 1, 1910. The governor 

appointed him to the post on February 27, 1888.
In less than a month, Broward gained statewide notoriety for breaking up gambling 

operations in the city.
He was a river pilot and captain before becoming a politician.
Broward was elected as the 19th governor of Florida from January 3, 1905 to January 

4, 1909.
1894-96 R. Fleming Bowden
1896-1901 Napoleon Bonaparte Broward
1901-05 John Price
1905-06 William B. Picket
1906-07 Moses A. Brown
1907-13 R. Fleming Bowden
1913-17 William H. “Ham” Dowling
1917 Henry H. Lewis
1917-21 William. H. “Ham” Dowling
1921-23 Robert E. Merritt

Jacksonville History ...Continued
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1929-33 William B. Cahoon
1933-57 Rex Sweat
1957-58 William Alpheus “Al” Cahill
Sheriffs since consolidation:
1958-86 Dale George Carson
He was appointed by Governor Leroy Collins in 1958. Before that he was a clean-

cut FBI agent assigned to the Jacksonville Offi ce. That was after Governor Collins had 
suspended his predecessor, Al Cahill, after a year of grand jury investigations into bribery, 
gambling, illegal liquor sales and incompetence.

Former Mayor and State Attorney Ed Austin said Carson took over a very troubled 
offi ce in the late ‘50s and quickly turned it into one of the fi nest law enforcement offi ce’s 
anywhere.

Duval County voters re-elected Sheriff Carson seven times.
A proponent of Jacksonville’s consolidated form of government, Sheriff Carson faced 

the daunting task in 1968 of merging two competitive agencies, his own sheriff’s offi ce 
and the old city police department.

In the early ‘60s, his offi ce and the FBI had investigated corruption in the municipal 
police department.

Mayor Austin said, “Dale took those two agencies and created a masterpiece, the 
Jacksonville Sheriff’s Offi ce. He was exactly the right man for the job. He did not tolerate 
any type of misconduct or corruption. If he found any, he cleaned it out in a hurry.”

1986-95 James E. McMillan
He began his career as a police offi cer with the Jacksonville Police Department. In the 

police academy class of 1967, he was the valedictorian.
 There was one black policeman in the class. His name was Nathaniel Glover.
1995-2004 Nathaniel Glover Jr.
He was also known as Nat Glover and was born on March 29, 1943 in Jacksonville. 

He began his law enforcement career with the Police Department in 1966.
In 1969, he became a detective in the newly-formed Sheriff’s Offi ce. He was promoted 

to sergeant in 1974.
In 1991, he was named director of police services.
Glover was elected sheriff in 1995 and re-elected in 1999. He was the fi rst African 

American elected sheriff in Florida since the end of Reconstruction.
He graduated from Edward Waters College in 1966 and received a master’s degree 

from the University of North Florida. He also graduated from the FBI Academy.
Sheriff Glover was a starting linebacker and team captain for the Edward Waters 

College football team.
After his terms as sheriff, he served as the president of Edward Waters College.
2004-15 John Henry Rutherford

He was born on September 2, 1952. He was elected and took offi ce on July 1, 2003. 
He was also re-elected in 2007 and 2011. He had served 28 years with the agency prior 
to being elected sheriff. He will leave the Sheriff’s Offi ce in 2015.

Sheriff Rutherford was a career law enforcement offi cer within the Sheriff’s Offi ce. He 
earned an associate’s degree in police administration from Florida Junior College, and 
then received a bachelor’s degree in criminology at Florida State University. Later, he 
attended the FBI National Academy in Quantico, Va.

As sheriff, Rutherford maintained the philosophy that Jacksonville deserves the right 
offi cers with the right training and the right equipment, properly deployed and skillfully 
managed. They must be men and women of character and sound judgment.

The materials contained within this compilation is derived from numerous sources, 
most notably the Florida State Archives, Turner Publishing Jacksonville Sheriff’s Offi ce 
2002 and numerous other written articles. This is not an original source.

CHAD HARRIS (Jacksonville Sheriff’s Offi ce, 501 East Bay Street, Jacksonville FL 
32202)

Chad Harris is a Jacksonville Sheriff’s Offi ce deputy sheriff and well-known Florida 
law enforcement insignia collector. He was a display contest winner at the “Space Coast” 
show in January 2015. EDITOR

When the Jacksonville Police Department and the Duval County Sheriff’s 
Department merged in 1968, all previous insignia became obsolete. It was 
replaced by new Jacksonville Sheriff’s Offi ce insignia. The colorful current patch 
is shown with two now long-obsolete styles. Chad Harris Collection

Actress Lee Meredith helped Mayor Hans Tanzier raise the city limits sign in 
Jacksonville after the city and Duval County consolidated their governments in 
October 1968. Voters had overwhelmingly approved the merger that created 
“The Bold New City of the South.” Contributed photograph

The Jacksonville Police Department had a black precinct in 1973. It 
was headquartered at Fourth and Jefferson Streets. The department was 
exclusively white for 61 years beginning in 1889 when state legislators passed 
a bill that removed all black offi cers from the agency. Contributed photograph
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$$$REWARD for older South Pacifi c insignia. Many collectors have old Pacifi c patches and badges 
in their federal collections since Ray put them in his book. Check your fed box, and see if you have 
anything from the Pacifi c. Also, I’m looking for items from smaller countries of the world. MARTIN J. 
CASSIDY, 51 White Oak St., #4C, New Rochelle NY 10801-1737. Phone: (914) 738-7205, Email: mjc-
patch@aol.com 

BADGE COLLECTOR: Always looking for New Jersey items, in particular City of Newark, and NJ Bor-
ough Marshal. Buy or trade. Check blog at “badgecollector.blogspot.com” for a nice read, too. DENNIS 
BEYER. Email: jerseychief@gmail.com or phone (239) 775-8689.  (61)

BADGES WANTED:  Looking for badges from St. Louis, East St. Louis and area, Niagara Falls, Chau-
tauqua Co. NY, Kentucky Detroit, DC and other major cities. The older, the better!  DAVID HUME, 1856 
Farmview Dr., Lexington, KY 40515-1373  email: dhume15@twc.com (60)

CASH FOR BADGE COLLECTIONS: Primarily interested in western states such as California, Nevada, 
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Dakotas, Montana, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. Also 
want original photos of lawmen and pre-WWII Boy Scout collections. Will fl y anywhere for serious seller. 
Contact EMILY at emandpilot@gmail.com or (916) 622-9710.

COLLECTING PATCHES, PINS, BADGES, ETC. from/pertaining to the U.S. Federal Protective Service 
(FPS, FPSD, and FPSP), U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) and Dartmouth, Massachusetts 
Police. Will buy or trade. Contact RICH PONTES at 8 Cedar Crest Road, Dartmouth, MA 02747 or 
tyall@comcast.net, web page:  https://www.fl ickr.com/photos/126226324@N08/sets/    (60)

COLLECTOR LOOKING FOR COVERED BRIDGE PATCHES, current or past issues. Must be in good 
enough condition to be displayed to a viewing public. Also badges, pins and challenge coins with cov-
ered bridges. Please phone or write. JOHN MALYNA, 927 Atlantic  Ave., Winnipeg MB, R2X 1L5, (204) 
582-5255.

FEDERAL COLLECTORS, My patch collection is up for sale on my website, www.raymondsherrard.
com.  Click on the Patch Auction link and scroll down to the images. I’m seeking obsolete federal 
badges, credentials, photos, research material.  Will buy or trade for them. RAY SHERRARD, rhsenter-
prises@earthlink.net.  Phone: (714) 840 4388. (60)

FOR THOSE WISCONSIN COLLECTORS, if you have been looking for the Milwaukee PD “Operation 
Teddy Bear – We Care” (Juvenile Div.) I have a mint condition for trade only. I will only trade for 10 K-9 
patches that I could use. If you would like a copy of list, please advise. OFC. GILBERT GONZALEZ  
(Ret.), PO Box 1838, Meriden CT 06450, email: semperfi 54@gmail.com (59)

G-MEN BADGES BOOK UPDATES: Available now the updates for the G-Men badges, federal badge 
book. 2015 updates still available $35.00, 2016 almost 3000 pages $60.00. KEN LUCAS, 90 Two Rivers 
Road, Chesapeake City MD 21915, (443) 907-2943, Paypal:  sgt116@yahoo.com   (60)

LOOKING TO BUY ANYTHING FROM: National Geospatial Intelligence Agency – NGA, National Naval 
Medical Center – NNMC – Bethesda, National Institutes of Health – NIH, National Imagery and Mapping 
Agency – NIMA, David Taylor Model Basin – DOD Police, and badge marked DTMB with Department of 
Defense center seal. KEN MARSHALL, hkusp45@comcast.net, phone: (412) 554-2227.  (61)

MASSACHUSETTS POLICE BADGES WANTED:  Hampden, Springfi eld (police and fi re), Springfi eld 
Armory Guard, Fireman and worker ID badge, West Springfi eld, Wilbraham, East Longmeadow, Holy-
oke, Chicopee, Monson, Palmer, Ludlow, Northampton, Westfi eld, Agawam, Southwick, South Hadley 
and any other Massachusetts badge.  Also wanted factory guard badges from Massachusetts.   Please 
contact MICHAEL COONEY at (413) 784-3378.  (60)

RAILROAD POLICE BADGES WANTED for private collection. I’m especially looking for Penn Central 
/ PRR / NY Central / New Haven / Reading / Lehigh Valley and other eastern roads. GARY FARMER, 
(717) 426-4409 or email pharmer15@embarqmail.com  (61)

RAILROAD POLICE BADGES WANTED:  Seeking old railroad police badges for my collection.  I have 
badges to trade or will buy.  Premium prices paid for badges not in my collection. Especially looking for 
10K, 14K, & 18K solid gold railroad police presentation badges and sterling silver engraved badges from 
Irvine & Jachiens and Ed Jones Co.  Looking for a “Swift & Co.” Police “pie plate” star by C.H. Hanson 
Co.  CHIP GREINER, P.O. Box 125, Bogota, NJ 07603, (201) 390-7372, rrbadges@aol.com or www.
railroadpolicebadges.com  (61)

SRidgeURPLUS PATCHES:  Patches from 2014-2017. Current styles as well as “Special Units”, all new, 
mint condition, 10xpatches $35.00; 25xpatches $25.00, and 40xpatches $100.00 with free shipping 
and insurance. SCOTT BARKSDALE, 2332 New Lake Dr., Columbia SC 29210, (803) 731-1701, email: 
barksdalecustompatches.com

STATE POLICE HIGHWAY PATROL vintage shoulder patches wanted. I will either buy or trade. I have a 

few very nice old vintage patches to trade with. Please call or email me. Thanks, DAVE NAGEL 708 878 
1622, email: IPPFA7@gmail.com

STATE POLICE HIGHWAY PATROL vintage shoulder patches wanted. I will either buy or trade. I have a 
few very nice old vintage patches to trade with. Please call or email me. Thanks, DAVE NAGEL 708 878 
1622, email: IPPFA7@gmail.com

STILL AFTER OVER 35 YEARS, am still trying to obtain any style Federalsburg PD (badge) (MD). I 
have over 100 badges and over 2000 patches for trade, or I will purchase. OFC. GILBERT GONZALEZ  
(Ret.), PO Box 1838, Meriden CT 06450, email: semperfi 54@gmail.com (59)

SW AFRICA: Pre-1964: Four Provinces: Transvaal – (42); Cape – (15); Natal (32); Orange Free Strate 
(3), SW Africa (14); total patches – 106. Many metal pieces including cap and breast badges. ENTIRE 
collection is for sale. Send for list:  patchman238@att.net  Will send detailed list. The Patch Man – DON 
BROCKMAN, 3345 South 77th St., Milwaukee WI 53219-3818.

THOSE COLLECTORS that collect K-9 patches, if you send me 10 different patches, I will do same. 
OFC. GILBERT GONZALEZ  (Ret.), PO Box 1838, Meriden CT 06450, email: semperfi 54@gmail.com 
(59)

WANTED: Anything from the Maryland National Capital Park Police, Maryland National Capital Park 
and Planning Commission, M.N.C.P., M.N.C.P.P., M.N.C.P.P.C., and Maryland Park Police. Also Fairfax 
County Police – Virginia – badges – K9 – Chaplin, SWAT, Assistant Chief, and Maryland Department of 
Natural Resources Police, Maryland D.N.R. Police. KEN MARSHALL, hkusp45@comcast.net, phone: 
(412) 554-2227.  (61)

WANTED: Gold on black bullion hat patch, “Captain” in a wreath. Also old police badges from anywhere 
U.S. and old Michigan badges, pre 1940. Contact: GEORGE TOY, 50 Ridge Field Ct., Oxford MI 48371,  
(248) 572-4458.  (59)

WANTED: Looking to buy at least two (2) old time leather covered blackjacks or saps for police display. 
Very good condition. RANDY MANNING, (801) 941-8868 (6 PM).

WANTED: Oklahoma City Oklahoma sergeants badge with Sun hallmark. Please call or email me at 
(708) 878 -1622 or email:   IPPFA7@gmail.com DAVE NAGEL. Thank you.

WANTED: Oklahoma City Oklahoma sergeants badge with Sun hallmark. Please call or email me at 
(708) 878 -1622 or email:   IPPFA7@gmail.com DAVE NAGEL. Thank you.

WANTED: Old Federal badges, US Customs, Treasury, IRS, FAA, Prohibition, Agriculture, ATF, DEA, the 
older the better. Also wanted: old big city pre-turn-of-century badges; NYPD, LAPD, Kansas City, Tuc-
son, Oklahoma City, Dallas, St. Louis, Memphis, etc. Top dollar paid or have 6500 badges to trade from. 
KEN LUCAS, 90 Two Rivers Rd., Chesapeake City MD 21915, (443) 907-2943 or email scan:  sgt116@
yahoo.com  (60)

WANTED: Old Ohio badges and patches. Collector appreciates old badges and patches, does it as a 
hobby and is not a dealer, just an old fashioned collector. PAT OLVEY, 7631 Holliston Pl., Cincinnati OH 
45255, Email: polvey@fuse.net (TFN)

WANTED
I need this patch for my 
Colorado collec  on.
I will buy or trade for it, 
name your price. Thanks. 

DAVE NAGEL
Please call or email:
(708) 878 1622
IPPFA7@gmail.com
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THANK YOU !
All my reserve police badges have been sold.  Thanks to everyone 

who purchased them. I hope you enjoy them as much as I did.   

I will remain active in the hobby.

“The Reserve Badge Guy”

Don Magruder
PO Box 410224, Creve Couer, MO 63141

Phone: (314) 882-9344

E-Mail: dwmagruder@gmail.com
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Fairfax Regional 
Badge and Patch Show 

Sponsored by  
Fairfax County Police Association 

 

 
 

Show Site: www.FairfaxRegionalBadgeandPatchShow.com 
For additional information contact Larry or Bill:  FCPAShow@aol.com 

Saturday, November 4, 2017 
10 a.m. – 3 p.m. 

Fairfax County Police Association Hall 
5625 Revercomb Court, Fairfax, VA 22030 

 

General Admission at 10:00 a.m. 
Admission: $5 per person (Spouses and children free) 

Table Rental: $20 per table 
 

(Admission for Table Holder and 1 Assistant included) 
Table Holder Set-up begins  at 9:00 a.m. 

 
For table reservations, make checks and money orders payable to: 
FCPA and mail to: FCPA Show, 154 Abrams Pointe Blvd., 
Winchester, VA 22602-5610. Tables assigned on first-come, first-
serve basis and must be paid in advance. 
 
 Food and drink available for purchase 
 Plenty of free parking 
 Numerous local hotels close to show site 
 Best of Show Trophy awarded 

Directions 
 

From Richmond, VA and points South: 
 I-95 to VA 286 North (Fairfax County Parkway) 
 Left on Popes Head Road 
 Left on Revercomb Court (follow sign) 
 Left into parking lot (follow sign) 
 

From Baltimore, MD and points North: 
 I-95 to I-495 
 I-495 West to I-495 South 
 I-66 West to VA 286 South (Fairfax County Parkway) 
 Right on Popes Head Road 
 Left on Revercomb Court. Left into parking lot (follow sign) 

 

WANTED
I need this subdued patch
to complete my SP/HP 
swat collec  on.  Please 
help me complete it. 

I have a few to trade 
or will buy it. Thanks.

DAVE NAGEL
708 878 1622 or
IPPFA7@gmail.com

WANTED
Motor Carrier Enforcement 

Patches and Cloth Badges

Older the Better
Top Prices Paid

Mike R. Bondarenko
2392 USH 12

Baldwin  WI 54002

mikerbondarenko@baldwin-telecom.net
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 2017 
ROSEN PLAZA HOTEL  9700 INTERNATIONAL DR. ORLANDO 
CENTRALLY LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE TOURIST DISTRICT. CLOSE TO UNIVERSAL 
STUDIOS, SEA WORLD, WALT DISNEY WORLD AND TWO WORLD-CLASS OUTLET MALLS. 

EASY ACCESS TO ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, I-4 AND THE FL. TURNPIKE. 

85 TABLES ARE AVAILABLE AT $30.00 EA. 

SET-UP BEGINS AT 7:30 AM, THE SHOW OPENS AT 9AM. 
A SPECIAL ROOM RATE OF $97 IS AVAILABLE FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS. 

CALL 1-800-627-8258 FOR HOTEL RESERVATIONS. 
PLEASE MENTION THE “OCSO-Doug Sarubbi-VACATION CAPITAL POLICE SHOW” BY NAME. 

FREE ON-SITE PARKING FOR ATTENDEES & GUESTS. 

Awards will be presented for Best Badge, Best Patch and Best Overall Display.  Admission is $3.00 

 

FOR INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT: 

DOUG SARUBBI at sarubb@aol.com OR CALL 

DAY: 407-351-9368 NIGHT: 407-297-1232 
 

Co-Hosts: Ron Bartholome and John Holmes 

Please confirm reservations by mailing payment to: 

Doug Sarubbi, 4023 Salmon Dr. Orlando, FL 32835 

WANTED
U.S. Customs Hat Badges & Other Customs Items
I am looking for the following U.S. Customs Service Hat Badge  tles for my 
collec  on. I am also looking for older Inspector’s breast badges and hats from early 
1800s through 1950s and any other old Customs memorabilia. If you have  tles 
not listed please let me know. 

Contact Craig Richmond at:  fl ats50@aol.com or 843-276-1821.

White Hat Badge Badge  Blue Hat Badge                  Newer Gold & Blue Hat  
Boarding Offi  cer  Assistant Chief Inspector Inspector (from 1990s)
Dep. Coll. in Charge  Captain
Deputy Collector  Cashier
Boarding Offi  cer  Guard
Guard   Inspector (w/hollow le  ers on top and on bo  om)  
Lieutenant   Inspectress
Messenger   Inves  gator
Night Inspector   Lieutenant
Staff  Offi  cer   Port Director
Sta  on Inspector  Sampler
Surveyor’s Staff    Sergeant
Teller    Supervising Warehouse Offi  cer
Dep. Coll. & Insp.   Supervisor Inves  gator
Examiner of Passenger Baggage  K-9 Enforcement Offi  cer
Spec. Dep. Naval Offi  cer   Assistant Deputy Collector
Chauff er    Port Patrol Offi  cer 
    Chauff er
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